The news consultant: TV's controversial hired gun
Never-say-die Justice Dept. files against KSL
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Tornadoes!

On the stormy night of June 9th, warnings were issued that tornado funnels had been spotted in the Cadillac, Michigan, broadcast area.

The local Fetzer TV station stayed on the air well past sign-off time to keep residents informed of the whereabouts of the dread twisters. An appreciative viewer wrote: "When all our other stations were deserting us to sign off at their regular broadcasting time, including the radio station, you were kind enough to extend your day for the safety of your fellowman."

Helping people in time of danger is another part of Fetzer total community involvement.

The Fetzer Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WKZO</th>
<th>WKZO-TV</th>
<th>KOLN-TV</th>
<th>KGIN-TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kalamazoo</td>
<td>Kalamazoo</td>
<td>Lincoln</td>
<td>Grand Island</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WWTV</th>
<th>WWUP-TV</th>
<th>WJFM</th>
<th>WKJF(FM)</th>
<th>WWAM</th>
<th>KMEG-TV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cadillac</td>
<td>Sault Ste. Marie</td>
<td>Grand Rapids</td>
<td>Cadillac</td>
<td>Cadillac</td>
<td>Sioux City</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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30 motion pictures
...29 in color.
We’ve had ’em by the ears for Fifty Years.
WCCO Radio's audience takes the cake!

It's WCCO Radio's 50th Anniversary.

But it's that gigantic WCCO Radio audience that takes the cake. A bigger average quarter-hour audience than any of those "whippersnapper" TV stations in the Minneapolis-St. Paul market. A bigger adult drivetime audience than all other Twin Cities Radio stations combined.*

An audience so large and loyal that it positions WCCO Radio as a basic medium throughout its vast 101-county coverage area.*** In all, that audience averages better than 1.3 million different listeners per week. They make us feel much younger than our 50 years.

We couldn't ask for more to make our anniversary so Golden.

*Arbitron Radio & TV reports, April-May 1974. TSA. Persons 12+. 6:00 AM-Midnight, Monday-Sunday. **Arbitron Radio, April-May 1974. TSA. Persons 18+. 6:00-10:00 AM & 3:00-7:00 PM, Monday-Friday. ***Circulation Pulse 1971-72. All data subject to qualification which WCCO Radio will supply on request.
Something Old, Something New, Something Borrowed...

Fritz Bauer built his first transmitter in 1922. A great heritage, which lives on in Sparta's current model transmitters. That's old, isn't it... 1922?

We're newly a Subsidiary of Cetec Corporation, with the tremendous financial and technological backing which that implies.

There's our new EDP installation for faster processing of orders and shipments, with a bonus of lowering costs to keep equipment prices stable. Our newly increased international business is showing us new ways to serve YOU better, too. The second new Sparta plant expansion in a year, to meet your future needs. Watch for new Sparta models throughout the complete equipment line.

New colors in the latest long-lasting finishes. New things, new ideas, new happenings!

Also, we're borrowing ideas and techniques from across the industrial spectrum, to aid every facet of our design and production capability.

We offer a lot... old, new, or borrowed... in a vital contribution to today's broadcast industry. And tomorrow's.

We're in the business of You.
Retreat from access? Growing source of irritation at FCC these days is prime-time access rule. Even commissioners who supported it are said to be annoyed at being obliged to consider waiver requests, and commissioners generally are disturbed at litigation generated by modification of rule. (Modification was compromise between those who wanted to retain rule and those who wanted to abolish it.) At moment, Chairman Richard E. Wiley, although he never liked rule, is said to be interested in salvaging it through compromise. But if commission, which is now reviewing rule, under court order, cannot devise "compromise that will not be litigated to death," as one official said, it may pull plug on it.

Commissioners' feelings surfaced Friday during discussion of proposed waiver policy to follow during one-year period that court has barred commission from changing rule. Commissioners were unhappy with staff's proposal, which suggested number of programs for which rule might be waived (Broadcasting, Sept. 2); they felt it too detailed, likely to raise as well as answer questions. Commission will consider matter again this week. Put over, too, until next week, was long-pending proposed notice of inquiry on reruns.

Turnaround. Metromedia Inc., original and staunch supporter of prime-time access rule, is abandoning that position, its officials disillusioned with way things worked out since rule became effective in 1971. They see creation of access time, from which network programing is barred, as having created buyers' market in spot availability. Far more stations are available, and competition between network affiliates and independents is fiercer. Five of Metromedia's six television stations are independents.

In early stages of rule's application, Metromedia stations gained audience by stripping off-network series, denied affiliates in access time, against original syndication or local programing on affiliates. That advantage has been eroding. Metromedia defection from ranks of rule's supporters will be made known by Sept. 20, deadline for new round of comments FCC has invited in connection with court-ordered review of its modifications of rule.

Solid sample. Generally upbeat view of broadcast time sales is evident in membership survey just completed by Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management. Stations were asked how their sales of announcements in second quarter this year compared with same period last year. Of 107 TV's responding, representing markets of all sizes, 89 (83%) said their combined local and national/regional sales were up; rest said combined sales were down but not by much. Of 69 AM-FM combinations reporting, 32 (46%) said combined sales were up, but mostly thanks to local and regional categories; 42 (60%) said local was up, but 45 (65%) said national sales were down, with two out of three in that group reporting national off by more than 11%. In FM, picture was brighter. Though only 18 FM-only stations reported, 16 said combined local and national/regional sales were up — and 11 of that number said increases amounted to 25% or more.

Man from MIT. FCC Commissioner Glen O. Robinson is rounding out his office staff with addition of economist who will serve on consultancy basis. New man is Dr. Robert W. Crandall, associate professor of economics at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who has written on economics of broadcasting, cable television and entertainment industry generally. He was early critic of commission's prime-time access rule, writing in 1971 that rule was product of commission's "failure to understand the economic rationale for the shift in network practices" and that rule could have "no beneficial effect upon program quality or diversity." Dr. Crandall will work in Commissioner Robinson's office part-time — probably one day a week — until end of year, almost full time after that.

Missed deadline. Arbitron TV's re-entry into metered over-night TV ratings in New York and Los Angeles, scheduled to start Sept. 16 (Broadcasting, Aug. 13, 1973), is off-target. Delay is blamed on technical problems: snag in development of one component, slowdown in phone-company installations and strike at Western Electric, which makes part of equipment. Instead of targeted 275 reporting households in each city by Sept. 16, Arbitron has about 180 equipped with data-access devices, 200 or so partially equipped, in each city.

No firm date yet for start of regular service, but officials say they're already getting tuning information from systems and around Oct. 1 will start putting together weekly summaries as samples. These will probably start with rough sets-in-use numbers and gradually add other data — day parts, ratings, etc. — as systems' capacity builds.

Hobby time. Nobody on FCC works harder than 40-year-old chairman, Richard Wiley. He's usually first in and last out at least five days (sometimes seven) a week and invariably carries one or two loaded briefcases to his nearby Virginia home. He reads while being driven (chairman's only fringe benefit) to and from his office, if he isn't using mobile phone.

But one side of hard-driving chairman isn't generally known. During Little League season, which ended fortnight ago, chairman coached championship baseball team on which son, Douglas, 12, was star slugger, pitcher and outfielder. For past two weeks chairman has been coaching Little League football, in which Doug also excels. Next: basketball.

Less insurance. Word last week was that section of House-passed license renewal bill protecting licensees from challenge on multimedia-ownership grounds, if they conform to FCC rules, is doomed in Senate Communications Subcommittee. That's section Senator Phillip Hart (D-Mich.) has said his Antitrust Subcommittee wants to review. To avoid referral, and probable delay beyond chance for action in this Congress, Chairman John O. Pastore (D-R.I.) of Communications Subcommittee is said to be resigned to killing section but salvaging some protection by writing report leaving it to FCC to administer its ownership rules. There's still chance for recovery of ownership section on floor.

Another feature of bill — longer license terms — seems more secure. House voted to extend present three-year term to five years.
FCC sets ambitious meeting schedule to attack backlog of unfinished business

FCC has settled on tentative schedule under which it hopes by end of year to dispose of number of major items, including broadcast-newspaper crossownership, children's programming, pay cable and prime-time access rule. Schedule, which includes dates for oral arguments, will require two-and-one-half to three days of meetings each week. Chairman Richard E. Wiley, in proposing schedule to commission, is said to have urged it as means of demonstrating commission's seriousness about reducing growing backlogs.

First major item is scheduled for Tuesday (Sept. 10). Commission will consider proposed rule that would result in breakup of multimedia holdings in same market (Docket 18110). Chairman Wiley is known to hope that commissioners will be in position to instruct staff on drafting final report and order ("Closed Circuit," Sept. 2).

Whatever conclusion commission reaches on issue would be expected to affect outcome of its deliberations on question of existing crossownership of cable TV and television stations in same market. Commission, which is confronted with some 60 petitions for waiver of rule banning such crossownership, is to consider them on Sept. 25 and 26.

Other dates of interest include:
- Sept. 11 – discussion of Office of Telecommunications Policy’s proposed cable TV bill; Sept. 17 – discussion of proposed National Environmental Policy Act regulations (Docket 19896); Sept. 19 – discussion of “TV curves” (how to measure signal strength) (Docket 16004); Sept. 24 – cable television technical standards (Docket 20018);
- Sept. 26 – cable TV complaint procedures; Oct. 2 and 8 – discussion of children’s television programming (Docket 19142); Oct. 8 – cable television mandatory program originator (Docket 19998); Oct. 9 and 10 – cable TV-newspaper crossownership (Docket 18891); Oct. 16, 17 and, if necessary, 21 – prime-time access rule; Oct. 23, 24, 25 – oral argument on pay cable (Docket 19554);
- Nov. 7 – pay cable discussion; Nov. 13 and 14 – discussion of cable television importation of distant sports events; Nov. 14 – discussion of ownership reporting by broadcasters, cable television systems and common carriers; Nov. 20 and 21 – second report by commission’s Federal State-Local Advisory Committee on how jurisdiction over cable television should be apportioned among federal and nonfederal governments; Nov. 21 – discussion of requests for domestic communications satellite authorizations.

Dec. 4 – discussion of internal commission matters, including new delegations of authority to staff; Dec. 5 – consideration of requests for waivers of rule requiring breakup of telephone company-cable television crossownership; Dec. 11 – discussion of report requested by House and Senate Appropriations Committees on what commission is doing to protect children from “excessive violence” on television; Dec. 17 and 18 – adoption of report on violence on television; Dec. 19 and 20 – discussion of four cable TV items: cable TV franchise selection (Docket 20019); cable TV line extensions (Docket 20020); cable TV franchise expiration and cancellation (Docket 20022) and cable TV system transfers (Docket 20023).

Schedule also provides for two FCC regional meetings, although location of only one – Chicago, on Oct. 30 and 31 – is set. Second, according to schedule, will be held on evening of Dec. 2 and on following day, but location is left open. Officials indicate it will probably be held in mid-Atlantic states area, possibly Washington.

As designed by Chairman Wiley, schedule contains number of designated special meetings. These are to provide

---

Top of the Week

Boon or bane? The influence of news consultants now reaches to the very foundation of broadcast journalism. Promising to lead their station clients' to news ratings prominence, they've succeeded in attracting a large following of admiring management types. But in process, they've also infuriated more than one rank-and-filer. Broadcasting takes an in-depth look at "the news doctors." Page 21.

Seventh song sung. Justice Department resumes station-by-station attack against media crossownership. With challenge to renewals of Salt Lake City's KSL facilities, department this time chooses Mormon Church for special treatment. Page 30.

OT may be out. Commerce Department's Office of Telecommunications was created, ostensibly, as back-up for White House's OTP. But, officials of latter are complaining that OT is not fulfilling its mission. Hence, it may soon be a thing of the past. Page 34.

Ultimatum. NAB's decision to require code adherence of all TV members evokes ire of at least one group owner. Western Broadcasting threatens to pull out unless association entails. Page 47.

Ready. Networks can handle inevitable changes to come this decade – say NBC's Howard, ABC's Neal – but not without making some of their own. Flexibility, they maintain, is key to stability. Page 36.

No bleeper blooper. FCC says NBC was on safe ground when it cut one word from Johnny Carson's monologue – irrespective of fact that word was name of its biggest sponsor's product. Page 56.

Passing puberty. Local cable origination, NCTA study finds, is coming of age – albeit slowly. Probe finds 629 systems now carry own programming, reaching more than half of nation's subscribers. Production techniques seen growing in sophistication, advertiser interest on rise. Page 62.

Curious. Senator Hart's antitrust unit is becoming interested in pay cable dispute and its competitive implications. Subcommittee staff begins to gather data on broadcast-vs.-cable struggle for motion picture rights. Page 63.


Orderly transition. Bill Sheehan's elevation to ABC News presidency isn't expected to make any waves – for time being. A long-expected heir apparent, Mr. Sheehan has been taking on the big job in small installments. Page 81.

---
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time for matters that become ripe for either oral argument or commission action. In addition, chairman told commis-
sion that some scheduled meetings may be pre-empted to consider new items that may arise.

Scott, Ervin head toward showdown on performer, record maker rights

Copyright revision bill (S. 1361) got off to shaky start on Senate floor last Friday. Introductory remarks by bill’s
sponsor, Senator John McClellan (D-Ark.), were stopped short when senators began talk of sending bill back to
Judiciary Committee, where it originated. Stumbling block is Section 114, establishing performance royalty for record-
ing artists and record manufacturers, supported by Senator Hugh Scott (R-Pa.). Senator Scott conceded that amend-
ment by Senator Sam Ervin (D-N.C.) to delete per-
formance royalty fees for broadcasters, juke box operators and other users of recorded works, will likely pass if voted on
now, and he wants to avoid record vote on performance royalty, would rather section be removed in committee so
it could not be said that Senate voted it down this year. Senator McClellan suggested that if bill is recommitted, Judici-
y Committee is not likely to act on it until House passes its own copyright bill in future year.

It was agreed to schedule vote on Ervin amendment for today (Sept. 9). Senator Scott, however, is not precluded
from calling for vote to recommit before Ervin amendment vote, move he is said to be considering. Senator Scott
asked Senator Ervin to be “gracious winner” and agree that Section 114 merits further hearings next year. But
Senator Ervin would not give inch. “If it’s deleted, it’s dead,” he said. Senator Scott told members he has been
working on performance royalty issue since 1944. “This is a good amendment,” he said. “I don’t want to lose it
forever.” Said Scott aide: “We’re just going to have to be as stubborn as everyone else.”

In introducing his amendment, Senator Ervin called performance royalty “tax” on broadcasters and juke box
operators. Establishment of royalty would be “constitutionally unsound and economically unwise,” he said. Con-
stitution says Congress shall have power to secure for au-
thors and inventors exclusive right to their writings and discoveries. Performance royalty goes against Constitution,
Senator Ervin said, because performers and manufacturers cannot be considered “authors” of works they record.

CBS faults proposed premium ad ban

Federal Trade Commission’s proposal to ban TV advertising of premium offers to children (Broadcasting, July 1, et seq.) “grossly” discriminates against television, raises serious constitutional and statutory questions, assumes prem-
iums are harmful without demonstrating that they are, pretends they’re new when they are not, is unnecessary,
would not accomplish its avowed purpose anyway and, in fact, would result only in redistribution of premium-adver-
sising money from TV to other media. Those are among faults CBS Inc. finds in FTC’s proposal in brief being filed
with FTC today (Sept. 9). CBS goes further to suggest that FTC staff issued premium-ban proposal in form of
“guide” because, that way, it can “evolve industry com-
pliance” without being obligated to produce “substantial evidence” needed to support a “rule.” And toward end of
59-page array of legal and factual arguments against pro-
posal, brief also offers personal suggestion: That FTC
members and staff “consider whether, as children, they
ever responded to (premium) offers, and if so, whether
they believe that the premiums injured them or offended
public policy.”

Sept. 9 had been deadline for comments, but FTC staff
is expected to ask commission for extension; approval is
considered likely.

Reasoner, Moyers, Cronkite big winners among news Emmies

Harry Reasoner, ABC Evening News anchorman, and Bill
Moyers, formerly of PBS’ Bill Moyers’ Journal, received
“Emmy” awards as “outstanding TV news broadcasters”
of 1973-74 from National Academy of TV Arts and Sci-
ences. Mr. Moyers received award for Oct. 31, 1973 “Es-
say, Watergate.” Mr. Reasoner, for March 19, 1973-June
30, 1974 ABC Evening News contributions.

Winner of most new Emmies was Walter Cronkite, CBS
Evening News anchorman, for participation in network’s
TV report on resignation of Vice President Spiro Agnew,
and Watergate: The White House Transcripts report.

CBS News won 12 awards, ABC won eight, NBC News
won four, NBC News won three. Five non-ABC produced
programs broadcast on that network won eight awards.

Elkhart UHF sold for $3.2 million

WSJV (TV) Elkhart-South Bend, Ind., has been sold by
Truth Publishing Co. to Quincy Newspapers Inc. for $3.2
million, subject to FCC approval. Truth Publishing is own-
ed by John F. Dille Jr. (53%) and Walter R. Beardsley
(47%), and publishes daily Elkhart Truth. Principals also
have similar interest in Truth Radio Corp., licensee of
WTRC (AM) and WYEZ (FM) Elkhart. Mr. Dille Jr., with
son, John Dille III, owns Pathfinder Communications
Corp., licensee of WCUS (AM) Grand Rapids, Mich., and
WMEE (AM) and WMESF (FM) Fort Wayne, Ind. F.M. Lind-
say Jr. is chairman and Thomas A. Oakley president of
Quincy Newspapers, which publishes daily Quincy (III.)
Herald-Whig, has 88% interest in WEGM-AM-TV Quincy
and owns 100% of WGEM-FM. Ownership is in several
family trusts; 50% is split among various members of F. M.
Lindsay family, which also has interests in Lindsay-Schaub
Newspapers Inc., owner of several Midwest papers,
WSOY-AM-FM Decatur, Ill. and WLAP-AM-FM Lexington,
Ky., and 20% interest in WCLA-TV Champaign and
WMBD-AM-FM Peoria, both Ill., and KFMB-AM-FM-TV
San Diego.

WSJV is an ABC affiliate on channel 28 with 410 kw
visual and 40.7 kw aural and antenna 1,086 feet above

In Brief

Summing. Five media and agency chief executives are
among leaders invited by President Ford to forthcoming
summit conference on economy: Arthur Taylor, CBS pres-
ident, who advocated summit on inflation in Washington
speech delivered while Richard Nixon was President (Broad-
casting, July 22); Robert Sarnoff, RCA chairman; Kath-
ertine Graham, chairman, Washington Post Co. (Post-New-
week Stations); Andrew Heiskell, chairman, Time Inc.,
and Mary Wells Lawrence, president, Wells, Rich, Greene.

More muscle against pay TV. National Association
of Broadcasters is about to beef up Special Committee on Pay
TV in anticipation of extended fight to protect mass-aud-
ience attractions against raids by pay cable. Capital Cities’
Willard E. Walbridge will stay on as chairman, but search
is on for vice chairman to take active role in fund raising.
Charles H. Tower of Corinthian stations has been asked to
take assignment, and his decision is due this week. Richard
Jenkins, CBS Washington vice president, will be added to
committee, as will be member or two from NAB television
board. Project is baby of Wilson Wearn of Multimedia sta-
tions, chairman of NAB TV board. So far committee has
Hubbell Robinson, 68, one of leading figures in radio and TV programming for more than 30 years, 16 of them at CBS, died of lung cancer Wednesday night (Sept. 4) in New York, where he made his home. He was credited with introducing such durable CBS-TV shows as *I Love Lucy*, *Gunsmoke* and was also creator and executive producer of acclaimed *Playhouse 90* during tenure as program chief that extended from 1947 to 1966 except for three years out as head of own company, Hubbell Robinson Productions. In 1966 he joined ABC-TV as executive in charge of production for *Stage 67*. William S. Paley, CBS board chairman, praised him as one whose "name was synonymous with quality entertainment in radio and television." Mr. Robinson was married three times: to writer Therese Lewis, to singer Margaret Whiting and to musical comedy star Viviene Segal, from whom he was legally separated in 1962. His autobiography, "Wanderer in the Waste- land," is to be published next year by G.P. Putnam's Sons, New York.

raised $480,000 for antipathy campaign, has Hill & Knowlton PR firm on retainer. Mr. Wearn sees need for ongoing fund drive to keep campaign alive indefinitely.

Mixed bag. ABC-TV got jump on its rivals with new sitcom *That's My Mama* (Wednesday, Sept. 4, 8:30 p.m., NYT) and scored big 20.0 rating and 38 share in national Nielsen overnight, against rerun of *Cannon* on CBS (12.9 rating, 24 share) and against sitcom pilot that didn't make it on NBC (12.0 rating and 23 share). But critics' notices were almost uniformly unfavorable. "About the only good thing to be said for *That's My Mama* is that it provides employment opportunities for several talented black actors. The rest is stock sitcom formula. . . ." wrote John J. O'Connor in *The New York Times*. And Val Adams, in *The New York Daily News*, said "It's all situation and no comedy."

Staying, White House has confirmed report ("Closed Circuit," Sept. 2) that former FCC Chairman Dean Burch will remain on President Ford's staff and will be concerned with coordinating President's political activities in connection with congressional election campaign. News Secretary Jerry F. terHorst also said Mr. Burch would serve as liaison with regulatory agencies, job he had under President Nixon. How, however, it is known that Mr. Burch will spend most of his time for next two months on political matters. And there is no certainty that he will remain with White House after election.

Double jeopardy. Will Lewis, general manager of Pacifica Foundation's KPFK(FM) Los Angeles, who has been battling demand that he give up original tape recording from Sybionese Liberation Army last May, seems to have walked into similar predicament in San Francisco where he is acting manager of Pacifica's KPFA(FM) there (see page 38). FBI has told Mr. Lewis it wants original communication that station received from People's Forces New World Liberation Front taking credit for bombing of San Francisco brokerage office earlier last week. Mr. Lewis is bucking that demand too. He is fearful, he said last Friday, that he may have to go to jail again to uphold his contention that he is protected under First Amendment. Mr. Lewis spent 16 days in jail for SLA matter before Justice William O. Douglas granted stay pending appeal to U.S. Supreme Court.

Going private? Wells, Rich, Greene Inc., New York, reports board of directors has approved exchange offer whereby agency will buy from shareholders up to 1,405,000 shares of common stock on basis of $3 in cash and $8 principal amount of 10-year subordinated debentures bearing interest rate of 10% per year for each common share. WRG had 1,631,524 shares outstanding as of last Jan. 24. Company officials declined to comment on reports move is prelude to WRG's going private. Stock has been traded on New York Stock Exchange in $5.50 range.


**Headliners**

Dovel Dane Bernbach Inc., New York, has reorganized agency structure, merging domestic and international operations and reassigning responsibilities. In changeover, *James R. Heekin Jr.*, who had been president, domestic operations, and *Edward T. Russell*, who had been president of DDB-International, have resigned. *Joseph R. Daly*, board chairman (domestic operations), has taken on worldwide responsibilities for agency. *Thomas A. Gallagher*, managing director of DDB-London, has been named president of agency with worldwide responsibilities. *William Bernbach* continues as chief executive officer but assumes new title, chairman of executive committee (previously, he had been board chairman, worldwide). Mr. Bernbach plans to participate more in day-to-day creative output of agency.
WHY IN THE WORLD SHOULD YOU WATCH TELEVISION AT 7:00 AM?

There’s something important going on.


If Roger Mudd learns of something significant brewing in Congress, you get a full report of it here. If Henry Kissinger makes a new move, Marvin Kalb will be here with it. You find out what happened on the West Coast after you went to bed. In Europe before you woke up.

This weekday morning hour of news—"informative, attractive, crisp and to the point"—is how one leading critic has described it—is the only hour of solid news in network television.

It takes the entire night to put it together, drawing on the full resources of CBS News worldwide. Anchor-man Hughes Rudd starts work himself at 2:00 AM each day—managing, even at that hour, to summon up the pungency and wit his reporting is famous for.

Why watch television at seven in the morning?

That’s when some of the best reporters in the business give you a head start on your whole day.

THE CBS MORNING NEWS WAKES YOU UP.
TO EVERYTHING.
7 AM MONDAY-FRIDAY.
CIP's supporters

Editor: It is unfortunate that your article (Aug. 26) and editorial (Sept. 2) on the opposition to the license renewal legislation resort to character assassination rather than debating the merits (perhaps I should say demerits) of the legislation. The list of groups opposing the legislation—which includes minority, feminist, labor, consumer, political, citizen lobby, business, government officials and even some broadcasters, as well as groups whose primary activity is media reform—is enough to show the utter falsity of your charges, and I shall not attempt to dignify them with a response.

One matter does, however, warrant clarification. At no time since I became associated with the Citizens Information Project has it, nor have I, received any financial support or expended any funds from any person or entity with an economic interest in the outcome of any case at the FCC or in the courts. All of the activities of CIP since I became associated with it have been supported by persons or entities that have no financial stake in the passage or defeat of broadcast license renewal legislation.—Albert H. Kramer, Citizens Information Project, Washington.

(As both the article and editorial were explicit in stating, three clients of the Washington law firm of Welch & Morgan—all representing with incumbent licensees for existing television stations—supported the Citizens Information Project during the incumbency of Mr. Kramer's predecessor, Warren Graves.)

The local TV journalism report

Editor: Your coverage of television news [in the Aug. 19 issue] was most thorough and complete. There is a great kinship between local television news and the office of the congressman. We are both interested in matters concerning the nation and more especially those matters concerning our region and districts.

I am constantly impressed by the television operations covering my Sixth District in Iowa, by their diligence and objective sincerity as they produce their local news programming. Your television industry is great and powerful, and capable of doing untold good throughout the local areas as well as the nation.—Representative Wiley Mayne (R-Iowa), Washington.

Editor: Perhaps we were slightly ahead of our time, but your comprehensive and concise special report in your Aug. 19 issue recalled a significant experiment in

The simplicity, reliability, and effectiveness of the Sony U-Matic Videocassette System are what have made it so successful.

So successful, in fact, that an independent survey shows that 3 out of every 4 purchasers of video recording/playback equipment in 1974 will buy the 3/4" U-matic System.

So successful in use that the U.S. Army has publicly stated that their 3/4" U-matic equipment is "99.9% reliable."

And the 3/4" U format is Sony's format. Originated and engineered by Sony. Perfected by Sony. And proven effective by thousands of users in Business and Industry: from the Fortune 500 to smaller regional companies. In Education: from Universities to Public School Systems. In Medicine, in Cable TV, Government.

Wherever people must interchange information.

It's the new concept in communication. With all the impact that you know television has. Simple to use, ideal for training, teaching, product demonstrations, messages from management.

Here are some special features of the Sony 3/4" U-matic format:

- Delivers a picture that's superior in resolution, color fidelity, and stability.
- 2-track sound for bilingual or technical and non-technical presentations.
- Playing time of up to 60 minutes, twice that of some other systems.

Push-button controls. Pause, automatic rewind and shut-off.

A book-sized cassette that can be mailed inexpensively anywhere in the U.S. or the world.

And everything the Sony name stands for in quality, reliability, and nationwide service.

It's Sony's easy and effective way for you to move into a new world of communications. Find out how easy. Write today.

Sony. The proven one!
my decade of broadcast news reporting. As news director of a one-man news department at KORI-TV Klamath Falls, Ore., the "mini-doc" became a welcomed way of life. Thanks largely to Dean Reeter, news director of our sister station, KKCR-TV Redding, Calif., and his three-person staff, in-depth reporting was made possible even for a one-man department.

We covered such memorable items as Wherever Happened to D. B. Cooper? and Saiga, Big Foot or Big Dream? The last heard of, Dean Reeter was still at it. Truly a pioneering effort.—Kurt Austermann, broadcast specialist, U.S. Forest Service, Portland, Ore.

EDITOR: Your story on electronic journalism in the Aug. 19 issue is not totally factual. KREM-TV Spokane, Wash., leased an F&B Ceco Asaca ACC-5000 portable broadcast color minicamera from my company for use at the Spokane World's Fair. KREM-TV did not use an Ikemage camera at any time for its Expo reports.


(The incorrect identification was supplied by a station official.)

Our company consults only. We secure the finest research we can find, from the country's leading social scientists, to gather our background facts. But research is not our primary business. Objective analysis and specific recommendations based on monitoring, research and professional broadcast background, along with continuing consultation for at least a year, at all levels desired inside a client station, constitute our final product.

Our list of clients is not the largest in the field, but it is the most impressive, and no other company can claim to have consulted with so many clients successfully and continuously for as long as twelve years.

If you want to know who we work for, how we work with them, what they think of us, and exactly what we think consultants should be, call us.

McHugh and Hoffman, Inc.
Communications Consultants
7900 Westpark Drive
McLean, Virginia 22110
Area Code 703
790-5050

Editor: In his vitriolic denunciation of the broadcast media, Jerome Barr asks us to compromise the integrity of news broadcasts by suppressing stories that are unfavorable to an advertiser, and to abdicate our fundamental responsibility to the public by allowing advertisers unrestrained access to our facilities [“Monday Memo,” Aug. 19].

He states his scrutiny should be limited to questionable program materials and commercials but not extend to an advertiser’s business practices. However, it is a simple fact of life that unconscionable business practices by an advertiser ineradically damage our own credibility with the public. Kaufman Carpet was cited for “repeated, multiple, and deceptive practices” including sales contract violations by the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. In the absence of any substantive assurances to the contrary from Kaufman Carpet, we could not accept their advertising.—Ernest J. McDaniel, director, technical and broadcast operations, WCBS(AM) New York.

Datebook

Also in September

¬ Sept. 16—Station Representatives Association of Canada (Montreal chapter) “Television Day.” Tickets through Advertising and Sales Executives Club of Montreal, Queen Elizabeth hotel.
¬ Sept. 19—Radio Advertising Bureau large market sales clinics, Sheraton Cadillac, Detroit, and Riviera Hyatt House, Atlanta.
¬ Sept. 18—inagural newsmaker luncheon of International Radio and Television Society, with FCC Chairman Richard E. Willey as speaker. Waldorf-Astoria hotel, New York.
¬ Sept. 18—Association of Independent Television Stations Inc. (INTV) board of directors meeting. RKO General Television, New York.
¬ Sept. 18-20—Minnesota Broadcasters Association fall conference, Hibbing.
¬ Sept. 19—Electronic Industries Association of Japan Japan Electronics Show ’74, Tokyo International Trade Fair Grounds, Tokyo.
¬ Sept. 19—Radio Advertising Bureau large market sales clinics, Sheraton Inn-Airport (Corporis), Pittsburgh, and Sheraton-Four Ambassadors, Cincinnati.
¬ Sept. 21—Deadline for contact with FCC in prime time law ruling proceeding (Docket 19622), extended from Aug. 26.
¬ Sept. 21-22—Second Annual Midwest Seminar on Videotape & Film, Representative Barry M. Goldwater Jr. (R-Calif.), guest speaker, Marriott Motor Hotel, Chicago.
¬ Sept. 22-23—Florida Association of Broadcasters fall conference, Hudson Millar Jr., WIRI(AM) Fort Pierce, chairman, St. Lucie Hilton.
¬ Sept. 23-24—National Cable Television Association board meeting. Rancho La Costa, Calif.
¬ Sept. 29-30—Eastern Broadcasters Association annual convention, Frontier hotel, Las Vegas.
¬ Sept. 28-Oct. 2—American Association of Advertising Agencies Western regional meeting, Vancouver, B.C.

Other side

Editor: In his vitriolic denunciation of the broadcast media, Jerome Barr asks us to compromise the integrity of news broadcasts by suppressing stories that are unfavorable to an advertiser, and to abdicate our fundamental responsibility to the public by allowing advertisers unrestricted access to our facilities ["Monday Memo," Aug. 19].

He states his scrutiny should be limited to questionable program materials and commercials but not extend to an advertiser's business practices. However, it is a simple fact of life that unconscionable business practices by an advertiser ineradically damage our own credibility with the public. Kaufman Carpet was cited for "repeated, multiple, and deceptive practices" including sales contract violations by the New York City Department of Consumer Affairs. In the absence of any substantive assurances to the contrary from Kaufman Carpet, we could not accept their advertising.—Ernest J. McDaniel, director, technical and broadcast operations, WCBS(AM) New York.
Doubleday Media Offers
NEW YORK CITY SUBURBS

AM-FM combination.
1/2-million in billings plus positive cash flow.
2-1/2 acres land plus building.
Unique format attracts good ratings.
FM signal can be boosted to reach NYC.
Terrific potential for aggressive owner.
$1,500,000. Terms to qualified buyer.
Call Pete O'Reilly collect: 202-872-1100.

Doubleday Media
Brokers of Radio, TV, CATV, and Newspaper Properties.

Regional Managers
Peter V. O'Reilly, 1730 M. St. N.W., Washington 20036, 202-872-1100.

100% MODULAR

SOLID STATE

TELEVISION MONITORS

MODTEC solid state Series M monitors offer the most advanced design in video monochrome monitors available to date. The 100% modular chassis consists of five individually shielded circuit modules that plug in directly from the rear of the chassis. This unique and exclusive feature simplifies and speeds necessary maintenance with minimum down time. All plug-in circuit modules are common to 9, 12, 15, 19, and 23" CRT's.

DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES INVITED

MODTEC DIVISION
BROADCAST ELECTRONICS INC.

8810 Brookville Rd. • Silver Spring, Md. 20910 • 301-588-4983
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Found The "Right" Format Yet?
Inspiration Radio may be the answer in your market.
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Amperex announces a new high resolution Plumbicon* tube that increases the modulation depth in your Green Channel by 50%.

In the ten years since we introduced the Plumbicon TV camera tube, we have worked continuously to "improve the breed." The first improvement was the development of the separate-mesh Plumbicon...then, the XQ1025R, an extended red response version that doubled red-channel sensitivity with color response paralleling that of the human eye.

Now we've made still another advance in Plumbicon technology: a green channel version of the XQ1025. With the new XQ1025G, you can expect an improvement in green channel performance that will be instantly apparent to your viewers...and to your advertisers.

Our standard XQ1020G offers 40% modulation depth in the green channel. Modulation depth under same test conditions is 60% with the new XQ1025G, an improvement of 50%.

As the photographs show, the XQ1025G provides a 50% increase in green channel modulation depth as compared to the XQ1020G you're now using. This increase in modulation depth makes possible a significant improvement in resolution and also greatly reduces the need for electronic signal enhancement in the green channel. The resulting improvement in overall system signal-to-noise ratio now allows the camera to be operated at lower light levels.

The new XQ1025G is physically and electrically interchangeable with the standard XQ1020G. Since it is based on the same design and construction principles as the earlier Plumbicon tubes, it offers the equivalent reliability and long life as the standard versions.

We have prepared a short report on the characteristics of the new tube and on what it means insofar as improvements you can expect from it for your camera. For your free copy, contact: Amperex Electronic Corporation, Electro-Optical Devices Division, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876. Telephone: 401-762-3800.

*Registered trademark N.V. Philips of the Netherlands.
†Typical measurement: 50%; Range: 40% to 70%
Such good friends: Datsun and broadcasting

Let me begin with a story—a true story.

The scene is a Datsun dealership in Oceanside, Calif. It’s a Saturday morning during the summer of 1970. I was visiting this dealership to discuss business in general and our new advertising campaign in particular. The theme was “Datsun—The Imported Car with the Automatic Transmission from Muncie, Ind.” and the campaign was about to break for the first time on CBS Radio, where we had purchased exclusive sponsorship of the Apollo 13 coverage. We listened as the launch was about to begin. The announcer cut away, our commercial was aired for the first time anywhere, and the launch proceeded flawlessly.

Twenty-five minutes later, a man walked into the dealership asking to see “one of those cars with the automatic transmission from Muncie, Ind.” I was tempted to ask, “What took you so long?”

This story illustrates quite well the relationship between Datsun and broadcasting which has developed over the past few years. For whenever we have a message of importance that we want people to hear and to talk about, we turn to broadcast. Let me explain by tracing our experience with broadcast over the years.

Datsun first entered the country late in 1960 with just 200 cars (some of which are still running, thank you). Sales generally increased between 45% and 60% annually in those early years, with sales more limited by supply than by demand.

From the outset, Datsun realized selling cars is a retail business. Our main job was to support our local dealers with appropriate advertising and sales promotion material. Our Datsun dealer cooperative advertising program was instituted, allowing all dealers to localize their promotions around every national promotion.

The Muncie transmission campaign was the first radio network buy ever made by Datsun. And that was only four years ago. The campaign was a 90-day promotion and included co-op TV, spot radio, newspapers and posters. Sales of trucks and cars nationally jumped 64.8% over the same period the previous year. Sales of sedans and wagons equipped with automatic transmissions increased a phenomenal 346.3% nationally.

And we learned another lesson from the Muncie campaign with its heavy reliance on local and national broadcast media—people were talking about it. We learned that through the use of broadcasting, advertising virtually becomes an art form, a part of our popular culture. How often do you hear people comment on the commercials currently running on television or airing on radio? Quite often, I suspect.

Our next major campaign was themed “Test Drive a Datsun—Plant a Tree.” Working with the U.S. Forest Service, Datsun would pay to have a tree planted in the name of any licensed driver who took a Datsun test drive during the July 15-Oct. 15, 1972, promotion period. We knew the campaign was different, unusual and bound to receive much national attention. And we wanted people to talk about it. So again, we leaned heavily on broadcast.

“Drive a Datsun—Plant a Tree” was supported by our first buy in network television. And this buy was supported strongly by selective spot television buys. Network television was purchased to guarantee instant impact of our campaign. During six weeks, 87 commercials with a total of more than 650 million home television impressions told America of Datsun’s Plant-a-Tree program. Of the $2 million in factory support spent on this campaign, nearly 90% was in broadcast.

The public welcomed our campaign with open arms. Test drives were up significantly during a generally slumping period (summer, just before introduction of next year’s models) in the automobile business. Sales of Datsun cars and trucks bound for dealers interneted the spirit of a generally down year for car sales. Plus, more than a quarter of a million trees were planted in America’s national parks as a result of the campaign.

Our next two major campaigns also relied heavily on broadcast. During last year’s fuel shortage, our economically-themed “Datsun Saves” campaign used broadcast to tell quickly of an alternative to our competitors with hearty appetites for gasoline. Television and radio, network and local, were the thrust of this campaign, with strong support in magazines and newspapers through our dealer groups. Sales increases showed and millions of Americans became aware of Datsun as a gasoline saver. Yet problems from one quarter were causing us some concern. The revaluation of the Japanese yen and the imposition of an increased surcharge, along with increasing production costs in Japan, virtually wiped out the competitive price edge long enjoyed by Datsun and other imports. We felt something fresh must be done through our advertising to again attract people to our dealerships. Our answer was a return to the great outdoors.

“Test Drive a Datsun—Send a Kid to Camp,” was a two-month promotion this year (July-August) designed to send 5,000 needy children to YMCA camps throughout the nation, sponsored by persons test-driving Datsuns. While it’s a little early to give concrete results, let me just say that it was an overwhelming success, both for Datsun and for the national YMCA. In early August, midway through the campaign, Datsun donated $125,000 to the YMCA Campership Fund—a direct result of test drives up to that time.

“Send a Kid to Camp” is the largest campaign ever undertaken by Datsun. Nearly $2.5 million was spent on national media, with almost 90% in network radio and television, and even more in local buys through Datsun dealer groups throughout the country.

No question. Broadcast advertising has taken Datsun a long way in a few short years—from Muncie to tree planting and now to YMCA camps. Broadcast has helped us tell a lot of people about our product, our ideas and even a lot about us. I believe our use of broadcast during the past several years has done much to establish our identity in this country; to build an awareness of Datsun as more than just another car maker. Through broadcast, we’ve been able to demonstrate responsible marketing that is good for business—and good for the community.
"Offshore drilling is our best source of new oil."

"Maybe so, but it's not worth polluting our beaches. One Santa Barbara is enough."

"But the chance of a serious oil spill is less than one in a thousand."

"I wish I knew what to believe."

**OFFSHORE DRILLING: BLIGHT OR BONANZA?** Off our shores may be enough oil and gas to take care of an important part of America's petroleum needs for many years to come.

Conoco believes we should be developing that resource full speed.

But our governments—federal and state—are holding up exploration in some areas because of concern for the environment. And where governments are ready to move they are frequently stopped by lawsuits brought by environmental groups.

Here are the facts:

Of 18,000 wells drilled off our shores, only four resulted in oil spills of any consequence.

Technology has improved, and the risks of spills are less than ever.

Oil companies currently hold leases on about three percent of America's offshore continental shelf, much of it in the Gulf of Mexico. From these offshore areas we are now getting about 18 percent of domestic oil production.

It usually takes millions of dollars to explore one offshore site; and, if successful, from two to seven years to bring an established field into full production.

Conoco believes that the environmental risks are now so well in hand that the industry should be allowed to step up its search for offshore oil. This is one of the best ways we have to help reach America's goal of near self-sufficiency in energy.

If you'd like to be more informed on both the pros and the cons, write Conoco and we'll send you the following material: a booklet explaining and supporting offshore drilling published by the American Petroleum Institute; and a report of an offshore drilling conference debating both sides of the issue, sponsored by the New York Ocean Science Laboratory.

"Private Lives/Public Faces" by WGN radio newsman Frank Beaman. A timely and comprehensive investigation into the surveillance of private citizens by government agencies.

**Five awards.**

- National Headliners Award — Outstanding Reporting.
- Jacob Scher Award for Investigative Reporting.
- Associated Press Broadcasters of Illinois — First Place — Enterprise Reporting.
- Radio Television News Directors Association — Midwest Regional Award — Investigative Reporting.
- Radio Television News Directors Association — National Award for Investigative Reporting.

WGN has long believed that people have a right to know. To know what is happening. And to know what might happen. To themselves and others. We also believe that intelligent and responsible reporting is a great part of our commitment to the public. And a great part of being the most respected call letters in broadcasting.
News doctors: taking over TV journalism?

Among station news directors, nobody's neutral about consultants whose role is to be laid bare at RTNDA convention this week

"A small band of terrorists brandishing statistics and calling themselves 'news consultants' today seized control of station WXXX-TV, overthrowing the news director, firing the news staff and holding hostage several on-air personalities who are being forced at gunpoint to utter jokes and banalities as part of the group's announced intention to turn the station into an exact replica of other broadcast operations it has already infiltrated."

That outlandish fiction is an exaggerated way of summing up the immense concern with which some broadcast journalists view the work of about 10 firms acting as full-time consultants to local TV and radio news departments. News consultants have distinguished themselves of late by simultaneously receiving the highest praise and the harshest criticism for their involvement in the state of the art of broadcast journalism—particularly television journalism.

Consultants—chiefly McHugh & Hoffman Inc., of McLean, Va., and Frank N. Magid Associates, of Marion, Iowa—have been credited with increasing visual sophistication and bettering reporting techniques on local newscasts. On the other hand, they have been blamed for carrying to extremes the so-called "happy talk" and "tabloid" news formats.

It is a controversy that has polarized broadcasters, although it only began to culminate about a decade after the first broadcast news consultancy officially began.

When Phil McHugh and Pete Hoffman left the Campbell-Ewald ad agency in Detroit in 1962 to apply the techniques of audience research to local programming, it was considered a novelty of minor interest. Eight years later, when Mr. Magid, a former sociology professor at the University of Iowa, took his 12-year-old opinion research firm into the realm of broadcast news, many TV journalists were still shrugging their shoulders at the idea.

Then, when both companies helped to take several TV news programs to huge and rapid ratings successes, the news consultant fever struck. It is no coincidence that in the last four years at least nine more companies across the country have hung out a news consultant shingle. The newer ones: MAGIC (McVilin A. Goldberg Inc. Communications), New York; Telecom Associates Inc., New York (a program-buying service which also turned to news consulting three years ago); The Mitchell Group, Los Angeles; Reidy Research Inc., Southfield, Mich.; Rierson Broadcast Consultants Inc., New York; M.A.R.C. (Marketing and Research Counselors), Dallas; Katz News Service (part of The Katz Agency), New York; Arbitron Newscasts Analysis (a division of the American Research Bureau), with offices in six major cities, and News Aid, a radio news consultancy in Marina del Rey, Calif.

"It's like the plague of the locusts," says one veteran news director who has worked with both Magid and McHugh & Hoffman.

But the obvious reason for the begetting of news consultants is the success records touted both by the consultants and their stations. Frank Magid says he has brought "better than 50% of all TV-news clients he has served to the first rating position in their markets. Further, he says that of all clients he has served, 98% remain with him. Phil McHugh says that half the 75 TV clients he has worked with since 1962 have made it to first place in their markets and that another 40% of the longer-term clients have significantly increased their ratings position. Only one of his clients has been with him less than a year and 16 have been with him for more than four years. And other news consultants boast comparable successes—that is, if a 50-50 record for elevating stations to first place can be called definitive success.

At stations that have achieved high ratings while working with a consultant there is disagreement over who is responsible. "If a consultant is a giant, and really knows what he is doing, then the station news director and management take the credit," says Pat Polillo, news director at WAGA-TV Atlanta, "but if the news director and management are giants, then the consultants take the credit."

Most consultants insist, as one put it, that the "best station people want all the input they can get." That translates into: "You can't lose with a consultant."

That apparently, is in dispute; yet fewer and fewer stations wish to be left
in the cold without the kind of consultant input that has become fashionable. "A consultant catches lightning in a bottle in market X, and the news goes 'out' overnight," says a large-market general manager. "Suddenly, a station is being told, 'Here's what we did in Exedelphia,' and the consultant sells 20 stations on that one format."

Frank Magid now claims to serve 100 TV stations (as well as 60 radio stations) which is almost half the TV markets in the country; he hopes one day to have a client in every market. It has been Phil McHugh's announced wish to maintain a ceiling of 30 station clients; he has 28 now. The newer consulting companies, two of which were formed in the last year, have among them some 40 more TV clients. Add these to the broadcasters who have terminated consulting contracts and there is the possibility that three of every four TV markets in the country have felt the impact of a consultant.

"Right now," says Mr. Poillio, "it's the only way to fly." But the question still in many a newscaster's mind is like the one movie earthlings ask one another when the suspect Martian space ship arrives: "Are they friendly?"

Ralph Renick, for one, thinks not. At WTVJ (TV) Miami, Mr. Renick reigns as vice president for news, news director and anchorman of the city's number one-rated early evening newscast. He is also a member of the National News Council and a former president of the Radio Television News Directors Association. He thinks consultants are "an insidious influence, the greatest threat news directors and to news broadcasting in America." WTVJ had hired Magid Associates three years ago. Then, early this year, the station commissioned three Florida attitudinal/opinion research professors to investigate some of the techniques used by Magid in preparing WTVJ's research projects. WTVJ will allow its third yearly contract with the Iowa firm to expire this month. "Consultants," declares Mr. Renick, "are a little bit like the Soviet army in World War II. They come in to liberate and end up like an army of occupation, and often, to remove the consultant's grip, a news director must wage a counterattack, with the results all too likely to be similar to the Hungarian revolt of 1956."

On the other hand, Ray Miller of Houston's KPRC-TV, thinks "Frank Magid is the greatest thing that ever happened to broadcasting." Mr. Miller is vice president for news and public affairs for the number one-rated KPRC-TV. He is also chairman of the new RTNDA committee on consultants, which will recommend this week at the association's Montreal convention that news directors become more involved in a consultant's relationship with a station. Mr. Miller's station has used Magid research services only—with no consultancy contract—for five years. The station was also one of the first to use audience surveys when it worked with McHugh & Hoffman over 10 years ago. Mr. Miller strongly admires both Mr. Magid and Mr. McHugh. "This thing can be turned to the advantage of news directors if they are willing to see it that way," he says. "The consultants' business is adjunct to our business. They know many useful things and can do things for you—things you can't do for yourself."

Several consultants bill themselves as "full service" advisers to TV (and sometimes radio) stations, which means they involve themselves in a station's sign-on to off time, station design, programming, promotional campaigns, film buying, FCC regulations and scoring brownie points for license renewal time. Since a station's community image and rate card are generally conceded to be heavily influenced by the quality of its newscasts, consultants seek to improve a station's news rating in every manner possible.

Says James Coppersmith, vice president and general manager of WNAC-TV Boston, which recently renewed a Magid contract: "News is the window of a station. It's the thing most station ownership is concerned with. It's what people call up and complain about. It's the major commitment that a network affiliate has and it's the closest thing to a sacred trust you can have in the communications business.

"Consultants are not in there to improve journalistic ethics. They're there to get your audience up. And anybody who says they hire a consultant to help with First Amendment responsibilities...is pulling your garter."

What consultants do for a TV or radio news department can be broken down roughly into six categories: (1) They provide the station with detailed statistical research of viewing traits in its market after formulating a market questionnaire with direct input from the station. This is primary at Magid and at McHugh & Hoffman, secondary at some of the newer firms. They size and summarize the research survey and may at this point make general recommendations. (3) They make specific recommendations regarding news format, packaging, presentation of stories and personnel changes. Some consultants also help a station find new on-air talent, improve existing talent or relocate a successful competitor's talent. (4) They spend time in the station newsroom checking for problems in personnel, training, equipment usage or management, and suggest changes. (5) They regularly monitor video tapes of the station's news program and deliver critiques. (6) Some firms make available to their station tapes of what are considered exemplary newscasts throughout the country.

Categories (1), (2) and (6) are services most station personnel would find difficult to obtain on their own. Ray Miller says he and executives at other large stations do occasionally make pilgrimages to view other stations' news product. But most broadcasters find it difficult to put in the travel time or to traffic in video tape, even though they are eager to keep up with the state of the art.

Market research is something a station can contract for itself, and some stations do. Magid and M.A.R.C. in Dallas specialize in conducting and compiling clients' research, MAGI-C and The Mitchell Group have partial research services but ordinarily deal, like the remaining consultants, in statistical
research from independent firms. In contract research services, a consultant is expected to pass it on at cost to the client. Stations that obtain research studies through a consultant are afforded the auxiliary attraction, prized by the consultant, of sitting down with the consultant and mapping out the audience questionnaire based upon the station's particular new. Although the summary and analysis that are returned with the survey results may be cursory, they can be useful in washing down the dry hunks of coded computer statistics.

The services crucial to the consultant's reputation and to a news director's peace of mind are categories (3), (4), and (5) outlined above. These services may hover precariously over matters of news judgment, news director jurisdiction and the sensitive subject of dismissing personnel.

All consultants insist they do not interfere with "journalistic content" of newscasts—meaning, ostensibly, what goes into the stories on the air. And they all maintain they do not spy on the news staff or badger the news director to take their advice—or, as Mr. Renick puts it, "promise salvation if you will convert to their new-time religion." Practically all consultants do admit, however, to offering unequivocal advice regarding the firing of personnel. Most consultants estimate this happens in about half the cases they encounter. "It's the worst feeling in the world," sighs MAGI's Mel Goldberg, "when you go in to make recommendations and you know somebody's going to have problems." Phil McHugh explains: "Yes, we do recommend sometimes dropping anchorpeople. If you hire a plumber and he can't plumb, you're going to get rid of him."

Consulting, Mr. McHugh says, "is the only business I know of where you get paid for telling the absolute truth. If you don't, you've lost all your value. An outsider is totally objective. A newscast can sometimes be to its management like a child growing a little every day until one day they are surprised to discover the child needs a new suit of clothes. There are gradual changes you don't always see, and the station tends to be more forgiving, more accepting of faults such as a bad anchor or dull film." Consultants claim their clothes are tailor-made for each station.

The nature of consultant recommendations was the subject of a recent master's thesis by an Iowa State University journalism student Candace Harr, who under the supervision of Professor Jack Shelly, queried 22 stations that had worked with Mr. Magid, 10 stations that had worked with McHugh & Hoffman and 11 stations that had dealt with a variety of other consultants. Ms. Harr's findings include the following statistics:

- 65.1% of consultants gave advice on the number of films to be used in a news program, with half advising as much film as possible and half advocating 10 film pieces per half-hour program.
- 79% made recommendations on the length of film pieces in a news program.
- 72.1% gave advice on how to handle film interviews, with 38.7% recommending that the interview's "news value" determine the method of presentation.
- 88.8% made recommendations on the program's visuals, with 76% stressing this as "very important."
- 76.7% gave advice on how to emphasize the subject of nonfilm stories.
- 60.6% gave advice on the kind of news to emphasize.
- 58.1% gave advice on the kinds of news to de-emphasize, with 40% advising putting down on city hall and political news.
- 83.7% gave advice on feature stories, with 44.4% stressing their importance.
- 79% gave advice on investigative reports, with 55.8% stressing their importance.
- 100% gave advice on informal on-air conversation, with 71.4% stressing its importance.
- 62.8% made recommendations on the language the newscaster uses in writing news scripts, with some recommending sixth-grade level language, some recommending high-school level language, and others recommending "understandable" language.
- 72.1% gave advice on using reporters in film stories, with 61.3% stressing this.
- 70% made recommendations on using reporters live in the news studio.
- 83.7% gave advice on news sets with 41% stressing this.
- 51.2% gave advice on the use—hiring, firing switching or keeping—of news personnel.

That kind of advice can precipitate an allergic reaction, which is what happened at Boston's Wnac-tv, which terminated in mid-1973 its contract with Magid in May 1973. "Frank Magid told us we spent too much time on politics," explains Mr. Coppersmith. "Hell, in Boston, politics is a spectator sport." Mr. Coppersmith feels this particular Magid survey was conducted during a very topsy-turvy political situation in Boston, and could not capture in frozen statistics the exact audience attitudes toward what the station was doing. "Consultants are in the market once; we're here 365 days a year," says Mr. Coppersmith. "Magid had no real sense of the streets in Boston, a sense of the vagaries of the market that make it unique." In Mr. Coppersmith's opinion a strong news director and a news-oriented station manager can turn the ratings tricks for their TV newscast.

WNAC-TV was number three in its market, the nation's fifth largest, when it dropped Magid services. Nine months later, on its own, the station was first with its early newscast and second at 11 p.m. "In the news area, I just don't think you can abdicate news judgment to some guy in Iowa you send a show to once a month and get a grade on, like Journalism 101."

Just as plastic surgeons are suspected of giving every patient the same nose, consultants, particularly Mr. Magid because he handles so many clients, are suspected of giving everyone a similar newscast. Not everyone, however, thinks that is all bad.

One station manager, who had applied several of the more popular of Mr. Magid's so-called standard suggestions, with altogether pleasing ratings results, sees the "formula" accusation two ways: "Magid's great effect on the TV industry has involved a similarity in newscasts market to market, but what he's done in each one is instill a more professional look into local news that was missing before."

Ray Miller says the "one thing that upsets news directors is that consultants have tended to make newscasts very similar. So what? The same thing would have happened anyway. Whatever succeeds is going to be copied."

Some of Mr. Magid's suggestions do find their way into several stations. For example, an estimated one-third of all his TV clients use or have used the "newsreel," a regular feature that began at one of Magid's earliest clients, WKBW-TV Buffalo. The newreel is a regular feature containing short film pieces strung together and set usually, to
various kinds of music. Mr. Magid counters arguments that this represents a cast-in-bronze formula recommendation by pointing out that the newscast is treated differently in every market. At KSL-TV Salt Lake City, the newscast “reflects the lighter side of the news,” he says, while the Buffalo version is “quite serious.” Newsreel musical accompaniment varies and is sometimes phased out, he adds.

Another popular trail of newscasts receiving the Magid touch is the “friends and neighbors” sequence, in which a picturesque or remarkable member of the station community is profiled. Mr. Magid’s radio clients receive a regular newsletter containing suggested jokes to be delivered on air—if the announcer cares to use them. Another Magid Associates pet feature, says Mr. Polillo, who worked with Mr. Magid for two years at WPVI-TV, is radar weather. “Frank Magid thinks radar weather is the greatest thing since canned beer.”

Features such as these are compared to syndicated newspaper features by a Magid client of four years, Jerry Danziger, of KOA, Albuquerque, N.M. “There is no question that Magid made us number one in the market; I attribute the success directly to him,” Mr. Danziger says. After four years of working with the Iowa company, KOA-TV has changed all but one of its on-air personalities, accepted Mr. Magid’s recommendations on “types of stories” to cover, installed the newscast, temporarily tried the friends and neighbors feature, altered the news “style of writing and filming,” added the chroma-key visuals, (“a Magid-type thing”), shortened the stories, became “more informal” on the set, and “changed the basic method of putting our news together.” And, instead of occupying third place among the market’s stations, KOA-TV is first or tied for first with KOVR-TV—which employs the consulting services of The Mitchell Group.

“My opinion,” says Mr. Danziger, “is if you hire someone to recommend something to you, you should take their advice or you’d better not hire them. It’s like going to a doctor who says, ‘Take pills,’ and if you don’t take pills, why bother to go to the doctor?” Mr. Magid takes the stand that “the stations that profited the most from using our services are the ones that worked most closely with us and took our recommendations.”

One of the most gratifying associations between Frank Magid and a station was with WPVI-TV, a “lightning in a bottle” that bolstered Mr. Magid into the consultancy foreground. Two years after hiring Mr. Magid in 1969, the station ran away with news ratings in Philadelphia.

“Much of what Magid recommends today came out of this station,” said its news director, Mel Kampmann. “We show them what’s happening, rather than telling them.” WPVI-TV was an originator of the shorter-length stories now popular at Magid and non-Magid stations. WPVI on its own transports tapes of its “news product” to other TV stations several times a week. “It’s nothing we can copyright, and we’re proud that people have adopted our style,” said Mr. Kampmann. “To some extent, there is a formula” to certain of Magid-linked station successes, he said, “but it’s done to fit each market. They’re just guidelines, not laws.”

Mr. Magid’s explicit recommendations to WPVI-TV included an 18-second musical and film opening, whose theme song, “Move Closer to Your World,” has been marketed by WPVI to some 50 other TV stations. “Magid does not get involved with journalistic content; he gets involved with the presentation of journalistic content,” said the WPVI-TV news director. “The most important thing Magid taught the management here was that you promote or advertise your product consistently and year round.” Mr. Kampmann attributes half his station’s success to Magid input—one quarter to Mr. Magid, and one quarter to the market research.

The high polarization of broadcasters’ views on consultancy diminishes drastically when one leaves the subject of Frank Magid Associates. Each consultant, however, sooner or later finds itself embroiled in controversy, and for the McHugh & Hoffman firm, seldom a target for the kind of bitterness characterizing a Magid critic, the battlefield is “happy talk.” Where Mr. Magid is accused of “mass producing” news because of his reliance on statistics, Mr. McHugh, occasionally, is known for his social-class theory.

Since McHugh & Hoffman always subcontract a station’s research survey to an independent research firm (frequently Social Research Institute of Chicago) its strong selling point is tested theory. Mr. McHugh encourages his clients to look at news programming in terms of their market’s social and economic class structure, and to appeal to the lower middle class and upper lower class, for whom television is the “primary source

The growing popularity of news consultancy, a field long dominated by the McHugh-Hoffman and Magid firms, is reflected in a corresponding growth in competition.

Six of the newer entities are represented in this collection.

Melvin Goldberg
of MAGI-C

Herb Jacobs, Jim Seiger and Howard Glassroth
of Telcom Associates

Virgil Mitchell
of The Mitchell Group

Bob Rilerson and Barbara Reisenbach
of Rilerson Broadcast Consultants

Wells Bruen
of M.A.R.C.

Arnold Reymer
of Reymer Research
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Twice a year KFI will ask you to listen.

Extra hard.
- To its Leukemia Radio/Thon and its Toy Loan campaign.
Leukemia kills more children than any other disease. And it claims more adults than children. So in 1972 KFI originated the idea of a coast-to-coast network show to raise money for leukemia research. After recruiting 35 other stations and a host of name personalities, the Radio/Thon raised over $200,000.

This year more than 80 radio stations participated with KFI, and total donations went over $400,000.

KFI’s audience also responds generously when it comes to the Toy Loan program. Toy Loan, a project of KFI for more than 22 years, is a lending library of toys for underprivileged children.

Toy Loan is promoted heavily during the pre-Christmas season, with both old and new toys requested. The old toys are then repaired and repainted by handicapped and retarded adults who might otherwise be unemployed.

Each year Toy Loan provides 6000 children with toys.
Because somebody listens.

Represented nationally by the Christal Company.

KFI 640 Radio
of information and entertainment." Since this class of people—the 70% bulge of the middle class—relies on television, they must be communicated to in a "very human way," says Mr. McHugh.

It would appear that many of Mr. McHugh's ideas have been taken up by other consulting concerns, in that the intimation of the medium is stressed, and an on-air personality is continually being described in a McHugh-like phrase, as being "invited into the viewer's home." To be invited in, the newscaster must be warm and friendly.

Walter Cronkite is Mr. McHugh's sternest transgressor of a good mass communicator because of the relaxed way in which the CBS Evening News anchorman may interview an astronaut, or because of the "million dollar tears" he may shed during a moving news story. Applying the phrase "happy talk" to an informal newscast is "unfortunate," Mr. McHugh thinks, but it's part of the "tendency to exaggerate the consultant's role and to blame the consultants for everything."

KGO-TV San Francisco was the McHugh & Hoffman lightning rod. During its first two years with the consultants, KGO's ratings dropped counting its rating points on the fingers of one hand, and took over San Francisco's number-one position among 11 p.m. newscasts, eventually becoming what is claimed as the nation's highest-rated news program, KGO-TV at 11 p.m. wallows in a 55% share of the audience, but Mr. McHugh is adamant that "what makes a station successful is hard work."

"McHugh & Hoffman have a certain expertise," reflected KGO-TV's news director, Steve Skinner. "They can tell you their impression of what you're doing, but you don't have to agree with it. I listen to them, but I have never taken the position that I have to run out right and do what Phil McHugh says." Pat Polillo, who preceded Mr. Skinner as KGO-TV news director before repairing to another McHugh & Hoffman client station, WAGA-TV Atlanta, says that "if you think consultants do it all, then you're naive."

When ABC-TV network news became a McHugh & Hoffman client in 1968, the consultant firm's reputation was considerably elevated. But Harvey Gersin, director of research for ABC News, deplores the "devil theory" that "a consultant comes in and tells you what to do." ABC News has used a number of independent research houses between McHugh & Hoffman and "We think they are very useful instruments in helping us to see our audience,"
said Mr. Gersin. The consultants' input began to filter in around the period of transition for the ABC Evening News. Market surveys told ABC news executives that they would have to replace Frank Reynolds, then network anchorman. "McHugh & Hoffman didn't hire Harry Reasoner," says Mr. Gersin, and the idea of an anchor team preceded the consultant involvement. But when Mr. Reasoner left CBS and contacted ABC through his agent, "Phil McHugh called us on the phone and said: 'Congratulations!'"

Frank Magid Associates has a piece of ABC business too. ABC News, while continuing its probe of its "image" with McHugh & Hoffman, just this year arranged for a Magid research job dealing with the future shape and scope of network newscasts.

In addition to Mr. Magid's engagement with ABC News, the network is about to culminate a three-part national survey on viewer preferences for its new morning news/entertainment show, A.M. America, premiering in January 1975. Sy Amlin, director of research for the network, is "constantly in contact with Magid" about this "never ending" research. "I don't think of Mr. Magid as an alchemist," says Mr. Amlin. "He is a very good professional researcher who

The Montreal connection

An important segment of broadcast journalism will shift its base of operations north of the border this week as the Radio Television News Directors Association holds its annual convention in that city's Queen Elizabeth hotel. This is the agenda-in-brief.

Wednesday, Sept. 11—8 a.m. Early-bird workshops: • Radio equipment. "How Your Engineering Department Can Help You," slide presentation by George Roach, director of engineering for CFRA(AM)-CFMO(AM) Ottawa, Ont.; • Television news formats, panel discussion with Walt Hawer, news director, KTRK-TV Houston; Earl Ubell, news director, KWWA-TV Des Moines, Iowa; and Phil Oliver (moderator), news director, WBRZ-TV Baton Rouge; • Women in broadcasting, panel discussion with Sylvia Chase, correspondent, CBS News, New York; Karen Humphreys, reporter, KSBN-TV Fresno, Calif.; Ruth Anne Murray, education reporter, CFPL(AM) London, Ont.; • Tom Houghton, New England producer, NBC News, Boston, and Pat Stevens (moderator), news director, KGUN-TV Tucson, Ariz. • Election reporting, discussion with Ernie Schultz, news director, WFRH(AM) Wisconsin Rapids, Wis., and Paul Thompson, KCRA-TV Sacramento.

9 a.m. First general session. Speakers: Francis McPhee, former president of RTNDA, and keynoteer Elmer Lower, former president, ABC News, now corporate VP, ABC Inc. • Panel, "View from the Other Side," with Bill Roberts, former RTNDA president, now on White House news staff, and former WINS(AM) New York News Director Stan Scott, who was former President Nixon's assistant for minority affairs. 12:30 p.m. Luncheon hosted by prov-

2:30-3:30 p.m. Panel on management, with former FCC Commissioner Robert Stilson, now station owner and manager; Stanley Mouse, general manager, WABC, New York, N.Y.; Tom Bay, general manager, WDAY, Sioux Falls, S.D.; Chuck Whitehurst, general manager, WFM-YF Greensboro, N.C.; and Sol Taishoff, editor, Broadcasting magazine, Washington.

Thursday, Sept. 12—8 a.m. Early-bird workshops. Repeats of Wednesday sessions plus: • Television equipment discussion and exhibition with Casey Davidson, VP-operations, CBS News, New York; Hart Sweeney, director of sales development, TV markets, Eastman Kodak; Bill Connelly, director of development, CBS-TV, New York, and Van Gordon Sauter (moderator), news director, WBBM-TV Chicago. • Radio formats, discussion with news directors John Salisbury, KKL-AM-FM Portland, Ore.; Bill Greenwood, Mutual Broadcast System, Washington; Roger Downey, KTAR(AM) Phoenix, and Curtis Beckmann, WCCO-AM-FM Minneapolis. • Consumer reporting, discussion with Murray Creed, CBC producer, Ottawa; Jim Clark, reporter, WMAL-TV Washington; Russ Nichols, reporter, WBOK-TV Detroit. • Freedom of information in Canada, discussion with Roy J. Romanov, Q.C., attorney general of the province of Saskatchewan; Gerald Flaherty, assistant general counsel, CBC, and Frank Flegel (moderator), news director, CKOK(AM) Regina, Sask.

9 a.m. noon. Elections.

12:30 p.m. Luncheon. Speaker: Attorney General William Saxbe.

2:45-3:45 p.m. Panel on kidnapping and extortion, with Reg Murphy, Atlanta Constitution editor who was kidnap victim; Marilyn Baker, KOED(TV) San Francisco, who covered the Hearst and Slaughtershoot stories, and Ron Handberg, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, who has reported several recent kidnapping and violence stories. 4-5 p.m. Panel with consultants Phil McHugh and Frank Magid discussing their profession. 6-7 p.m. RTNDA presidents' reception and buffet dinner.

Friday, Sept. 13—8 a.m. Repeat of Thursday's early-bird workshop offerings.

11 a.m. General session.

12:30 p.m. Luncheon. Speaker: FCC Chairman Richard E. Wiley. Presentation of awards.

2:45 p.m. Afternoon session. Speaker: Harry Boyle, vice chairman, Canadian Radio-Television Commission.

4-5 p.m. ABC, CBS and NBC hold individual meetings with delegates from affiliated stations.

8:30 p.m. Annual Paul White awards dinner. Speaker: William J. Small, senior VP and director of news, CBS News, New York.

Saturday, Sept. 14—9:30 a.m. Board of directors meeting.
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Harris/Gates new 5kW AM has PDM* going for it.

Harris/Gates new MW-5 transmitter needs only two tubes for 5,000 watts—provides 125% positive peak modulation capability for a louder sound—has overall transmitter efficiency exceeding 52% for lower operating cost. All this possible because of Harris/Gates patented Pulse Duration Modulator* (PDM) field proven in the top-selling 50,000 watt MW-50 transmitter. For complete information, write Harris Corporation, Gates Broadcast Equipment Division, Quincy, Illinois 62301.
doesn't do anything any other professional researchers don't." Begun last February, the survey encompasses a "comprehensive" tabulation of the availability of viewers for a new morning show, a rundown of the nation's audience's preferences for hosts on such a show, and the pre-testing this fall of on-air pilots for A.M. America.

Although sanctioned by ABC research mavens, Mr. Magid's research methods have been sharply criticized by the opinion research community headed by Mr. Renick's Miami station to investigate the entire Magid operation. It all began, says Mr. Magid, when one of his surveys suggested Mr. Renick accept, for the first time in 25 years, a co-anchor for The Ralph Renick Report at 6 p.m. Thus, insists Mr. Magid, "Ralph Renick has a substantial chip on his shoulder."

But the opinion researchers turned in an extremely unfavorable report on their visit to Mr. Magid's Iowa "plant," as he calls it. Dr. David LeRoy, who is an associate professor of attitudinal research in the field of mass communications at Florida State University, Tallahassee, and director of its Communications Research Center, insists the Magid research techniques are "at least potentially meaningful," "ambiguously worded," "biased" and "inadequately supervised."

"They collect a horrendous amount of data and present it very simple-mindedly," said Dr. LeRoy, "and it creates a great deal of credibility. There are few internal methods for assessing the real viability of this kind of thing," he argues, "and one reason it is so effective is that there are practically no methodologically competent people allowed to see the reports." Dr. LeRoy freely asserts that the effect of a Magid Associates consultancy is to "bludgeon the poor news director with this data he's ill-equipped to understand, challenge or even interpret."

Mr. Magid dismisses this criticism as "amusing. The Mall is an inside job, after all."

Dr. LeRoy defines this kind of conflict as a shifting of the public trust invested in news programers. "In many ways the fights between the Magids and Renicks of this world may be perceived as a fight over professional ethics. Professional ethics and integrity are the core of their discipline. TV journalism and journalism in particular are having problems because some of those key elements of control—collecting, organizing, judging—are being taken over by management. A news consultant comes in and is aligned with the business end of journalism. And that means a great public trust that is the journalist's responsibility may be given over to management and to news consultants."

Mr. Magid "is very riled" by the accusation is antagonistic to broadcast journalism. "Prior to businesses like ours coming on the scene, tele-journalism was just another department. Many managers did not even recognize the journalists' contribution and didn't realize news was so important. We began to show why news was so important in people's minds and how it relates to our broadcast day."

Frank Magid finds it "very, very strange that broadcast journalists are in reality almost biting the hands that feed them" in attacking consultants. "Some of them have turned on us and not recognized that we have created this prominence they now enjoy. Have we created a monster?"

"One effect the consultants have had," offered Mr. McHugh, "is new input from totally outside, not based upon what the boss says. It's like waking up in the morning with a hangover, a beard and every defect in your face showing up in the mirror—that's what a consultant can show you, and unless you want to know that, you shouldn't start investigating; you shouldn't look in the mirror."

The RTDNA committee on consultants will make several recommendations this week at the convention, one of which will be to establish the committee as a permanent committee of the association. The consultation Norris Pennsylvaniaers are: Pat Polillo, news director, WAGA-TV Atlanta; Ed Godfrey, news director, KTVF-TV Portland, Ore.; Dick Yoakum, professor of radio and TV service at Indiana University, Bloomington. Mr. Miller, conference chairman, authored the following recommendations based upon a consensus of the committee:

1. "That news directors make their employers and managers aware that news directors should be brought into any discussion with news consultants before any contracts are signed."

2. "That news directors make their consultants' being considered for employment and keep in close touch with them after they are employed, and that news consultants meet with consultants and setting up questions for any surveys that are to be made part of the service."

3. "That news directors report any particularly good or particularly bad experiences they may have with any consultant to their superiors."

4. "That this committee be made a permanent committee with the responsibility for keeping whatever records it can acquire on the news consulting business to the end that it may be able to advise a member news director whether and how to go about selecting a consultant."

One day, consulting services may be as common as broadcast sales representatives. Perhaps research surveys will emerge from under lock and key in station suites, lead to insights vital to all broadcast outlets in a market. Perhaps more network-based services such as ABC's counseling program will be instituted, establishing journalistic trade routes between large and small stations.

"Nobody ever dreamed the consulting thing would come as far as it has already," said Mr. Polillo. "What happens on the day that all three TV stations in a market have switched consultants, and everybody's got their rating book in front of them, and they each know everything about talent, attitudes, news, films, content, format, pacing? Each consultant will start thinking for themselves."

The preceding report on news consultants was researched and written by Leslie Fuller, staff writer, New York.

Schweiker pushes for lottery action

As Justice threatens crackdown, senators move toward freeing states from federal restraints in publicity

Senator Richard Schweiker (R-Pa.) last week made a plea for immediate Senate passage of legislation to exempt state-operated lotteries from federal anti-gambling laws. His own bill, S. 1186, pending in the Senate Judiciary Committee since May 1972, would permit broadcasting of any lottery information, currently forbidden by the U.S. Criminal Code.

Senator Schweiker's call was in response to a recent warning from Attorney General William J. Fulbright that the Justice Department is considering a permanent injunction against state lotteries.

"It simply does not make any sense to discourage states that choose to raise revenues through lotteries. While we cut federal budgets and seek ways to economize, it is backward thinking to keep federal laws on the books that prevent states from doing the same thing at the state level through state-operated lotteries," the senator said.

Senator Schweiker's bill would specifically exempt state lotteries from the U.S. Code's ban on radio and television carriage of state lottery advertisements and information. It would also exempt state lotteries from restrictions on the making of lottery information as well as from a ban on the transportation of state lottery information and devices in interstate commerce.

Senator Schweiker has urged Senator John McClellan (D-Ark.), chairman of the Criminal Laws Subcommittee, which has jurisdiction over the Schweiker bill, and Senator James Eastland (D-Miss.), Judiciary Committee chairman, to take action on the matter. Because the Senate has tentative plans to adjourn in five weeks, Senator Schweiker is pressing to expedite hearings with a suggestion that the 13 states which operate or have approved plans for state-run lotteries coordinate their testimony. The 13 states include Pennsylvania, as well as Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, New York, Illinois, Maine, Ohio and Delaware.

Those states account for one-fourth of the votes in the Senate, a fact which prompts the Pennsylvania senator to think his bill has a fighting chance for passage this year, a Schweiker aide said. He added that the attorney general's recent
A power plant as old as the universe will help us save 56.3 million gallons of oil a year.

The power plant is the sun. And its energy is going to work for our ITT Rayonier company in a new North American pulp mill starting this fall.

It'll help us beat the energy crisis.

Our new mill will produce chemical cellulose for textile fibers from locally harvested trees. Almost every part of the tree is processed — though up till now, there was always some wood waste.

No more. It's this wood waste that our new mill will convert into useful energy, recapturing the sun's heat and light to meet virtually all the mill's energy needs.

Tree waste will replace fully 90 per cent of the oil that would be burned in a year — 56.3 million gallons.

Eventually all our mills will be converted to this modern energy-saving system. Which is conservation in more ways than one.

Because unlike oil and coal — which once used can't be replaced — wood is renewable. In the last 30 years our Rayonier company has replanted hundreds of millions of trees.

And they'll keep on replanting. As long as there's air, water and soil.

And, of course, sun.

The best ideas are the ideas that help people. ITT
ultimatum may serve to prod Senate action.

Senator Schweiker's bill was the first of four offered in the Senate to exempt state-operated lotteries from federal anti-gambling laws. Of the other three, one is sponsored jointly by Senators Harrison Williams (D-N.J.) and Abraham Ribicoff (D-Conn.), a second is sponsored jointly by Senators Philip Hart (D-Mich.) and Robert Griffin (R-Mich.) and a third is sponsored by Senator Hugh Scott (R-Pa.). All three would permit broadcasting of state lottery information.

Douglas extends Lewis's stay

Will Lewis, general manager of KRFK (FM) Los Angeles, was given an additional stay permitting him to remain out of jail while he filed an appeal with the U.S. Supreme Court against being forced to give federal authorities the original of a tape recording that was delivered to the station by the Symbionese Liberation Army.

The extension was granted by Associate Justice William O. Douglas who issued the initial stay pending a U.S. Court of Appeals ruling on Mr. Lewis's first appeal from a federal judge's contempt and jail sentence. Last July, the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals upheld the contempt citation (BROADCASTING, July 29).

Mr. Lewis said his Supreme Court appeal is being aided by the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press and the American Civil Liberties Union. He also said that the office of Washington attorney Herbert J. Miller Jr., now ex-President Nixon's lawyer, had volunteered legal services.

Journalism Briefs

Both ways. Capitol Hill News Service, Washington print service, has expanded into broadcast news with TV news operation already functioning and plans to start radio audio feeds within months. TV news service offers stories of local interest to stations, acting as Washington bureau for stations not able to afford one, according to Doug Terry, director of broadcast services. Service provides newswfilm stories from one to four minutes in length that focus on issues and personalities as well as sideline-type features. Cost is on per-story basis, ranging from $40 to $100, with stations contracting to receive minimum of one story per week. Service currently has reporters assigned to Kansas, Montana, Indiana, North Carolina and Kentucky, with plans to expand to other states.

Added protection. California Assembly has passed bill extending state shield law for newsmen to include, among protected status, notes, recordings, film and other information not published or broadcast. Measure now goes to state Senate which previously passed similar legislation for conference on differences in two bills. Current shield law protects reporters who refuse to disclose sources from being subject to contempt citations by courts, administrative and legislative bodies.

WCVB-TV's position upheld

Former Massachusetts Governor Foster Furcolo's complaint that wcub-TV Boston has discriminated against his son, Charles Mark Furcolo, Democratic candidate for state treasurer in the Sept. 10 primary election, by not covering the contest has been rejected by FCC Broadcast Bureau. Governor Furcolo said his son's opponent, the incumbent treasurer, had an advantage in media exposure because he is in charge of newspaper advertising for the state lottery.

Wcub-TV said that because of the number of state and national primaries in its coverage area, only Massachusetts primaries for governor, secretary of state, and attorney general would be given special coverage. The station said it would provide coverage of the lieutenant governor and treasurer races in regular news programs.

The FCC Broadcast Bureau upheld wcub-TV's position. It pointed out that the commission has held that, although an informed electorate is important, "the public is entitled to other kinds of programming than political."

Justice sights seventh target: KSL stations

Department files with FCC to deny renewal of Mormon Church outlets

The Department of Justice's antitrust division has resumed its case-by-case campaign aimed at breaking up what it considers undue concentration of control of mass media. This time, it is taking on the Church of Latter Day Saints.

And this time, its petition to deny renewal was filed only a week ahead of a meeting of the FCC at which the commission is scheduled to consider the case, with a rulemaking proposal designed to deal with the kind of crossownership situation that is of concern to Justice.

However it seems doubtful that the crossownership situation Justice was attacking last week will be affected by the commission's action. The Mormon Church through subsidiaries owns KSL-AM-FM-TV Salt Lake City, the Deseret News, one of the city's two newspapers, and 50% of the Deseret News Agency Corp., which runs the business functions of the News and the Salt Lake Tribune, including the sale of all advertising.

All told, Justice estimated last week in a petition to deny the KSL renewal application, the total value of the four outlets is $20.3 million, or 1% of the local advertising that the city's broadcast stations and newspapers sell (66% by NAC, 15% by the stations). Besides the church's properties, there are two television and 10 radio stations in Salt Lake City.

Accordingly, Justice said, the commission must determine whether the KSL licenses would not preserve in Salt Lake City a degree of media concentration repugnant to antitrust principles, inconsistent with the Communications Act's goal of providing for the expression of diverse views, and, therefore, inimical to rather than supportive of the public interest.

The department made a similar point in each of its previous six petitions to deny aimed at stations affiliated with newspapers. The case-by-case approach was begun in December and now includes as targets the renewal applications of WTMJ-AM-FM-TV Milwaukee; KRTN-AM-FM-TV Des Moines; WCCO-AM-FM-TV Minneapolis; KSDK-AM-TV and KTVI (TV), all St. Louis; and WIBW-AM-FM-TV Topeka, Kan.

The campaign was regarded as designed in part to prod the commission into concluding its consideration since 1970, that would break up multi-media holdings in individual markets. To the extent it was a prod, the campaign was successful: fresh comments were filed and oral argument held. And tomorrow (Nov. 10), the commission will consider the matter. If Chairman Richard E. Wiley's hopes are realized, the commis-
The first real application of space-age technology to the motion picture and television industries...a revolutionary new idea that gives reality to your wildest imagination.

Creative people are always running into the brick wall of "It costs too much" or "It can't be done". Now, with Paramount Pictures' MAGICAM, it can. MAGICAM is an exciting, revolutionary new process that lets you matte your way into an unfettered world of creative thinking. It eliminates all the present headaches and no-no's on matting. It offers you an unexpected wealth of "production values."

MAGICAM says you can go wild, go spectacular, go anywhere. Put yourself on a hunk of cheddar and ride it down a cheese grater. Roller skate around the brim of a sombrero. Sail away to the land where big is small and small is big. Time-travel into the past and the future. MAGICAM gives you your freedom.

MAGICAM is the first real application of space-age technology to the motion picture and television industries. It is also a landmark happening for creative directors, producers, writers, and any dreamer who has always wanted to go further—to take a creative idea all the way. So forget what you've been told can't be done, and do it. Anything you can imagine, you can MAGICAM.

World Premiere, Tuesday, September 10th, 1974, at 5:30 p.m.
Waldorf Astoria, Starlight Roof
49th Street & Lexington Avenue, New York City
Cocktails and Hors d'Oeuvres will be served
Space will be limited. Call now for your reservation: Miss Debbie Morgan 333-4167. 333-3732
Special Press Preview 3 p.m.
A feather in your cap
On This Day
from the quill of
Jonathan Penn

Jonathan Penn, the Colonial eyewitness to the day-by-day events that led to the American Revolution.

Jonathan Penn, ordinary citizen, reporting from your station what he saw, heard, felt, and recorded in his journal exactly two hundred years ago "On This Day".

Jonathan Penn can join your staff.

"On This Day" is public service and station promotion and station profits all in one package for your Bicentennial participation.

"On This Day" begins on January 1, 1975 on stations coast-to-coast as a daily, two-minute feature six days a week.

"On This Day" is one of the projects of the U.S. Bicentennial Media Group: Historians, researchers, writers, and broadcast professionals together for a better Bicentennial.

Write or call (304) 649-9176
U.S. Bicentennial Media Group
2315 East Broad Street
Richmond, Virginia 23223
for a complete media kit, including fact sheet, rate card, sample programs and description of merchandising materials available; and feather your nest.

Name:
Title:
Address:
City:
State: Zip

sioners will be prepared to instruct the staff on drafting a final report and order.

The commissioners have not yet arrived at a consensus as to the kind of approach to take. However, it is clear that the commission will not adopt a rule requiring across-the-board divestiture of co-located stations or newspapers. Other than a rule barring the creation of future crossownership situations, which is seen as a possibility, some observers feel the commission would not go much beyond a rule leading to the break-up of multimedia holdings in which a single owner controls all or virtually all of the media available to a community.

Justice, as it did in its earlier petitions to deny, recognized the pendancy of the rulemaking proceeding and said it was aware of the commission's interest in an "orderly disposition of the cross- ownership and concentration problem." However, it said that it did not think that consideration of the KSL case would conflict with the rulemaking proceeding -- and that even if it did, the public interest required holding a hearing on the renewal application.

Justice said there are no close policy questions in the KSL case that might require detailed rules. "At least with respect to disseminating local news and advertising," it said, "the antitrust laws supply a clear test that the cross-ownership here cannot meet." It noted that the only newspapers in the city are commonly controlled not only with the "leading one of but three commercial television stations, the leading AM station (the only maximum power Class A station assigned to the area) [and] a commercial FM station," but with a cable television company as well. That company owns "the city's leading CATV system" and has 14 CATV franchises within KSL-TV's Grade A contour.

The church, through Bonneville International National Corp., has substantial broadcast holdings outside Salt Lake. It has interests in or controls KIRG-AM-FM-TV Seattle, WSHJ-FM Skokie, Ill.; KMBS-AM and KMBC-FM Kansas City, Mo.; WRFM-FM New York, and KBIG-AM Avalon and KXTZ-FM Los Angeles, both California.

To Justice, moreover, KSL is not only a case but a sign the time for action has arrived. In February 1970, the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington affirmed an FCC decision rejecting a petition to deny the renewal applications of the KSL stations. It had been filed by two Salt Lake City residents of Mormon churches. The Church enjoyed an undue concentration of control of mass media in the city.

The court cited with approval the commission's argument that it should deal with such crossownership situations only in a broad rulemaking proceeding. And in a concurring opinion, Judge Edward A. Tamm said he voted as he did "solely" because the commission was reviewing its multiple ownership rules. "Absent this single, crucial fact," he said, "I would have found serious obstacles to affirming the commission's action in this case.

At the time, the commission was considering a rule barring the owner of a full-time station from acquiring another in the same market. The commission also adopted a proposal the following month; at the same time it issued a new notice proposing a rule, suggested by Justice, to break up existing co-located media combinations.

"Now, four years later, the commission is still considering the same rulemaking inquiry," Justice said last week. "While we agree that a rulemaking offers the better opportunity for the country as a whole, we do not think the public interest will be served by again deferring a substantive decision on the continued concentration of control of the media in Salt Lake City."

Theft follows format change
KYMS(FM) Santa Ana, Calif, was off the air for 24 hours when it found about $12,000 worth of transmitter equipment, including an exciter crystal and as well as other electronic assemblies, stolen from its transmitter building. The station was later informed through an anonymous letter, that the theft occurred because it had changed its format from free-form rock to Top 40. This change took place in mid-July. The station also dismissed six staff members that time and brought in a new manager, Robert Wencel, from KFMR(FM) Fremont, Calif., and a new program manager, David Forman, from WBB(FM) Babylon, N.Y.

The letter, signed "ECLA," warned the station to return to its original format or more trouble would be forthcoming. Mr. Wencel reported that the FBI and local police are investigating the theft. Meanwhile, he said, the station has no intention of changing its current format. The station is part of the Southern Broadcasters Inc. group.
The Story of One
(or, A One's Story)

One of the most successful and innovative station groups in the country is McGraw-Hill Broadcasting.

One of our stations, KGTV in San Diego, is number One in access time! One in early news. One in late news. One in early fringe? One in late fringe? In fact, KGTV is so popular with the One-derful people of San Diego that it's number One from sign-on to sign-off.

And we also have the number One station, from sign-on to sign-off, in Indianapolis, home of the world's greatest spectator sporting event, the Indianapolis 500. WRTV is number One in access time, One in early and late news, One in early and late fringe, and One from 9am to noon.

Our Bakersfield, California, station is One of the very few uhf stations that is really making it big. Not only is KERO-TV number One in access time, early fringe, and late fringe, but is has both the number One early news and the number One late news.

Finally, One of our stations is in Denver, One of America's great cities that is just about One mile high. KMGH-TV is number One in prime time, One in early news, One in late news, One overall from 9am to midnight, and the number One Newsfilm Station of the Year.*

One and One and One and One. Four different stations, all with their own distinct personalities. They are affiliated with two different networks. Three stations are vhf and one is uhf. But what they have in common is that overall they're all number One in their own markets.

The sum total of all this is that One would do well to consider our stations when putting together One's advertising schedule.

For rates & availabilities, call One of our reps today.
OTP wants to drop support division at Commerce Dept.

Failure of Office of Telecommunication to stick to original support mission charged by White House office which also says OTP gives disproportionate amount of services to other agencies.

When the Office of Telecommunications Policy was established in 1970 to advise the President on telecommunications matters, there was established at the same time in the Commerce Department an Office of Telecommunications, which was to provide OTP with technical and analytical support. Now it appears to officials at OTP and the Office of Management and Budget that the arrangement has not worked out as well as had been hoped; as a result, OTP appears on its way out of existence.

"They've taken a life of their own," an OTP official said last week of OT. "They had a lot of administrative overhead which we couldn't justify."

OT's mission, he said, was to provide OTP with spectrum-management and policy support, and it was to concentrate on pure research. But, he said, OTP was taking on an increasing amount of technical work for other agencies on a reimbursable basis—work, he said, that could have been farmed out to private contractors.

"OT," he said, "was trying to get into public relations and policy. We found ourselves competing for dollars and personnel with OT."

Until the present fiscal year, OT had been funded under a separate budget appropriation. This year, at the insistence of Congress, the White House included funds OTP would spend on OTP work in the total request for OTP—$6 million of about $9.5 million. As a result of congressional cuts, however, OTP will receive $8,450,000—$5,450,000 for OTP support functions.

OTP is to receive $1,250,000 in direct appropriations. In addition, other government agencies will receive about $5.2 million to reimburse OT for work done for them—an amount OTP officials feel is "disproportionate."

The changes in the form of budget requests for OT and OTP were not designed to solve the management problems now troubling OTP and OMB, and they did not. As a result, officials said, OMB conducted a study and, reportedly, concluded that OT should be abolished.

The study, which has not yet received final White House approval but in which OTP is expected to concur, would call for the reallocation of OT's technical programs and policy support and frequency management functions to the National Bureau of Standards.

Included would be OTP's research laboratory in Boulder, Colo., and its Institute for Telecommunication Services there. The present administrative structure would be eliminated.

OTP's acting director, John Richardson, declined to comment, noting that the question of the office's future is under study within the government. "We want the freedom to look at it without publicity," he said.

However, he noted that OT's work for other agencies—Defense Department, Department of Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, among them—on a reimbursable basis was not of recent origin. A predecessor agency, which became part of OT, had been performing such services since 1946, he said.

Changing Hands

The following broadcast station sales were reported last week, subject to FCC approval:

**KRLY(FM)** Houston: Sold by Zantan Communications Corp. to Starr Broadcasting Group for $1.5 million. Principals in seller are Robert S. Anderson Sr., president (20%), S. Wallace, director (22%) and M. P. Laurent Jr. and wife, Adele S. Laurent, directors (15%). Mr. Anderson will serve as vice president for buyer. Starr Broadcasting is publicly traded; William F. Buckley Jr. is chairman and Peter H. Starr, president. Starr owns three television stations, six AM stations including KYOK(AM) Houston and five FM's. KRLY(FM) operates on 93.7 mhz with 97 kw and antenna 790 feet above average terrain. Broker: Chapman Associates.

**WWOG(FM)** Boca Raton, Fla.: Sold by Wwoc Inc. (Homer Akers, Carole A. Akers and others) to Family Stations Inc. for $1 million plus property valued at $58,000. Directors of buyer, a nonprofit religious group, are Harold Camping, Scott L. Smith and Richard Van Dyck. Family stations owns KEBR(FM) San Francisco, KEBR(FM) Sacramento and KECK(FM) El Cajon, all California; WFME(FM) Newark and WKDN-FM Camden, both New Jersey, and WFSI (FM) Annapolis, Md. WWOG(FM) operates on 99.9 mhz with 100 kw and antenna 280 feet above average terrain.

**KMOR(AM)** Murray, Utah: Sold by Oral J. Wilkinson to Seagull Enterprises Inc. for $250,000. Mr. Wilkinson plans to retire. Principals in buyer are Charles R. Sadler (77.5%) and Jay Gardner (22%). Mr. Sadler is professional boxing trainer and Mr. Gardner is general manager of KMOR. Station is on 1230 kHz with 1 kw day and 250 w night.

**KPWD(FM)** Plentywood, Mont.: Sold by Empire Broadcasting Co. to B.C.T. Broadcasting Co. for $40,000. Principals in seller are Eldon Mengel, president (12.9%), and Gary Peterson, general manager (11%). Empire owns KBRV(AM) Soda Springs, Idaho; KFLN(AM) Baker, KXXL(AM) Bozeman and KWVS(AM) West Yellowstone, all Mon...
Approved:

The following transfers of station ownership were approved by the FCC:
* Other sales approved last week: WLOW-AM-FM Aiken, S.C. See page 74.

CMMC seeks reopening of KGO-TV renewal

Citizen group charges pattern of employment discrimination after ABC failed to report second firing of black employee

In successfully opposing a petition to deny its renewal application for KGO-TV San Francisco, one that had charged the station was guilty of discrimination in its employment practices, ABC noted that a black on-air personality who had been discharged had been replaced by another black. What ABC did not tell the FCC, a citizen group maintained, was that the replacement was himself fired and had later filed a formal discrimination charge against KGO-Tv with the California Fair Employment Practices Commission. The Community Coalition for Media Change made the assertion in petitioning the FCC for reconsideration of its action renewing the station's license.

CMMC said that the action should be reconsidered in any event since CMMC had supplied the kind of factual allegations the commission in other cases said it would require before setting a renewal application for hearing on charges of discrimination in employment.

The coalition noted it had supplied affidavits relating that Walter Thompson, who is black, was hired during the 1969-71 license term as host of a public affairs program, On the Spot, that is addressed to the minority community. But, the affidavit said, he and his wife, Dorothy, who produced the program, were "subjected to unreasonable censorship, frequent pre-emption's of the program without warning, and constant personal harassment," and that he was eventually discharged "for decrying the lack of equal employment opportunity in the communications media."

In discussing these complaints in its order, CMMC recalled, the commission relied on ABC's reply that Mr. Thompson's replacement, Roy Wills, is black. But 18 months after ABC's reply was filed with the commission, and a year before the commission issued its ruling last month, CMMC added, "this same Roy Wills was dismissed by ABC after complaining of similar discriminatory treatment on the basis of race" and later filed a still-pending discrimination charge with the state FEPC.

"The complaints of one black on-air personality and his co-station worker wife might conceivably have been rationalized by the commission as the unique hypothesis of a disgruntled employee," CMMC said. "But to have that precise pattern repeat itself with his replacement without raising at least a colorable inference of racial discrimination defies belief."

CMMC said that failure to inquire into the matter "would make a mockery of the commission's stated commitment to consider equal employment opportunity practices by its licenses as a sine qua non of renewal."

CMMC also saw in the Roy Wills episode a basis for a charge of lack of candor on ABC's part. It said that ABC "did not bring the critical facts of his [the replacement's] firing and formal complaint to the attention of the commission or petitioner for the year following the discharge. And in its 1974 KGO-TV renewal application, filed on Aug. 1, CMMC said, ABC reported that a "Raymond E. Williams" had filed an FEPC discrimination complaint the previous August without disclosing that Raymond E. Williams was the real name of Roy Wills.

High Point challenger drops important stitch

Furniture City TV's failure to contact labor leaders in making ascertainment is key factor in FCC initial decision

Southern Broadcasting Co. has won the first round in the contest, now four years old, in which it is seeking to hold on to its license for WUPH-TV High Point, N.C., in the face of a challenge by a competing applicant for channel 8 there, Furniture City Television Co.

But it was what the administrative law judge considered a fatal failing on the part of Furniture City rather than any phrases ascribed to Southern on which the initial decision to grant Southern's application turned last week.

Judge Chester F. Naumowicz Jr. found Furniture City to be disqualified because it had failed to interview for its community leader survey a single labor leader, even though "industry is prominent" in the area "and the record shows that nu-
numerous workers' organizations are in existence."

Furniture City's demographic study had not indicated the presence of any labor organizations in the area, and the applicant's witness said labor organizations were weak and few in number. But Judge Naumowicz said the Furniture City's demographic studies were "superficial and inadequate," and led to the "fatal weakness" in the community leader survey.

"So glaring an oversight"—failure to interview labor leaders when labor organizations are important in the area—"requires disqualification, even where the survey has otherwise been extensive," Judge Naumowicz said.

Southern overcame an issue involving promise versus performance. Its over-all programing averaged 19.5% of the total as compared to the 23.4% proposed, but Judge Naumowicz said the deviations were "not decisionally significant." He noted that several years had passed from the time the proposals were made in hearing until they were presented in practice, and added, "inevitably with the passage of time, changes occur." The changes, he added, were neither substantial nor unexplained.

The hearing has been unusual if not unique for the number of judges who have succeeded one another in presiding. Judge Naumowicz is the fourth. The first judge assigned to the case, Charles J. Frederick, died after the initial stages were concluded. The next judge assigned, Isidore A. Honig, retired; so did his successor, Frederick W. Denniston.

**Flexibility cited as networks’ strong suit for future**

**NBC-TV's Howard, ABC Radio's Neal say broadcasting can adapt faster than other media to changes in economy and shifts in population**

Network television and network radio were lessee lost last week as media that will cope successfully with the challenges of the next five years in terms of their value as advertising and communications vehicles.

These appraisals were given last Friday (Sept. 6) by Robert T. Howard, president of NBC-TV, and Harold L. Neal Jr., president of the ABC Radio Division, during a "Media Day" program in Detroit arranged by the Campbell-Ewald Co. and the Chevrolet Division of the General Motors Corp., both Detroit. Representatives of other media also spoke at the Campbell-Ewald/General Motors forum.

Both Mr. Howard and Mr. Neal made common points in singling out developments that will affect advertising and communication over the next five years, such as rising costs, changing lifestyles, and continued movement from the central cities into the suburbs. And they maintained that their media are equipped to deal effectively with these shifting patterns.

Mr. Howard underlined the adaptability of television over the years to meet constant change and to survive. As examples, he cited the ban on cigarette advertising, a hostile administration and the "youth revolution."

In the years ahead, he said, NBC will be shifting its stance in a number of ways to reduce the impact of higher costs while striving to enhance the value of its programs. He voiced these predictions:

"First, there will be some new approaches in technology. An accelerating shift from film to tape, particularly in indoor production, because tape is proving easier, cheaper and better to work with.

"Second, I foresee new innovations that will deliver more entertainment for less expenditure. The variety show format, for instance, needs to be more fully explored. If somebody comes up with a really different variety format, I'll be the first to snap at it.

"Third, in line with the more-bang-for-the-buck idea, my network is now aggressively seeking top-drawn talent, performers and creators and not just people working in the television industry."

Mr. Howard also prophesied there will be more made-for-TV movies: an accent on sophistication and imagination in both content and production of entertainment programs generally, and improvement and change in television news.

"I think we can look for a one-hour nightly news program starting on one of the networks before too long," he predicted.

"News audiences have been growing, both local and network, and news-gathering procedures are becoming more effective and efficient, with large assists from the use of portable equipment, electronic cameras and—in the near future—a better space technology."

Scanning the horizon, Mr. Neal pointed to a number of trends that he said will redound to the benefit of the radio medium. Among those he cited were the diversity of people; the importance of instantaneousness; rising inflation; the suburbanization of the population, and improved marketing-media data.

In the years ahead, according to Mr. Neal, people "aren't just going to fall into a relatively few taste or style groups any more . . . there will be subgroups of the population emerging continuously with their own tastes." This is a trend that will be favorable to radio with stations and networks organized to serve different groups in many different ways, he pointed out.

The importance of "instantaneity" is pointed up by the need for continuous change and adjustment, Mr. Neal said. In media terms, he continued, radio has "the edge on other media in terms of offering flexibility and quick-change virtues to up-to-the-minute marketers."

He observed that inflation is expected to continue in the foreseeable future, but said that radio's costs will not rise as steeply as those of other media. He explained that radio's costs are not tied to raw material costs in any appreciable way, and said increments linked to people can be controlled because radio can operate with relatively fewer employees than other media.

He prognosticated that improved research material on radio promises to be available through the current ARMS II project. He said that through these studies the radio industry is developing measurements of radio, television and newspaper audiences in order to provide advertisers and agencies with comparisons of media and the effects of a media mix.

He envisioned a continued thrust toward mobility on the part of Americans and said they would be moving farther and farther away from large population centers. This trend toward suburbanization, he said, will mean an increasing reliance on their automobiles for transportation and a resultant expanded use of car radio listening.

**IBFM, 500 strong, goes to St. Louis**

Annual convention will be largest this year with 18 panel sessions in four days; Hooks to speak

A record attendance of some 500 registrants and guests is expected at the Institute of Broadcasting Financial Management's 14th annual conference to be held Sept. 29 through Oct. 2 at the Chase-Park Plaza in St. Louis.

Eighteen panel sessions featuring a total of 70 participants are scheduled on subjects ranging from media-payment...
Our friends, the other Twin Cities contemporary music stations, are experiencing growth problems. Ours. You see, we've suddenly become a real pain in the book. But instead of giving you reasons; such as programming changes, The New Sound and other fluff, we'll stick to the facts. The Book. According to the Jan/Feb – Apr/May ARB, the name of the game for KDWB was growth: *KDWB Audience Increase with Persons 12+ . . . 52.1%; *KDWB Audience Increase with Men 18-34 . . . 58.6%; *KDWB Audience Increase with Women 18-34 . . . 83.9%; *KDWB Audience Increase with Teens . . . 47.1%. Pretty darned significant. But, frankly, we can hardly wait to see the Oct/Nov ARB. Because you know what they say about radio? Once the market finds the hot button . . . Anyway. We're growing. And that's our story. If you'd like to hear more, call us. Or we'll call you. It couldn't hurt. Represented nationally by Radio Advertising Representatives, Inc. (RAR).

*Source Material: Jan/Feb – Apr/May ARB. Figure indicates movement for A.Q.H., 6 a.m. – Mid, Monday-Sunday, based on the T.S.A. (Audience measurement data are estimates only, subject to defects and limitations of source material and methods, hence may not be an accurate measure of true audience.)
liability to music licenses, workmen's compensation insurance, taxation, computers, fringe benefits and federal controls.

FCC Commissioner Benjamin L. Hooks will attend the Sept. 30 luncheon. Charles Ashman, KPLR-TV St. Louis news anchorman and author, will speak at the one Oct. 1. No speaker is scheduled for the closing luncheon on Oct. 2, but it will be followed by an innovation that officials said was requested by members—one final panel session. This one will deal with labor unions and will have Don Schomburg of KSD-AM-TV St. Louis, a former IBFM president, as moderator.

The convention sessions will be open to the public at 9 a.m. Sept. 30 by IBFM President C. Mack Murphy, of WSOQ-AM-FM-TV Charlotte, N.C., and Executive Director Robert E. McAuliffe, followed by a report on IBFM's subsidiary, the Broadcast Credit Association, by BCA President Ray Watson.

The general membership business meeting is set for the afternoon of Sept. 30 with Paul W. Freas of WMLA-AM-FM-TV Washington, chairman of IBFM, presiding. The annual banquet will be held Oct. 1.

Eleven exhibitors, a record for IBFM, will have displays. Their booths and the conference registration center will open Sunday afternoon, Sept. 29. A reception is scheduled that evening with St. Louis broadcasters as hosts.

Arno W. Mueller of Storer Broadcasting Co. is IBFM vice president and conference chairman.

---

Maxwells try again

Losers of skirmish in Dallas-Ft. Worth now apply for Belo's AM-FM facilities

In the latest attempt to intervene in the license renewals of A. H. Belo Corp.'s WFAA(AM) and KZEW(FM) Dallas, the principals in Civic Telecasting Corp. (which had filed petitions to deny against those stations and others in June 1971), now under the name of Maxwell Broadcasting Corp., have filed competing applications at the FCC, seeking construction permits on the facilities of WFAA and KZEW.

The original petitions to deny (Broadcasting, July 5, 1971) were filed against three newspaper-broadcast owners in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, including A. H. Belo, Times-Herald Printing Co. and Carter Publications, accusing the multiple owners of attempting to prevent the entrance of CATV into the market and to eliminate UHF competition by excluding UHF listings from the station logs published in their newspapers. Antitrust suits against the three companies also were filed later by the same principals, James T. Maxwell and Carroll H. Maxwell Jr., but were settled out of court (Broadcasting, Feb. 18). Last May, the FCC renewed the licenses of the stations, including WFAA and KZEW, concluding that the charges against the companies lacked sufficient evidence. Though the companies had the exclusive rights to provide cable service in the area, the FCC felt the uncertain financial outlook for the medium at the time was reason enough for the companies to withhold large expenditures for cable development. The commission added that the newspapers had since included UHF with their VHF program listings (Broadcasting, May 20).

The Maxwells are equal partners in Maxwell Electronics Corp., Dallas, and have no broadcast interests although they were former owners of a now defunct UHF station in Dallas (KMEC-TV).

---

Behind-bars broadcasting attempts to give inmates a leg up in outside world

The maximum security prison in Canon City, Colo., houses a carrier-current in-station-run radio station, KCSP, which serves to inform and entertain the prison population and is a training ground for inmates looking toward broadcasting careers.

Advised by Frank Scott, general manager of KTLL(AM) Denver, the effort has extended beyond prison walls. One minimum-risk inmate commutes from Camp George West minimum security prison and Denver in the evenings. He covers assignments as a full-fledged newsman. Mr. Scott looks forward to his and other station's hosting more interns in the fall. He is awaiting a decision on the prison's application, filed in July, for a grant from the Lum-Existant Administration to overhaul KCSP's studio, equipped piecemeal by contributing stations.

Once they have operators' licenses, the trained inmates could move into a professional position with a station, Mr. Scott said. While the FCC has ruled against granting licenses to inmates, Representative Pat Schroeder (D-Colo.) is working to repeal that rule, according to Mr. Scott.

---

A flurry of strikes hits broadcasters

Noncommercial KGED-FM-TV San Francisco was struck by engineers and production workers last week. The workers were striking against management proposals to ease work rules that would permit more production by outside producers and the use of more part-time workers.

The picket lines, established by Local 51 of National Association of Broadcast Engineers and Technicians, were being honored by cameramen, members of NABET Local 352, and newsmen. The latter were said to be seeking raises in basic salaries that now range from $11,000 to $24,000 annually.

The stations were continuing to broadcast, however, using administrative and management personnel, but its daily Newsroom program had been suspended.

Meanwhile, a strike of building engineers in Los Angeles against CBS continued last week, with no major problems — although taping of All In the Family was postponed for the second week, principally because star Carroll O'Connor refused to cross the picket line that were in front of the network's Television City and its stations in Los Angeles, KNX-FM and KNXT(TV). Other CBS shows were either being taped by management personnel, or had moved to other studios to escape the labor pickets. The strike began three weeks ago when 17 air-conditioning and electrical workers, members of Local 11 of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, walked out after their contract with CBS expired Aug. 20.

And in San Francisco, another kind of strike hit KFPR(FM) off the air for almost three weeks. But this was ended and the station resumed broadcasting the end of August. The staff of the Pacifica-owned station had struck because of opposition to the manager's programing plans. Will Lewis, general manager of Pacifica's KPNK(AM-FM) Los Angeles was sent to the scene, and he recommended the manager, Roger Pritchard, be dismissed. The move brought the workers back and the station resumed broadcasting Aug. 31.

In Lansing, Mich., the National Association of Broadcast Employees and Technicians has been on strike against Gross Telecasting's WJIM-AM-FM-TV since July 24. The union is charging unfair labor practices and asking for a $30-a-week wage increase.

NABET claims 20 advertisers have withdrawn from the stations in response to union persuasion. Management asserts it has verified two cases of secondary boycott of advertisers. The stations are now being operated by management personnel and five nonstriking NABET members.

---

Ford asked to revise CPB nominations list with minorities in mind

Letters from NBMC, Lloyd, call for a second look at Nixon selections

President Ford, who is reviewing all nominations that were made by former President Nixon and are still pending before the Senate, is being urged to drop some of the Corporation for Public Broadcasting nominees and replace them with individuals who would provide "diversity of perspective"—particularly the perspective of minority and consumer groups.

The National Black Media Coalition and Frank W. Lloyd (who is director of Citizens Communications Center but who was acting as a private citizen), placed particular emphasis in messages to the President on what they feel is the need for a nominee reflecting the interests of the Spanish-surname population.

Mr. Lloyd said "this large minority population, virtually ignored by commercial television, deserves input into the decision-making processes of public broadcasting to assure that medium will meet its acknowledged goal of serving minority needs now being mass-audience broadcasting." He submitted a list of 30 names of individuals represent-
ing various disciplines, racial and ethnic groups and consumer advocates that had been suggested to former President Nixon in February but that was rejected by the White House.

NBMC, in a telegram signed by its chairman, James M. Guller, said that besides a "Latino," President Ford should appoint an "additional" black to the CPB board, and offered eight suggestions. The one current black member is Dr. Gloria Anderson, of Morris Brown College. However, it seemed that former President Nixon’s eight nominees are also black—Lucius Gregg, a Chicago banker.

The NBMC suggestions are Allen Black, executive director, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, Legal Defense Fund Western Division, San Francisco; Dr. Lovenger Bowden, acting dean, School of Communications, Howard University, Washington, D.C.; Ofheld Dukes, Ofheld Duques and Associates, public relations firm, Washington, D.C.; Goodlett, president, National Newspaper Publishers Association, San Francisco; the Rev. Jesse Jackson, president, Operation PUSH, Chicago; Pluria W. Marshall, executive director, Operation Breadbasket of Texas and chairman, Black Citizens for Media Access, Houston; Charles Tate, executive director, Cablecommunications Resource Center, Washington, and James D. Williams, director of communications, National Urban League, New York.

However, the more forceful last week that there would be any changes in the Nixon list of eight nominees, who would become a majority of the 15-member board. An administration spokesman said he did not anticipate any changes, and that he assumed the eight nominations would be resubmitted by President Ford.

**Media Briefs**

**No proof.** FCC has upheld April 10 assignment of license of KTRB-AM-FM Modesto, Calif., from KTRB Broadcasting Co. Inc. to Big Valley Broadcasting Inc. (BROADCASTING, April 22) over reconsideration petition filed by Jeco Inc., licensee of KTRB-FM Salinas, Calif. Jeco complaint concerned two pending mutually exclusive applications for construction permits filed by previous owners of each station to move respective antenna and transmitter sites of KTRB-AM-FM and KTRB-FM. Jeco alleged KTRB construction permit was "strike" application filed for sole purpose of impeding grant of KTCY's application. Jeco also alleged that KTRB purchase price of $675,000 by Big Valley was excessive and based on anticipation of construction permit grant, thus raising question of trafficking. Commission rejected both allegations of Jeco because of lack of supporting evidence.

**Another.** American Civil Liberties Union has petitioned FCC to enlarge issues against license renewal of W2JM-AM-FM TV Lansing, Mich. FCC first designated hearing for it several April 9, stemming from charges of news distortion to advance political and economic objectives of Gross Telecasting, licensee (BROADCASTING, April 15). New allegation by ACLU is that nighttime TV weathercast is misleading as it does not indicate show is taped several hours earlier.

**Town and gown.** Dartmouth College, Hanover, N.H., has received FCC authorization to add commercial but non-profit FM facility to broadcast plant it has operated since 1958. Calls letters are expected to be WDCR-FM, complement to AM call, although programming will be virtually separate. Station will operate on 99.3 mhz with 3 kw.


**One day school.** At request of Kentucky Broadcasters Association FCC has agreed to hold one-day training course for third-class license with commission furnishing instructors and giving test on same day. Schools are set at Galt House, Louisville, with nearly 150 broadcasters already registered. Impetus for course came because of high rate of non-passage since new test questions were prepared by FCC several months ago.

**More than words.** FCC has denied plea of WTRL(AM) Bradenton, Fla., to reconsider license renewal Jan. 3 condition on the station’s filing a list of minority organizations it contacted to fill job vacancies. WTRL contends condition was added to renewal because FCC erroneously looked at employment reports filed by previous owner. But commission said WTRL's employment record to date still shows no minorities have been hired despite staff increase. Though WTRL asserted it had made efforts to recruit minority personnel, FCC concluded, "licensors must do more than ensure employment practices neutral on their face: they must take affirmative action..."

**KBOP wins renewal.** Atascosa Broadcasting Co., licensee of KBOP(AM) Pleasanton, Tex., has been granted a license renewal over the objections of competing applicant KASA Inc., at the time that Ben L. Parker, a principal of Atascosa, had breached a contract for sale of KBOP to KASA Inc., licensee of KASA(AM) Phoenix, and cited allegations of payola, improper logging practices, faulty ascertainment procedures and incorrect financial reports, and questioned its past programming.

The commission saw no proper basis for the charges, explaining that an allegation of breach of contract, a fact still to be determined by the courts, did not reflect on the applicant’s character. The commission also said that the station is required as long as no segment of the community is excluded: therefore KBOP’s ascertainment survey was appropriate.

**Northwest group will leave NAB if code mandate sticks.**

Owner of four TV's and three radios will quit if subscribing is mandatory

The Western Broadcasting Co., headquartered in Missoula, Mont., has threatened to pull its television and radio stations out of the National Association of Broadcasters if the NAB implements its decision to make TV subscription a mandatory requirement for all member television stations.

In a letter to Andrew Ockershausen (Evening Star stations), chairman of the NAB’s joint board, Western said its cancellation would be effective Jan. 1, 1975. That is more than a year before the mandatory TV code subscription would become effective on April 1, 1976. The NAB TV board arrived at the mandatory subscription rule during a board meeting last January.

The code has historically been a voluntary device and should remain so,” Earl Morgenroeth, Western president wrote. “Mandatory code subscription feeds upon itself. It would serve only to create a second regulatory body within our industry to impose additional layers of rules and regulations. If it applied only to television today, it would inevitably apply to radio tomorrow.

It said further that mandatory subscription is “ill-conceived and would seriously weaken our industry trade organization at a time when unity and accord are so imperatively needed to combat the numerous problems confronting broadcasting.”

Aside from its NAB memberships, Western said it would also cancel its memberships in the Television Information Office and in the Television Bureau of Advertising. “We would instead, place all of our resources behind RMBA (Rocky Mountain Broadcasters Association) since that organization recognizes the special problems of small market broadcasters.”

Western’s stations include radio stations KCAP(AM) Helena, Mont.; KGOV(AM) Missoula, Mont.; KSEF(AM) Pocatello, Idaho, and television stations KGOV-TV Missoula, Mont.; KTVM Butte, Mont.; KCPW-TV Kalispell, Mont., and KMMV Twin Falls, Idaho.

Western’s is the only formal threat of cancellation NAB has received since the decision to require subscription to the code, according to Mr. Ockershausen. He thought it “a little bit incongruous.”

Western threatened to threaten cancellation of its radio memberships since NAB’s January decision applies solely to television stations.

Mr. Ockershausen said further that NAB will do everything it can to keep Western’s stations in the fold short of the decision, which, he said, will result in more television stations joining NAB. “You win some, you lose some,” he added.
How well the games play on television

Low in cost, quick in getting or not getting an audience, these shows crowd daytime and prime access slots

Television programing tends to move in cycles, and right now syndication time slots and network daytime schedules are bloated—some may say to the bursting point—with game shows. But the incidence of games may increase before it declines.

Merrill Heatter, the co-executive producer (with Robert Quigley) of Hollywood Squares and Gambit, envisions a scenario returning the game show to network prime time. "If the economy continues in this recession," he said, "if unemployment keeps on rising and stock prices keep on going down, then I could see where the networks would be forced to lower their rates to advertisers. That would make game shows very desirable nighttime properties because the production cost of a game show is only about half of what it costs to do an average episode of, say, The Mary Tyler Moore Show."

Low cost is, in fact, a prime factor in the recent resurgence of the game show. For one thing, a whole week's worth of game shows is usually shot in one day. "It was in the mid-sixties when we started taping five game shows a day," said Giraud Chester, executive vice president of Goodson-Todman Productions (Match Game, The Price Is Right). "Before that, we did the shows one-a-day because the quality control on color tape wasn't all that good and, besides, you wanted the immediacy and spontaneity of a live broadcast."

But now, he said, studio facilities in New York and particularly in Hollywood are so overcrowded that it would be almost impossible to go back to the old daily schedule. "And, of course, there is a huge saving in not having to strike the set after every show," he added. "Plus the fact that it's easier to get bigger-game celebrities when you're only taking one day out of their schedules, rather than five."

The result of these economies is that, compared to the $75,000 price of five episodes of a typical soap opera, a week's supply of game shows costs as little as $35,000 and seldom more than $60,000. The $60,000 category includes game shows that use many celebrities (Hollywood Squares, Match Game) or that go in for fairly elaborate staging (Let's Make a Deal, The Price Is Right). Even more expensive is the once-a-week game show geared for prime-access time slots. Marquerade Party, which the distributor and owner, 20th Century-Fox Television, farms out to Hatos-Hall Productions (Let's Make a Deal, The Price Is Right). Even more expensive is the once-a-week game show geared for prime-access time slots. Marquerade Party, which the distributor and owner, 20th Century-Fox Television, farms out to Hatos-Hall Productions (Let's Make a Deal, The Price Is Right). Even more expensive is the once-a-week game show geared for prime-access time slots. Marquerade Party, which the distributor and owner, 20th Century-Fox Television, farms out to Hatos-Hall Productions (Let's Make a Deal, The Price Is Right).

But the huge return on investment is not the only reason that game shows are eclipsing soap operas that networks' daytime schedules. "You have to stick with a soap for a year or even two years before you know whether the show is going to be a success or not," said Jack Barr, the producer and host of The Joker's Wild on CBS. "A game show can get you big numbers in a hurry. Or, if it's a flop, you can get out fast or go on to something else."

Giraud Chester agreed. "You get a much earlier reading on audience appeal with a game show," he said. "But a serial is the reverse. CBS poured a fortune into Love Is a Many-Splendored Thing trying to make it go. Changing casts. Changing writers. Changing story lines. The audience didn't respond and finally gave up." He mentioned ABC's The Best of Everything and NBC's Return to Peyton Place as further examples of enormous soap-opera investments over an extended period of time that were wiped out when the shows were cancelled at the bottom and pretty much stayed there.

Another reason for the ascendancy of game shows is that their principal ingredient—the prizes—come at little expense. Most prizes are paid for in free air time. The game shows that do not hold out merchandise or merchandise-and-cash as prizes for their contestants commonly work within two basic categories. The first category is the straight trade-out, or, in legal jargon, the nonfee-connected prize. Under this category, the manufacturer supplies its product free to the show in exchange for an eight-second minicommercial. This category usually covers items in the $200-to-$500 range, such as refrigerators and washing machines, and are not considered as commercials by the National Association of Broadcasters television code.

The second category—fee-connected prizes—covers small consolation-prize items (pen-and-pencil set, watch band, blender), which the manufacturer is eager to pay the game-show producer to use because the rate for an eight-second plug comes to only a fraction of that for a conventional 30-second spot. Because the network and the producer are paid by the prize, the value of the prize in the second category are counted as part of the show's commercial time.

There's a third category of prizes...
What did these famous people all have in common?

Bernard Baruch  Winston Churchill  Carl Sandburg

Harry Truman  Fiorello La Guardia  Franklin Delano Roosevelt

NOW! A NEW SERIES OF INSPIRING PUBLIC SERVICE SPOTS FOR THE BENEFIT OF SENIOR CITIZENS

Each of these famous people gained their greatest accomplishments and satisfaction out of life during their senior years. They are proof that the senior citizen has an important contribution to make to society, provided he keeps active, keeps interested and keeps healthy.

Aging is probably the greatest sociological problem facing our nation. It concerns old and young alike. But to solve it, people have to LISTEN. Older people must be told how to gain a satisfying life, and younger people must be told how to prepare for the retirement years.

Your public service cooperation is essential to do this important job of public education. Won't you please preview the broadcast campaign?

FREE 60-second and 30-second spots for television and radio. Order your copies.

TO: American Chiropractic Association
2200 Grand Avenue / Des Moines, Iowa 50312
Please send me a copy of your new series of produced public service spots for:

☐ Television (1-60 sec. and 1-30 sec. Filmed Spots)
☐ Radio (6-60 sec. and 5-30 sec. Transcribed Spots)

I understand the spots will be sent without cost or obligation.

Program Director
Station
Street Address
City  State  Zip
Special report, special advertising opportunity. In its Oct. 7 issue Broadcasting will present a detailed study of the great advances FM has made against the entrenched and older AM service. The report—prepared with the editorial skill that is unique in its field—will be given wide circulation at the annual FM convention in New Orleans Oct. 10-13. It will also become a basic reference work for advertisers and their agencies.

If you're in the FM business or do business with FM...

You belong in Broadcasting Oct. 7
(yachts, mobile homes, all-expenses-paid trips) that have to be purchased by the networks (through intermediaries, or prize procurers, who have a number of advertisers as clients and work on a commission basis). These prizes come with a big discount because they’re being given away to contestants within the matrix of an eight-second plug, but they’re not counted as commercials. Like the non-fee-connected plugs, these under the NAB code’s general exemption of “reasonable and limited identification of prizes and donor’s names where the presentation of contest awards or prizes is a necessary part of program content.”

So, only a portion of the seeming deluge of plugs on most game shows is counted as commercial time—i.e., the so-called fee-connected prizes. This system allows the networks to officially stay within the NAB guidelines of no more than eight minutes of commercials in a daytime half-hour—six minutes of regular network commercials, one minute for station breaks, and the last minute given over to the minicommercials for fee-connected prizes.

If at least some of the game shows are stretching the code’s plugola criterion, they’re being watched closely by the networks to avoid even a hint of rigging or fraud. The quiz-show scandals of the late 1950’s led Congress to enact Section 509 of Title 47 of the U.S. Code, which makes any tampering with a game show a federal crime. In line with this governmental stricture, all of the networks now make it a practice to assign at least one member of their standards-and-compliance departments to monitor the taping of every episode of every game show.

Although, in general, the packagers think the networks overreact in some of their rulings, “it’s better to have that kind of close, rigorous scrutiny than face the danger of one unscrupulous producer’s giving us all a black eye,” said Bob Stewart, the producer of Jackpot and The $10,000 Pyramid. He gets agreement from Monty Hall and Jack Barry, who are hosts as well as producers of game shows for the networks. Mr. Barry has some experience to draw on. He was host on Twenty-One, the NBC-TV prime-time game on which Charles Van Doren won $129,000 with answers supplied by the producers.

As game-show hosts, they’re also in agreement that a personality who starts his career in show business as host of a game show and demonstrates any aptitude for the job is almost guaranteed a lifetime of all the steady work he wants. Ralph Edwards Productions tapped the 56-year-old veteran, Dennis James, for Name That Tune on NBC. Bill Cullen is back on another new NBC show (from Bob Stewart Productions) called Winning Streak, and Gene Rayburn, who was the host of Match Game during its run on NBC in the 1960’s, was summoned again by Goodson-Todman when it resurrected the show last year on CBS. Monty Hall, now in his 11th year as host of Let’s Make a Deal, calls the game-show host “the most difficult person to cast in all of show business, which is why the old...
timers continue to turn up year after year.

As Mr. Hall sees it, the successful host "must be glib and " to establish that warm, sympatico, person-to-person contact with the contestant so that there's a giving feeling between the two of you. But he must also be a good traffic cop because the right pacing is crucial to a game show."

To Jack Barry, the best master of ceremonies is one who's "quick, aggressive, can grasp the essence of the game and then execute it, make it work."

And Merrill Heatter is convinced that the host "doesn't have to be pretty—if George C. Scott told me he'd like to MC a game show. I'd put him on the air tomorrow."

Mr. Heatter added that the host must have strong appeal to women, and Jack Barry said that may be the key reason why there's never been a woman MC: "The network executives say women don't want to watch other women."

"The theory at the networks is that the managerial qualities needed in a host would tend to make women come off as shrill," said Giraud.

Despite these stated drawbacks, most of the game-show packagers say that within a few years there will be a hostess on a network game show. Bob Stewart even has three candidates: Betty White, Betsy Palmer and Sheila MacRae. "These women could project the take-charge quality that's needed to keep a game show running smoothly," he said.

Mr. Stewart is less sanguine about the chances of a black host's making it in the near future because the "MC has to be a pretty stern person to keep the show moving along, but he can't let that sternness show. He has to be both affirmative and insensitive." Under this theory, a black man might be perceived as stern by enough people to give a potential sponsor the willies. But Mr. Hall disagreed. "Blacks and other ethnic groups are turning up regularly in commercials these days, and the sponsors seem to be selling more boxes of soap than ever," he said.

Mr. Heatter said he's also optimistic about blacks as hosts because the current game-show cycle is likely to continue for a while, and more new games mean more potential employment opportunities.

"The soap operas are continuing to suffer erosion in the ratings," he said, "because they're having a tougher time trying to shock people these days." With X-rated movies and best-selling books like Alex Comfort's "The Joy of Sex" easily within reach of the average person, he continued, the daytime serials are bound to seem tame.

As a matter of fact, game shows are being caught up in the permissive atmosphere, so much so that, according to industry sources, CBS's editors had to tone down some of the more suggestive missing-blank statements on Match Game. (That show's host, Gene Rayburn, reads a sentence with a key word missing—"The dentist gave his first woman patient he filled the wrong _________."—and the contestants try to match their answers with those of a group of celebrities.) Some of the questions and answers on Hollywood Squares are definitely designed to titillate. (Sample: "What did two young men traditionally put around their girl friends' necks in the 1950's?" Answered by Lily Tomlin: "A ring of hiccups.")

Chuck Barris started this whole trend with Newwed Game," said Monty Hall. "When you ask two newlyweds: 'What's the first thing you do when you climb into bed, or what's the first part of your body that you wash when you step into the shower, then you know the questions are deliberately framed to embarrass the couple.'"

Mr. Barris's recent cheerful assumption of the title "king of slob culture" also doesn't sit well with Monty Hall. "He's fouling his own nest when he makes statements like that," Mr. Hall said. "I presented it because I regard a show like Let's Make a Deal as perfectly valid light entertainment, no better or worse than a prime-time action show like Kojak. And I know judges and doctors and professors are not usually of my show. Would they be considered members of the slob culture?"

These professional people probably look at the twice-a-week nighttime version of Let's Make a Deal. ABC lured the show away from NBC in the late 1960's, and as part of the deal gave Mr. Hall the right to a nighttime version of it. But Mr. Hall does not have that right with his other ABC game show, Split Second, now in its third year, and he's tiring of it.

"Split Second would be perfect as a prime-time access show in syndication, and the stations are clamoring for it," he said. "But ABC claims a nighttime version would overexpose it and hurt the daytime ratings. They claim Hollywood Squares has lost some daytime points since it went twice-a-week at nights. To that argument I say, 'Au contraire.' But a contract's a contract."

Mr. Heatter said he has the same problem with his show, Gambit. "CBS just isn't going to release it for prime-time syndication," he said. CBS also refuses to let Goodson-Todman put Match Game simultaneously into access time, according to Mr. Chester, who said that the refusal is "torturing" his company. "Match Game is the highest rated game show on all three networks right now," he moaned. "And with its celebrity format, we think it could be a smash at night. But CBS argues overexposure, and that's where we want it."

But Monty Hall is worried. "There are far too many game shows on the air right now," he said. "We've reached a saturation point that could end up hurting all of us in the ratings."

Mr. Hall thinks the solution to this problem is for the networks to get busy working up new formats. "Maybe a magazine-type show," he suggested. "Or a regular series of drama specials. Or let's get some personalities back into daytime, along the lines of an Arthur Godfrey or a G Team. They were very successful when they had their own daily shows."

But Bob Stewart, for one, doesn't hold
out much hope for that kind of innovation," he said, "with all that network money and all those network brains, they've managed to come up with only games, soaps and talk shows." And he frowns, and shakes his head.

A hand-me-down classical station?

Starr set to change WCNC New York to pop and promises to donate record library to station that promises to go noncommercial.

Last week brought good news for New York classical music addicts. The staff and record library (and maybe even the call letters) of the Starr Broadcasting Group's WCNC(FM) there may end up on another existing FM station in the city when WCNC goes to a pop-music format as WQTV(FM) on Oct. 1.

On-air appeals for money by William F. Buckley Jr., chairman of Starr, to keep WCNC's 24-hour-a-day classical-music format going brought in $150,000 in the first week alone, according to sources at WCNC.

Peter Starr, the president of the company, said Wednesday (Sept. 4) that he will make a deal soon with one of three FM stations in New York: a low-kilowatt station in the city when WCNC goes to a pop-music format as WQTV(FM) on Oct. 1.

Record haul. More than $16.1 million in pledges was raised by the Jerry Lewis Labor Day telethon against muscular dystrophy, eclipsing the previous record of $12.4 million set in 1973. The 20-hour program was carried on 174 television stations interconnected by the Hughes Television Network for the benefit of Muscular Dystrophy Associations of America. The telethon, which originated in Las Vegas, ended last Monday (Sept. 2) at 6:30 p.m. in New York where the program was presented on WNEW-TV. pledges of almost $1.6 million were received, compared with almost $1.4 million in 1973. (First Lewis MD telethon, in 1966, netted only $1 million nationally.) Mr. Lewis served as host of the national telethon with NBC-TV personality Ed McMahon co-host.

There were five pick-ups during the telethon from New York and Nashville.

cause "the universe of potential pop-music listeners in New York is around 18 million people. With classical music, you've got a base of only about 1.2 million." One classical buff who'll be driven away by the new format is Chairman Buckley himself. As he said the other day, "I have no intention whatever of listening to it ever under the new format."

The news service millions of people listen to
All over the country...
All over the world

Even though most of them don't know it... because we're not quoted a lot... just used a lot... by some of the most astute News Directors in the world... who know lively copy when they see it... who know how to use it to give their newscasts a distinctive touch.

Write or call Michael Blair
REUTERS, 1700 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 (212) 582-4030
Tax credits for films simplified in new bill

Alternatives in reform legislation: film-by-film assessment or percent of total production costs of all shows

The tax reform bill, currently on the House Ways and Means Committee's drawing board, will contain a section clarifying the procedures for computing investment tax credits which can be claimed by financial backers of movie and television films.

Motion pictures and television films are treated as tangible personal property, eligible for the investment credit, in the 1971 Revenue Act. The purpose of the provision in the pending tax reform bill is to establish guidelines for some previously unsettled issues, such as how to determine a film's useful life, the basis on which the credit is computed, and how to determine whether use of the film is predominantly within the U.S. These guidelines have been sketched in a report of tentative decisions by the Ways and Means Committee.

According to the report, taxpayers could choose either of two alternatives for determining whether they are eligible for the credit for past years. The first eligibility test would assess each film individually, based on its useful life and on whether it was shown predominantly in the United States. The useful life of each film would be considered ended at the first year in which it is estimated that 90% or more of the cost would be recovered by depreciation. The film's use would be considered predominantly domestic if more than 50% of its gross was derived in the U.S.

The second test for past years' credit would lump all the taxpayer's films together, taking an investment credit on the basis of 40% of the total cost of production of all the films without regard for estimated useful life or foreign use. "Transitory films" such as news features as well as films produced and shown exclusively in foreign countries would not be eligible for the credit under this alternative.

For future years, taxpayers could elect to determine their credit on a film-by-film basis using the 90% method outlined above, or they could take a credit on the basis of two-thirds of the total production cost of their collective films without regard for estimated useful life. In this case, a film would have to be used predominantly within the U.S. to be eligible for the credit. Instead the amount of credit would depend on where the film was produced rather than on where receipts come from. Again films such as news features would be ineligible for inclusion in the base on which the two-thirds credit is computed because they are considered transitory.

Producers offered ally in dealing with networks

Advancers Media/Programming Inc. has set up a new service for producers of TV programs to give them leverage in dealing with network officials who determine the fate of their shows.

The service ranges from interpretation of ratings to conducting in-depth audience and other studies, research and advice on time periods, target demographics, program types, scheduling and other factors to give a producer insights into network decision-making and help him avoid some problems and solve others.

Advancers is a four-year-old operation of Gardner Advertising, St. Louis, a subsidiary of Wells Rich Greene, New York. Its conventional services cover a broad range, including spot buying, network buying, monitoring, sectional and regional feeds, on-air tests and production.

Paul Schulman, senior vice president and director of TV programs for the New York-based Advancers, said last week he has discussed the new service with producers of 12 programs on this fall's network schedules and expects to sign all 12.

Program Briefs

And all that Jazz. WSGO (AM) New Orleans has acquired broadcast rights for coming season to all 89 games of New Orleans Jazz, expansion team of National Basketball Association. Station, which plans to set up multistate regional network for Jazz games, also announced Hot Rod Hundley, former all-American and all-pro, will handle play-by-play.

Covering Dixie like the dew. WSB-TV Atlanta for third year will cover selected Atlanta Flames road game with 15 of...
planned 20 telecasts scheduled for prime time. Jiggs McDonald will return to do play-by-play with wsb-tv’s Bob Neal on color. Back as sponsors for National Hockey League club’s TV: Carling Brewing (Tuborg beer), Coca-Cola and Eastern Airlines.

More TV for Celts. Waz-tv Boston will expand its coverage of Boston Celtics 1974-75 schedule to minimum of 16 games. Dick Stockton will again do play-by-play for National Basketball Association champions with Bob Cousy newly signed for color.

Emphasis on music on TV. New production center whose purpose is “to build audiences for music on television” is now putting together five half-hour films for showing on Public Broadcasting Service beginning in January 1975. Called The Music Project for Television Inc., the center, based in New York, is headed by Allan Miller, who won Academy Award for his short film, “The Bolero” (Zubin Mehta conducting Los Angeles Philharmonic). Center has received grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, Kansas City Philharmonic, Maryland Arts Council and Pyramid Films.

New in Carolina. Cinema House, Jamestown, N.C., film production company, has been formed by Jeff Clarke, former special assignment editor for wghp-tv High Point, N.C. Cinema House will specialize in documentary production with emphasis on educational, informational and historical films, and will also offer commercial production facilities. Cinema House; 3326 Colony Drive, Jamestown, N.C. 27282, (919) 454-3852.

Snow biz. TV Sports Scene Inc., 5001 West 80th Street, Minneapolis, has signed in 44 markets and awaits confirmation from seven others, for 13-episodic, half-hour series on skiing. The American Ski Scene, with host Billy Kidd, was filmed at country’s top slopes with guest appearances by ski pros, stunt skiers, celebrities and late Chet Huntley at his Montana resort.

Signs writer-producer. Columbia Pictures Television, Los Angeles, has signed Oscar- and Emmy-winning writer-producer Abby Mann (Marcus-Nelson Murders) to develop and produce long-form television projects. First one is to be two-hour TV feature, “Medical Story,” realistic look at medicine that will also serve as pilot for projected hour-long anthology series. Mr. Mann also was signed by

88 sponsors and stations take advantage of Mort’s personalized commercial intros and station promos.

Bill Beutel, Stephanie Edwards, Bob Kennedy. They’re the on-camera team who will lead ABC-TV’s foray into early-morning television on A.M. America, starting Jan. 6 (7-9 a.m. NYT). Selection of the trio, all currently key figures in news or talk shows at ABC-owned stations, was announced last Thursday (Sept. 5) by ABC officials who said they were chosen from some 200 prospects over the past six months.

Bill Beutel, who is co-anchor of WABC-TV New York’s highly rated Eyewitness News and anchor of the Sunday-night edition of Weekend News on ABC-TV, will be host of A.M. America and Miss Edwards and Mr. Kennedy will be co-hosts. Miss Edwards, a TV and motion-picture actress who since early 1971 has been co-host of Ralph Story’s A.M. on KABC-TV Los Angeles, will work with Mr. Beutel in New York, the program’s home base. Mr. Kennedy, of the 90-minute Kennedy & Co. morning show and 60-minute Kennedy at Night on WLS-TV Chicago, will be a traveling host for segments originating in cities other than New York. Most of the time, officials say, the entertainment/information program will originate in at least two cities: New York and one other.

Its newscasts will be anchored in Washington by an ABC newsmen (or newswoman) to be selected, officials say, within the next couple of months. The senior program producer is to be selected by about mid-September, and officials hope the A.M. America staff will be functioning by the end of October, more than two months before air time. Eventually the program is expected to occupy some 30 ABC News people plus 25 to 30 programming people in New York.

Denis Doty, director of morning program development, said the new on-air trio form “a solid, balanced team” offering “credibility, likeability and wearability.” “They’re not national names yet,” he said, “but they have tremendous potential to build.”

Although Miss Edwards and Mr. Kennedy presumably will have to give up their local shows, Mr. Beutel may retain his co-anchor role on the early-evening Eyewitness News in New York. ABC sources said that decision would be made by WABC-TV officials.

In the 90 markets airing Mort Crim’s sixty second radio commentary series: One Moment Please...
CPT's parent Columbia Pictures to develop and produce theatrical motion pictures.

Games people play. Merv Griffin Productions, Los Angeles, is producing new game show, The Wheel of Fortune, as pilot for NBC-TV, with Ed Byrnes, star of 77 Sunset Strip, as host and Susan Stafford as hostess. Producer is John Rhinehart; director, Marty Pasetta.

Ford Club fights. Broadcasting Network takes broadcasts against Homelite Chain Saws and First National Bank of Seattle as sponsors of four of eight commercial minutes in show (other four are for station sale itself), but only for state of Washington, Show has been sold in 10 markets.

Happy birthday, America. Tony Visk of Creative Broadcasting, Atlanta, has developed U.S. bicentennial promotion package for use by radio stations and advertisers. Labeled America '76, package includes 30- and 60-second profiles of America's past. Package also features scripts for personalized delivery, musical introductions, programing and promotion ideas and audience participation contest. Programs are offered on exclusive market-by-market basis. Suite 114, 2971 Flowers Road South, Atlanta 30341.

Kirschner steps up activity. Merrill Grant, the president of Don Kirschner Productions, has reported that the company has gone into production of two 90-minute late-night mysteries for the ABC Wide World of Entertainment series, has secured a commitment from CBS-TV for an annual 90-minute special featuring various rock performers, and has signed with NBC for a made-for-TV movie called "The Bobby Darin Story."

In addition, Mr. Grant said, Kirschner Productions is putting together a daytime game-show pilot for CBS-TV called Musical Chairs and is working on "two series-development projects" for NBC-TV.

No cavities in NBC bleep. FCC finds network acted responsibly in deleting possibly defamatory reference to toothpaste on "Tonight"

When NBC deleted the word "Crest" from a Johnny Carson Tonight show joke about excessive lead content in toothpaste tubes, it was not being arbitrary or capricious or following a policy of protecting its private commercial interests, the FCC said last week. Rather, it said, the network which had expressed concern about airing possibly "defamatory" material, had acted responsibly and in good faith.

The commission issued the ruling in rejecting a complaint filed in behalf of the National Citizens Committee for Broadcasting and several individual "television viewers" as a result of NBC's action in editing the joke, which occurred on July 4, 1972. The complaint was filed the following November. The delay in the commission's response, according to one official, was that the item was given a "low priority."

However, the commission used the opportunity to state again its reluctance to involve itself in matters dealing with specific program content—a reluctance usually stated in connection with news programming. The commission said that unless there was "extrinsic evidence" of a policy inconsistent with the public interest, it would not seek to establish the "true" motives by inference or credibility findings. The "inference" of self-serving action would not be sufficient basis for its intervention in programing, the commission said.

The complaint said that in deleting "Crest" from the joke, NBC had engaged in censorship that violated the First Amendment and the Communications Act. The complaint asked the commission to rule that broadcasters may not, with certain limited exceptions, delete or censor comments in the course of normal programming. And it raised the question of whether NBC had acted to protect its private commercial interests, since Procter and Gamble, Crest's manufacturer, is a heavy television advertiser.

NBC indicated in its reply that it had been guided by legal considerations. It said its attorneys had advised it that the reference to Crest in the context of the joke was "very possibly defamatory in that no hard evidence was at hand to back the contention that Crest contained lead at the time the decision was made."

NBC added that officials who reviewed the Carson program had to make a quick
World's Best Commercials

15th Annual

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING AWARDS

The IBA was the first international competition for both radio and television commercials when established in 1960 and is now recognized as the only world competition exclusively for broadcast advertising. The 14th annual “Spike” winners were selected from more than 3300 entries from 40 nations with trophy winners being named in 12 television and nine radio categories. The awards are presented each year in the same glamorous Hollywood tradition as the Oscar and Emmy trophies which honor comparable achievements in the motion picture and television programming fields. The IBA awards were established to promote and improve broadcast advertising, to increase international cooperation in this field, and to honor the men and women who create and produce outstanding radio and television commercials. The 15th annual competition will honor the best commercials broadcast anywhere in the world during 1974. Entries close Dec. 6, 1974, so for an entry kit and full information write to:

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTING AWARDS
HOLLYWOOD RADIO AND TELEVISION SOCIETY
1717 N. Highland Avenue
Hollywood, California 90028
U.S.A.
Telephone (213) 465-1183
Cables: HORTSIBA
decision as to the accuracy of the statement without benefit of access to possible substantiation. Under the circumstances, the network said, it believed its actions were responsible.

The commission agreed with that assessment. It also said that broadcast licensees are not obliged to accept all program matter offered, as are common carriers. Rather, it added, they could establish standards governing the acceptability of broadcast material and were free to delete portions of programs that did not meet those standards.

For itself, the commission said, it is barred by the Communications Act from exercising the power of censorship over broadcast matter and, with limited exceptions, did not direct broadcasters in selecting program material.

Other side of the camera. Two of the biggest names in pro sports, Oscar Robertson of the National Basketball Association, and Johnny Unitas of the National Football League, signed last week as sports broadcasters with CBS-TV. The Milwaukee Bucks basketball star, retiring after 14 years in the NBA, will serve as analyst on CBS-TV's NBA coverage, which starts Oct. 27. The Baltimore Colts' long-time quarterback, who retired earlier this year, will do analysis on NFL broadcasts, with yesterday's (Sept. 8) preseason Atlanta-Denver game as his first assignment. Above (l to r): Mr. Robertson; NFL Commissioner Pete Rozelle; NBA Commissioner Walter Kennedy and Mr. Unitas.

Three years later: mothers remain split over TV commercials

However, ANA study finds majority see benefits to young in programing

Mothers of America have reaffirmed their belief, by better than eight to one, that television has been good for their children. They're still divided on whether this is also true of TV commercials.

These conclusions are drawn from results of a special study made public last week, along with its 1971 counterpart, by the Association of National Advertisers. Both studies were conducted by the A.C. Nielsen Co. ANA filed the results with the Federal Trade Commission in connection with FTC's proposed ban on TV advertising of premiums to children (Broadcasting, July 1, et seq.).

The new study, conducted March 30-April 1 this year among a sample of U.S. mothers of children between the ages of 2 and 20, largely confirmed the 1971 findings—which themselves had been filed with the FTC at that time in conjunction with FTC's hearings on modern advertising practices.

In the new study 82% of the mothers felt that, over-all, TV's effects on children are "good." This represented a gain from 80% in 1971. Those taking the opposite view, that TV's effects are "bad," increased from 6% to 9%.

In the "good" column, mothers were more enthusiastic this year about TV's educational benefits to their children (cited by 49%, up from 42% in 1971), entertainment values (38% vs. 34%) and its ability to expand the child's awareness of the world (36% vs. 31%). On the negative side, "too much violence," other programs that "children shouldn't see" and a tendency of children to "watch too much" were the principal offenders.

As to the effects of TV advertising, the product awareness that commercials create was seen as having good implications by 41% of the mothers but bad implications by 43%. Both figures represent a decline of a couple of percentage points in commercials' esteem. Those who found beneficial entertainment values in commercials increased from 3% to 24%, while those offering negative social comments remained unchanged at 21%.

The ANA considered it "significant in view of current FTC actions against premium advertising to children that the mothers interviewed in the 1974 survey did not in fact mention 'premiums' at all."

ARF unveils revamped plan for market research audits

A new program for extensive and continuous auditing of advertising research was announced last week by the nonprofit Advertising Research Foundation, which said its first client would be W. R. Simmons, for an analysis of Simmons's 1974-75 Study of Selective Markets and the Media Reaching Them.

The new program, called Total Audit Plan, supplements ARF's Open Audit Plan, initiated several years ago as a spot auditing activity financed by a number of companies that use advertising research services. TAP will be more extensive than OAP and will be done at the expense of the service being audited, for the benefit of that service and of advertising generally.

The Simmons service reports on magazine and newspaper reading, TV viewing and radio listening habits of a cross-section of adults not only in terms of demographics but of their ownership, purchase and use of a variety of products. In the published reports, TV viewing is shown in four network and syndicated shows; newspaper reading and radio listening are general, without identification of specific stations or papers.

Burger King ups radio-TV ante

Burger King Corp., Miami, plans to beef up its broadcast advertising campaign for the year beginning this month with an additional $2 million in television and radio for a combined investment of more than $11 million.

Starting this week, Burger King will continue its "Have It Your Way" campaign for a second year. The company's advertising outlay of about $13 million will cover about $10.5 million in television, $500,000 in radio and the remainder in print. Approximately $8 million will be spent in spot television.

"Have It Your Way" is the most successful advertising campaign we've ever had," said J. Jeffrey Campbell, Burger King's director of marketing management.

The new "Have It Your Way" commercials focus on various Burger King products (Whopper and Whopper Jr.) and services (food prepared to order, clean stores, friendly personnel). BBDO, New York, created the campaign.

Returning. Edward A. Roncarelli, president of NCK International, has moved his headquarters from London back to New York, in home offices of Norman, Craig & Kummel and parent NCK Organization Ltd. at 919 Third Avenue, 10022. Mr. Roncarelli moved to London three years ago to supervise agency’s European expansion, which increased European billings to reported $110 million last year. While he returns to New York, NCK Europe, which reports to him, will remain based in London.

Eight buck FTC. Within one week of Federal Trade Commission announcement of its mailing of line-of-business questionnaire to 345 of nation’s largest businesses, eight U.S. corporations filed class action suit challenging FTC’s right to require LOB reporting. In initial round, FTC is requiring companies to detail costs for advertising, total sales, direct costs, direct research and development expenditures and direct assets for each product line; second round of questionnaires will ask data on net profits by line of business. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, which announced suit last month, said it feels data collected would constitute invasion of confidentiality of companies’ records, that data may find its way into competitor’s hands. Suit charges that LOB requirements exceed FTC authority. Companies in suit include Aluminum Co. of America, duPont, General Electric, General Motors, B. F. Goodrich, International Paper, Owens-Illinois and Union Carbide.

Selling for Olympic. Sports Media Sales, Beverly Hills, Calif., has been selected as exclusive national sales representative for Olympic Broadcasting Service, subsidiary of Olympic Savings and Loan, Berwyn, III. Olympic Broadcasting owns TV broadcast rights to National Basketball’s Chicago Bulls and World Hockey League’s Chicago Cougars. Olympic Broadcasting will produce regional Notre Dame basketball telecasts in coming season.

Anti-Gallo spots sought. United Farm Workers of America (AFL-CIO), which has been leading national boycott of all Gallo Wine Co. products, has sent letters to television broadcasters (three networks plus TV stations in California and those carrying Gallo commercials in top-10 markets) asking them to run free UFW spots asking viewers not to buy Gallo products. UFW attorney Sanford N. Nathan said stations are abetting Gallo by carrying advertising aimed at getting people to buy Gallo products. Therefore, Mr. Nathan said, as matter of fairness stations ought to carry UFW commercials seeking to persuade viewers not to buy Gallo products. Labor conflict between UFW and Gallo, Mr. Nathan noted, is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day parts</th>
<th>Total minutes ended Aug. 25</th>
<th>Total dollars week Aug. 25</th>
<th>1974 total minutes</th>
<th>1974 total dollars</th>
<th>1973 total dollars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>Sign-on-10 a.m.</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>$445,600</td>
<td>2,229</td>
<td>$15,093,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Friday</td>
<td>10 a.m.-6 p.m.</td>
<td>990</td>
<td>7,848,900</td>
<td>33,659</td>
<td>289,738,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>Sign-on-6 p.m.</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>1,852,400</td>
<td>9,358</td>
<td>125,055,100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday-Sunday</td>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1,513,200</td>
<td>3,326</td>
<td>68,787,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>6 p.m.-7:30 p.m.</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>79,200</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>727,133,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td>7:30 p.m.-11 p.m.</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>17,989,100</td>
<td>13,278</td>
<td>727,133,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday-Sunday</td>
<td>11 p.m.-Sign-off</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>3,250,000</td>
<td>5,822</td>
<td>93,204,100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total:** 1,956 $32,978,400 68,133 $1,328,862,500 $1,201,005,100

**Hot July.** Advertisers spent $136 million in network TV in July, beating their July 1973 mark by 13.1% and lifting their total for the year to $1.2 billion, up 10.8% from the same period last year, according to estimates released by the Television Bureau of Advertising and compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports. Weekday daytime spending increased 31.3% to $35.8 million in July, helped substantially by the absence of the Senate Watergate hearings, whose coverage cut heavily into daytime network revenues last summer. For the first seven months, weekday daytime was up 15.2%. Nighttime spending gained 9.3% in July and by virtually the same percentage—9.5% in the first seven months. Saturday-Sunday daytime was down 8% in July but up 9.4% for the seven-month period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daytime</td>
<td>$36,852.4</td>
<td>$43,679.7</td>
<td>+21.8</td>
<td>$346,725.3</td>
<td>$393,231.6</td>
<td>+13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.-Fri.</td>
<td>27,232.8</td>
<td>35,752.0</td>
<td>+31.3</td>
<td>240,313.3</td>
<td>276,812.3</td>
<td>+15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sat.-Sun.</td>
<td>8,619.6</td>
<td>9,927.7</td>
<td>-8.0</td>
<td>108,412.0</td>
<td>116,418.7</td>
<td>+9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nighttime</td>
<td>84,412.5</td>
<td>92,298.2</td>
<td>+9.3</td>
<td>752,136.8</td>
<td>823,912.2</td>
<td>+9.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$120,264.9</td>
<td>$135,977.0</td>
<td>+13.1</td>
<td>$1,098,862.1</td>
<td>$1,217,143.8</td>
<td>+10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Business Briefs**

**BAR reports television-network sales as of Aug. 25**

ABC $402,881,500 (30.3%), CBS $485,775,400 (36.6%), NBC $440,105,600 (33.1%)
Music

Breaking In

Honey Honey—Abba (Atlantic) and Honey Honey—Sweet Dreams (ABC/Dunhill) * There is a fairly active cover battle between these two versions of a song written by the Abba team of Benny Andersson, Stig Anderson and Bjorn Ulvaeus.

Abba, a group from Sweden, presently has a hit single, Waterloo, on the “Playlist” at 43, down from 35 last week. Abba’s version of Honey Honey was culled from its album, also titled Waterloo, after the cover version by Sweet Dreams began to make some movement several weeks ago.

Abba’s strength is its exposure by the Waterloo single. But Sweet Dream’s strength comes from an early release—mid-July.

The Sweet Dreams treatment of the song is not as soft and lush as Abba’s. Both songs bear a distinct resemblance to a hit of several years ago, Sugar Sugar, by the Archies.

Stations reported on the Abba Honey Honey (WSAZ AM) Huntington, W. Va.; WJOX(AM) Milwaukee, Wis.; WXN(AM) Rockville, Md.; KEYS(AM) Corpus Christi, Tex., and WCOS(AM) Columbia, S.C.


Give It To The People—Righteous Brothers (Capitol) * These nonsibling “brothers” were riding high on top-40 radio in the mid-sixties when they each decided to go the solo route. Neither, however, got very far as an individual act, and now they are back together again.

They have an album out, a hit single, Rock and Roll Row 63 on the “Playlist” and a new release, the title cut from their album, Give It To The People, which comes on the “Playlist” this week at 72 and should re-establish these two practitioners as “blue-eyed soul” as automatic hit-makers.

Bill Medley and Bobby Hatfield’s careers and feelings about music are the subject matter of this single. They deliver it in a style that hasn’t let up since their biggest hit, You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feeling.

Give It To The People broke out of the Southeast, long the Righteous Brothers’ stronghold, but quickly spread nationally. Stations reporting last week on their new single included: WHFY(AM) Montgomery, Ala.; WSGA(AM) Savannah, Ga.; WFOAM(AM) Marietta, Ga.; WMPS(AM) Memphis, WIXY(AM) Cleveland, KIM(AM) Denver and WMEX(AM) Boston.

Life Is A Rock But the Radio Rolled Me—Reunion (RCA). Three musicians who worked a brief top-40 craze in the sixties known as bubblegum music now are back together again with their first chartmaker since their days as the Ohio Express and Chewy, Chewy and Yummy, Yummy, Yummy. I’ve Got Love in My Tummy. Joey Levine, the lead singer, wrote and produced this new single with former partners Paul DiFranco and Mark Bel- lac. It’s their first recording together in more than 10 years.

The song is a litany of pop artists, singers, musicians, groups, labels, record companies, music honors and music-industry names famous and not-so-famous. The novelty of this item is boosting it onto playlists. Stations reported on Life Is A Rock last week included several important “breaking” stations: KJK(AM) Seattle, KJY(AM) Stockton, Calif., and WCOL(AM) Columbus, Ohio.

Extras. The following new releases, listed alphabetically by title, are making a mark in Broadcasting’s “Playlist” reporting below the first 75:

* AMERICA, David Essex (Columbia).
* EARLY MORNING LOVE, Sammy Johns (GRC).
* GIVE ME A REASON TO BE GONE, Mau- reen McGovern (20th Century).
* HIGHER PLANE, Kool & the Gang (De- lite).
* HONEY HONEY, ABBA (Atlantic).
* HONEY HONEY, Sweet Dreams (ABC/ Dunhill).
* JAMES DEAN, Eagles (Asylum).
* PEOPLE GOTTA MOVE, Gino Vanelli (A&M).
* SECOND AVENUE, Art Garfunkel (Co- lumbia).
* SECOND AVENUE, Tim Moore (Asylum).
* SURFIN’ U.S.A., Beach Boys (Capitol).
* SUIZI GIRL, Redbone (Epic).
* TELL HER LOVE HAS FELT THE NEED, Eddie Kendricks (Tamla).
* WALK ON, Neil Young (Reprise).
* WATCH OUT FOR LUCY, Dobie Gray (MCA).

Tracking the ‘Playlist.’ Heading the action on this week’s chart is a fast- rising R&B crossover, Skin Tight, by the Ohio Players, which entered the “Playlist” last week at 49 and now stands at 24. Bolted in its third week is Blue Swede’s second U.S. hit, Never My Love, now at 33. Right be- hind is a single by a new British group, Bad Company, titled Can’t Get Enough, which is bolted at 34. Other records with bolts: Carole King’s Jazzman, breaking the top 40 at 38; Mac Davis’s country tune, Stop and Smell the Roses (42); the Miracles’ Do It Baby (44); the Osmonds’ Love Me for a Reason (45); a two-month old single by America that is now beginning to move, Tin Man (54); Bachman-Turner Overdrive’s new re- lease, You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet, which breaks the “Playlist” at 54; the Souther Hillman Furay Band’s Falling in Love, which moves after several weeks at the tail end of the chart up to 58, and Gordon Lightfoot’s new single, Carefree Highway, which comes on at 64.
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| No. | Week | Title/Artist | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| 2   | 1    | (You're) Having My Baby | 2:32 | 1   | 1 | 1 | 1 | 2 |
| 1   | 2    | The Night Chicago Died | 3:30 | 2   | 2 | 2 | 1 | 2 |
| 2   | 3    | I Shot the Sheriff | 3:19 | 3   | 3 | 4 | 4 | 3 |
| 4   | 4    | Can't Get Enough of Your Love | 3:15 | 4   | 3 | 5 | 5 | 4 |
| 5   | 5    | Baby White—20th Century | 3:23 | 5   | 5 | 6 | 6 | 5 |
| 6   | 6    | Then Came You | 3:53 | 6   | 6 | 7 | 7 | 6 |
| 7   | 7    | Tell Me Something Good | 3:30 | 7   | 7 | 7 | 4 | 7 |
| 8   | 8    | Rock Me Tonight | 3:28 | 8   | 8 | 8 | 8 | 8 |
| 9   | 9    | Andy Kim—Capitol | 3:29 | 9   | 9 | 9 | 9 | 9 |
| 10  | 10   | I'm Leaving It (All) Up to You | 2:46 | 10  | 10 | 10 | 10 | 10 |
| 11  | 11   | I Honestly Love You | 3:35 | 11  | 12 | 13 | 15 | 12 |
| 12  | 12   | Olivia Newton-John—MGM | 3:13 | 12  | 13 | 12 | 13 | 12 |
| 13  | 13   | Please Come To Boston | 3:57 | 13  | 16 | 12 | 17 | 11 |
| 14  | 14   | Dave Loggins—Epic | 3:43 | 14  | 15 | 14 | 15 | 14 |
| 15  | 15   | Nothing from Nothing | 2:40 | 15  | 12 | 14 | 16 | 14 |
| 16  | 16   | Billy Preston—ABC/Dunhill | 3:05 | 16  | 11 | 10 | 11 | 10 |
| 17  | 17   | Hang On In There | 3:23 | 17  | 11 | 11 | 11 | 11 |
| 18  | 18   | Johnnie Bristol—MGM | 3:25 | 18  | 14 | 14 | 15 | 14 |
| 19  | 19   | Bo Donaldson & the Heywoods—ABC/Dunhill | 2:59 | 19  | 16 | 17 | 19 | 17 |
| 20  | 20   | Rock Your Baby | 3:14 | 20  | 15 | 22 | 16 | 18 |
| 21  | 21   | Another Saturday Night | 2:28 | 21  | 18 | 18 | 19 | 18 |
| 22  | 22   | Stoney and the Weasels | 2:35 | 22  | 20 | 21 | 21 | 20 |
| 23  | 23   | Blue Magic—Alco | 2:30 | 23  | 22 | 27 | 27 | 25 |
| 24  | 24   | You Haven't Done Nuthin' | 3:20 | 24  | 23 | 27 | 27 | 25 |
| 25  | 25   | Steve Tambor—MCA | 3:25 | 25  | 24 | 25 | 20 | 20 |
| 26  | 26   | The Boat | 3:05 | 26  | 24 | 25 | 20 | 20 |
| 27  | 27   | You & Me Against the World | 3:08 | 27  | 21 | 29 | 29 | 23 |
| 28  | 28   | He Ain't No Rabbit | 2:40 | 28  | 23 | 26 | 26 | 23 |
| 29  | 29   | Skin Tight—MCA | 2:05 | 29  | 24 | 26 | 26 | 24 |
| 30  | 30   | Sweet Home Alabama | 3:20 | 30  | 27 | 25 | 25 | 30 |
| 31  | 31   | Let's Put It All Together | 2:25 | 31  | 27 | 28 | 28 | 28 |
| 32  | 32   | Stylus—Alco | 2:55 | 32  | 28 | 22 | 22 | 22 |
| 33  | 33   | Beach Baby | 3:02 | 33  | 31 | 21 | 20 | 21 |
| 34  | 34   | Wild Thing—Big Tree | 2:56 | 34  | 32 | 31 | 31 | 31 |
| 35  | 35   | Clap for the Wolfman | 3:29 | 35  | 30 | 30 | 30 | 32 |
| 36  | 36   | It's Only Rock 'n Roll (4:46) | 4:46 | 36  | 31 | 31 | 31 | 31 |
| 37  | 37   | Strange | 2:35 | 37  | 32 | 32 | 32 | 32 |
| 38  | 38   | Earache My Eye | 5:17 | 38  | 33 | 33 | 33 | 33 |
| 39  | 39   | Cheech & Chong—A&M | 2:27 | 39  | 34 | 34 | 34 | 34 |
| 40  | 40   | Can't Get Enough of You | 3:20 | 40  | 35 | 35 | 35 | 35 |
| 41  | 41   | Rusty Love | 2:53 | 41  | 36 | 36 | 36 | 36 |
| 42  | 42   | The Air That I Breathe | 3:33 | 42  | 37 | 37 | 37 | 37 |
| 43  | 43   | Hollies—Epic | 2:56 | 43  | 38 | 38 | 38 | 38 |
| 44  | 44   | Free Man—Mercury | 2:56 | 44  | 39 | 39 | 39 | 39 |
| 45  | 45   | The Broadcast—Columbia | 2:49 | 45  | 40 | 40 | 40 | 40 |
| 46  | 46   | Steppin' Out (Gonna Boogie Tonight) | 2:51 | 46  | 41 | 41 | 41 | 41 |
| 47  | 47   | Tony Orlando & Dawn—Bell | 2:49 | 47  | 42 | 42 | 42 | 42 |
| 48  | 48   | You Little Traitor—RCA | 2:49 | 48  | 43 | 43 | 43 | 43 |
| 49  | 49   | Stop & Smell the Roses | 2:55 | 49  | 44 | 44 | 44 | 44 |

**Rank by day parts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Time (in order)</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:00-1:00</td>
<td>1-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:00-2:00</td>
<td>11-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00-3:00</td>
<td>21-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00-4:00</td>
<td>31-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00-5:00</td>
<td>41-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top Songs**

1. "Waterloo" (ABBA)
2. "It's Only Rock 'n Roll (4:46)
3. "I Shot the Sheriff" (Stevie Wonder)
4. "The Air That I Breathe" (Hollies)
5. "Stop & Smell the Roses" (Tony Orlando & Dawn)

**Audience Ratings**

These are the top songs in air-play popularity on U.S. radio, as reported to Broadcast's by a nationwide sample of stations that program contemporary "top-40" formats. Each song has been "weighted" in terms of Arbitron Radio audience ratings for the reporting station on which it is played and for the part of the day in which it appears. (94) indicates upward movement of 10 or more chart positions over the previous PlayList week.
More local programs with better quality going over cable

NCTA's annual survey pinpoints increase in number and improvement in equipment being utilized

Locally originated programming is a business that cable systems take seriously, according to a study released last week by the National Cable Television Association. The number of systems with ongoing origination efforts has jumped 14% over year-ago figures, and the number of subscribers those systems serve rose more dramatically, from approximately 3.8 to 4.7 million, a 24% increase. And, as local origination efforts expand, and systems adopt increasing sophistication of equipment to improve cablecast program quality, advertisers are finding such programming is an increasingly attractive buy, the study found.

This year's survey, based on responses by some 1,300 systems and summarized in the second annual NCTA Local Origination Directory, shows that 629 cable TV systems operating in 1,533 communities in the 50 states and Guam originate local programming. Those systems reach 4,684,785 subscribers, but pass a total subscriber potential of 10,892,559 homes.

Individual originating systems range from 115 subscribers (York Cablevision, York, S.C.) to 89,000 subscribers (Mission Cable TV, El Cajon, Calif.). And California turned up at the top of the list in other categories: it is the state with the most cable TV systems engaged in local origination (68), the most communities served by originating operations (182) and the most subscribers (839,332).

That CATV origination now reaches almost a million more subscribers than it did a year ago can be partly attributed to the growth of CATV in urban areas, according to the study. The fastest growing group was originating systems serving 7,000-9,999 subscribers; there were 22 more systems in that category than last year, for a total of 74. The highest total number of CATV systems originating programming was in the 5,000-6,999 subscriber category—a total of 107 systems or a gain of 19 over the previous year. The number of CATV systems originating programming dropped in three categories, 0-1,000 subscribers, 2,000-3,499 subscribers and 3,500-4,999 subscribers.

Other significant changes in the last year came in the area of equipment. The study found a 43% increase in the number of systems using color cameras and a 72% jump in those with three-quarter-inch video-cassette machines. There was a corresponding increase in time-base correctors—used in conjunction with videotape machines to produce a broadcast-quality signal. The study reported a 16% increase in the number of systems using one-inch video machines as well as an increase in those employing super-eight mm film with synchronized sound.

Originated programming appeared to be a more lucrative prospect for cable systems. Advertising revenues were up 40% over last year's figures. The median ad revenue figure was approximately $7,500, although the highest figure reported for a single system was $225,000. Sports programming was the most popular ad buy, according to 54% of the systems, followed by news (13%). The top-10 advertisers in descending order were McDonald's, Pepsi Cola, Coca-Cola, Ford Motor Dealers, Kentucky Fried Chicken, Goodyear Tire Co., Woolco Department Stores, Grant's Department Stores, Hardee's Hamburgers, and Holiday Inns. Advertising is accepted on two-thirds of the origination channels, according to the study.

With sports and news as the most popular ad buys, it isn't surprising to find they are also the most popular viewer programs, and were ranked in the one-two positions by 38% and 15%, respectively, of those responding to the questionnaire. Those programs were followed by community affairs (7.3%), movies (5.3%), education (5%), community council meetings and entertainment (all tied at 3.8%), and 23 other program categories.

One growing trend pinpointed by the study was the use of multiple local origination channels by individual systems. The most extensive application of that concept is seen at the newly constructed Tulsa (Okla.) Cable TV system that programs an estimated 360 hours weekly of locally originated fare on 10 channels including a public information channel, movie channel, children's channel, sports channel, tourist/convention channel, public access channel, and three channels for education/government.

Public access channels remained accessible, but largely unused, according to the report. A total of 175 systems offered public access, but only 36% said it was used more than one hour a week—and 22% said it was not used at all.

Among other highlights of the study was an indication of the substantial use of locally originated programming to convey political information—130 U.S. representatives appeared on those local CATV programs. The study also indicated that local origination channels are heavily used by educational institutions: 328 CATV systems reported that public and private schools were contributing local programming, including 268 universities, colleges, community colleges and junior colleges (representing a 300% increase over a figure obtained by NCTA last year in its Cable Television and Education publication).

The Local Origination Directory is $2 to NCTA members; $4 to nonmembers. A companion publication, Over the Cable, a compilation of transcripts of the origination, access and education panels at NCTA's 1974 convention, is also available at $1.50 (members) and $3 (nonmembers).

N.Y. city official wary of MDS effect on pay cable

Morris Tarshis, director of franchises for New York City, said last week that the over-the-air microwave transmission of CATV signals to subscribers in Queens could "seriously undercut" the possibility of a future pay-cable system in that borough.

And since the microwave signal goes out over Multipoint Distribution Service, whose program content is not regulated by the FCC, Mr. Tarshis continued, the people of Queens could be denied the public-access and government channels that must be set aside by the CATV entrepreneur as part of his cable-franchise agreement with the city.

But Al Simon, president of Ortho-Vision Inc., the master-antenna program service that maintains the microwave dishes on top of Parker Towers, Birchwood Towers and other apartment complexes in Queens, says he has applied for the cable-TV franchise in Queens. "I regard the income we're getting from the 1,000 subscribers we have now on the MDS as up-front money to be eventually used for the construction of a cable system," Mr. Simon said. "Over-the-air MDS is too limited and too expensive—even an apartment building with 60 families would be impractical. With the expense of installing the system, the microwave dish, the wiring, the convert-

**EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVE**

coming to New York City to discuss participation by substantial organizations interested in investing up to thirty million ($30,000,000) dollars for commercial television facility concession being established overseas. Available for appointment September 15 through September 22, 1974. Write Dartford International Agencies Ltd., Suite 1505, 475 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017 or call Mr. Slote at 212-683-8880.
ers on each set, you'd have to charge a fortune to subscribe in any building other than a high rise."

Mr. Simon's current high-rise subscribers pay $7 a month for the Home Box Office. Some subscribers claim that the $7 per month represents "a real savings." Mr. Simon doesn't subscribe to the "$7 a month is a real savings" theory.

When Home Box Office brings its schedule into New York later this fall, another group of New York subscribers will sign up. They are the hundreds of New Yorkers who own two sets of receivers. In other words, they already pay for two sets and will sign up for the pay service will have that monthly fee (which hasn't been decided on yet, although it is expected to be about $7) tacked on to the $9 a month they already pay for receiving the basic cable service.

---

Hart staff asking TV, pay cable about movie tug-of-war

Broadcaster pressures, warehousing among allegations being studied, with possibility of issue being referred to Justice, FCC or dropped.

The staff of Senator Philip Hart's (D-Mich.) Antitrust Subcommittee is in the preliminary stages of an investigation into the competitive practices of television broadcasters and pay-cable operators with regard to rights to show motion pictures.

The subcommittee has heard allegations, presumably from pay-cable interests, that television networks and stations pressure movie producers against selling movies to pay cable systems by threatening to take their program business elsewhere. It has also heard complaints that telecasters "warehouse" films, that is, store movies without airing them to deny pay cable access to them.

The subcommittee has so far interviewed representatives of the pay-cable industry, the National Association of Broadcasters and some movie distributors.

An NAB spokesman said no specific allegations were discussed in the NAB interview with the subcommittee, that NAB voiced its general fears that pay-cable systems might siphon quality films away from telecasters, doing a disservice to free TV viewers. The NAB spokesman said allegations of warehousing are unproved.

The Senate Antitrust Subcommittee's investigation will continue for several months, carrying it into the next Congress, a subcommittee staffer said. At this stage the subcommittee staff is concentrating on educating itself about industry practices.

When it gets ready to make recommendations to the subcommittee, the staff can take one of several options. Depending on what it learns in its investigation, it can recommend hearings to study possible antitrust practices; it can propose antitrust legislation; it can recommend placing the issue before the Justice Department or the FCC, or it can recommend no action at all.

---

What made Sam run?

N.Y. mail authorities track elusive con man who tried to dupe public with phony 'Telephaser' cable TV device

Nobody seems to know where Samuel L. Sabal is or, indeed, if he even exists, but New York postal authorities and area cable operators have an interest in finding out. The elusive Mr. Sabal is accused of attempting to defraud a large number of people by selling through the mail a device that he says is capable of receiving all cable TV signals without burdening the purchaser with "having to pay any connection or monthly fees."

"Nobody seems to know where he is or who he is; we don't even know if he exists," said Jane Moje of the Better Business Bureau of Bergen, Passaic and Rockland counties (N.J.). The bureau has taken more than a passing interest in Mr. Sabal, as have the New York postal inspector's office, the New Jersey Office of Cable Television and several area cable operators.

Mr. Sabal is the reputed president of the Sentrex Co., a Spring Valley, N.Y., firm that doesn't exist. The company is the reputed manufacturer of the "Sentrex Telephaser," which doesn't exist either. Last month, Mr. Sabal—or somebody using that name—placed ads in several New York-area newspapers promoting the mail order purchase of the device, which was billed as "an ingenious new product that allows you to receive all cable TV and closed circuit TV programs (as long as you live within 65 miles of New York City)." The device, which as illustrated in the ad resembles the converters installed in the home receivers of pay-cable subscribers, was promoted as "easily" attachable to the TV set in one minute. The ad also promised "crystal-clear reception on all regular channels."

Prospective customers were instructed to send a check for $25 to a New York post office box and allow four weeks for delivery.

A BBB check with postal authorities (who launched a separate investigation) and cable technical officials revealed that the Spring Valley address given the New York post office as the headquarters of the Sentrex Co. was nonexistent, and that the "Telephaser" is technologically unfeasible (and totally illegal).

Apparently, however, hundreds of area residents lacking that knowledge felt the Sentrex pitch attractive. While postal officials have not released any specific figures, Mrs. Moje said it was understood that a "very large number" of checks had poured into the New York post office box. Thousands of dollars are involved," she said. Postal officials are holding all the mail replies, which eventually will be returned to the senders. Mr. Sabal, who never showed up at the post office to pick up the money, is being sought.

---

Cable Briefs

Acquired. Adams-Russell Co. is acquiring ECM coaxial-cable manufacturing facility of Cerro Wire and Cable division, Cerro Corp. Existing Adams-Russell antenna and microwave division in Amesbury, Mass., is being enlarged to house acquired facility. Adams-Russell was major customer for ECM cable and will continue to supply cable to Cerro's other customers.

Cable barter. Continental Communications Inc., St. Davids, Pa., has put together series of five one-hour sports specials on tapes for barter to cable systems. Targeted air date for package, All Sports/All Day, is March 1, 1975.

Added. Storer Cable Communications, subsidiary of Storer Broadcasting, has purchased system serving Cordele-Vienna, Ga., from Communications Properties Inc. Price wasn't disclosed.

Waco at the movies

Telemation Program Services, New York, has acquired 312 feature films for Daniels & Associates for showing on Daniels's CATV system in Waco, Tex. Among the titles are some features released theatrically only eight years ago, according to Robert Weissberg, president of TPS, film-buying service for CATV and pay television companies. Among them: "The Pink Panther," "A Hard Day's Night," "Toys in the Attic," "Khartoum," "The Misfits," and "The Train." The Waco system has over 13,000 subscribers.

---

EAST COAST—EXCLUSIVE

$550,000

Fulltime AM/FM combination in single station market with dominant coverage of 2nd market. Excellent growth characteristics. Price is approximately twice gross and includes studio/Tx real estate. Cash preferred.

CECIL L. RICHARDS, INC.

Media Brokers

Radio—TV Newspapers

Suite 817, 1625 Eye St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006

(202) 296-2310
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### Broadcasting's index of 137 stocks allied with electronic media

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High 1974</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Broadcasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High 1974</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Broadcasting with other major interests**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High 1974</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Cablecasting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stock symbol</th>
<th>Exch.</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>Net change in week</th>
<th>% change in week</th>
<th>High 1974</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E ratio</th>
<th>Approx. shares (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Broadcasting, Cablecasting, and Broadcasting with other major interests data are sourced from various stock exchanges and financial publications.
301. 1975 BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, the one-book library of radio and TV facts—the practically indispensable reference work of the broadcast business world. $17.50, or $15.00 prepaid

302. 1975 BROADCASTING CABLE SOURCEBOOK, the most complete and comprehensive listing for every operating system in the U.S. and Canada. $12.00, or $8.50 prepaid

303. THE LIGHTER SIDE OF BROADCASTING, a selection of 124 St. His cartoons reprinted from BROADCASTING Magazine. An excellent gift item. $5.50

304. TO KILL A MESSENGER by William Small. From his vantage point as News Director and Bureau Manager of CBS News in Washington, Mr. Small thoughtfully and thoroughly examines the role of television news in our society. He tells of the inside-factual problems of the day-by-day decision-making process of selecting and presenting news. "Engrossing and valuable ... excellent scholarship."—Washington Post $8.95

305. BROADCAST JOURNALISM, An Introduction to News Writing by Mark W. Hall. Covers all basics of radio-televised news writing style, techniques—for student and practicing professional. 160 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", index. $5.95

306. BROADCAST MANAGEMENT, Radio and Television by Ward L. Quaal and Leo Martin. A comprehensive exploration, built all on the management aspects of U.S. broadcast stations. 272 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", index. $8.95

307. CLASSROOM TELEVISION: New Frontiers in TV by George N. Gordon. When to use instruction and how to use it, how to use it well, how to do it better. 320 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", 133 illus. $8.95

308. Color FILM FOR COLOR TELEVISION by Rodger J. Ross. Currently available color films and processes which enable television production, to meet different program requirements. 200 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", 75 diagrams, 7 photos. $12.50

309. COLOR TELEVISION: The Business of Color-casting edited by Howard W. Coleman, A. C. Nielsen Co. A thorough-going appraisal of this important medium emphasizing the business angle. 304 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", 2 color pages, illus., diagrams. charts. $9.98

310. DOCUMENTARY FILM by Paul Rotha. A work on the documentary film. The text is revised for the third (revised) edition. $12.50


312. FACTUAL TELEVISION by Norman Swallow. The role of television in public affairs, the arts, education, examined by a distinguished British producer. 216 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", index. $7.50

313. THE CRAFT OF COMPOSING FOR RADIO AND TELEVISION: Techniques edited by Raymond Spottiswoode. Major reference work of 10,000 entries—will serve as your all-time gnome. 476 pages, 6/ x 9 1/2", 1,000 illustrations, index. $37.50

314. THE WORK OF THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERA-MAN by Freddie Young and Paul Patzold. Details the working environment, the day-to-day routine and equipment used by the film cameraman. Also covers lengthy-the past, present by the director of photography. 245 pages, 20 pages of diagrams, 32 pages of half-tones. $15.00

315. THE ANATOMY OF A TELEVISION COMMERCIAL Edited by Lincoln Diamant. How Kodak's new "Twilight" commercial was created and produced. Explains and examines each phase of the commercial's complicated development—writing, marketing planning, agency creation and presentation, pre-production planning and casting, filming, editing, sound-track and music, printing and distribution. 192 pages, 6/ x 9", 100 illustrations. $14.50

316. RADIO PROGRAMMING IN REALITY: Roles and Opportunities edited by Sherrill W. Taylor. A thought-provoking examination of current radio programming—including, news, public service, music, FM and sports—by 27 broadcasters from all over the country. 192 pages, 6/ x 9", index. $6.95

317. RELIGIOUS TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS: A Study of Sensitivity by A. William Bluum. This study was commissioned by the Television Information Office and concentrates on the local level. 232 pages, 5/ x 7", eight pages of illus. $4.95

318. TV CAMERA OPERATION by Gerald Millerson. Examines step by step the various principles that underline the use of the television camera. "Clear, concise and an absolute ‘must’ for anyone aspiri- ing to TV camera work, it surpasses anything I have seen on the subject."—Richard D. Huff. Director of Broadcasting, St. Lawrence University. 160 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 71 two-color diagrammatic illustrations, glossary. $10.95

319. TELEVISION COMMERCIALS: How to Create Socc- cer-Survival Television by Warren Wright. The first comprehensive, down-to-earth book on the aspects of television commercials. 320 pages, 6/ x 9", 110 illus. $8.95


321. THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM EDITING, Enlarged Edition, by Karl Reisz and Gavin Millar. Analyzes excerpts from many famous films. Avoids hard and fast rules but states the problems in a way that makes them meaningful. $8.95

322. THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM EDITING, Revised and Enlarged Edition, by Karl Reisz and Gavin Millar. Analyses excerpts from many famous films. Avoids hard and fast rules but states the problems in a way that makes them meaningful. $8.95

323. THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM EDITING, Revised and Illustrated Edition, by Karl Reisz and Gavin Millar. Aids the editor in the making of films, how to turn "snapshotting" into films, how to arrange film and make the best use of pictures. 400 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 200 black-and-white photographs. $17.95

324. THE TECHNIQUE OF THE SOUND STUDIO, Radio, Television and Movie, 3rd edition by Fred Raynertson. Gives the whole process. 256 pages, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2", index. $12.00

325. FILM AND TV GRAPHICS. Edited by Walter Herdeg, Text by John Halas. "Originally conceived for movies and TV shows, these examples offer an extraordinary wealth of pictorial invention in a wide diversity of personal styles, methods and media."—Film News. "A beautiful and inspiring book."—Art Direction. 200 colored x 9 1/2", 1209 illustrations, 122 in color. $56.00

326. THE TECHNIQUE OF THE TELEVISION CAMERA-MAN by Bernard Wilke. A unique, pioneering and astonishingly complete cov- ering everything one needs to know about "special effects from popping champagne cork to bullet and bomb effects. 400 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 200 illustrations. 6 1/2 x 9 1/2", index. $18.50

327. BROADCASTING, A GUIDE TO THE BUSINESS OF BROADCASTING, 2nd Edition by Robert L. Millerson. Emphasizing the "bread-and-butter" aspects of the writer's craft in the medium, this is also practical for home study. 320 pages, 6/ x 9 1/4", with sample scripts and applications, index. $7.95

328. THE TECHNIQUE OF DOCUMENTARY FILM PRODUC- TIONS, Rev. Ed. by W. Hugh Raddelley. Covers all aspects of the production of the factual film. 268 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 75 diagrammatic illustrations, glossary. $12.50

329. THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM AND TELEVISION MAKE-UP: For Color and Black & White.—Revised Edition by Vincent J & Keshaw. "First in its field— a thorough-going study of actual techniques for both color and b/w."—Art Direction. 288 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", over 200 illustrations, appendices, bibliography, index. $18.50

330. THE TECHNIQUE OF LIGHTING FOR TELEVISION AND MOTION PICTURES, 2nd Edition. Explains how to display subjects persuasively, how to get light into art, how to use light in narratives, how to create lighting effects. 376 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 106 diagrams, 8 color plates, 200 black-and-white photographs. $19.50

331. THE TECHNIQUE OF SPECIAL EFFECTS IN TELE- VISION by Bernard Wilke. A unique, pioneering and astonishingly complete cov- ering everything one needs to know about "special effects from popping champagne cork to bullet and bomb effects. 400 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 200 illustrations. 6 1/2 x 9 1/2", index. $18.50

332. THE TECHNIQUE OF DOCUMENTARY FILM PRODUC- TIONS, Rev. Ed. by W. Hugh Raddelley. Covers all aspects of the production of the factual film. 268 pages, 5/ x 8 1/2", 75 diagrammatic illustrations, glossary. $12.50

333. THE TECHNIQUE OF THE SOUND STUDIO, Radio, Television and Movie, 3rd edition by Fred Raynertson. Gives the whole process. 256 pages, 6 1/2 x 9 1/2", index. $12.00

334. ALL-IN-ONE-MOVIE BOOK, The Complete Guide to Super 8. Second Edition by Paul Pastolf. In practical language the author gives the fundamen- tals—from basic camcorder types, lighting and trick, techniques to editing. Shows how film- making differs from snapshotting how to turn ideas into films, how to suit the film to your audience. 192 pages, 109 diagrammatic illustra-
### Programming

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Call Sign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CBS N</td>
<td>Columbia Pictures</td>
<td>CPS N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIS N</td>
<td>Disney</td>
<td>DIS N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIL N</td>
<td>Filmways</td>
<td>FLY N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOX N</td>
<td>Fox</td>
<td>FLY N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GULF N</td>
<td>Gulf &amp; Western</td>
<td>GW N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA N</td>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>MCA N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGM N</td>
<td>MGM</td>
<td>MGM N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELE N</td>
<td>TelePrompter</td>
<td>TF N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELE N</td>
<td>TelePromotion**</td>
<td>TEC N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIME N</td>
<td>Time Inc.</td>
<td>TL N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOC N</td>
<td>Toomer</td>
<td>TCM N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA N</td>
<td>UA-Columbia Cable</td>
<td>UAC N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNI N</td>
<td>United Cable TV Corp</td>
<td>UTC N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIAC N</td>
<td>Viacom</td>
<td>VIA N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIG N</td>
<td>Vika</td>
<td>VIK N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>% Change in week</th>
<th>% Change in week</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E</th>
<th>Approx. shares out (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RADD INC.</td>
<td>RAO O</td>
<td>11/2</td>
<td>11 3/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2,513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMSAT</td>
<td>CQS N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATIVE MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>CMA A</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOYLE DANE RENNAB &amp; DOY N</td>
<td>GBA N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,796</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELKINS INSTITUTE***</td>
<td>EKL N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOTEE CO &amp; RELING</td>
<td>FCR N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14.29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREY ADVERTISING</td>
<td>GREY N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1,255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERPUBLIC GROUP</td>
<td>JPC N</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>6.84</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,319</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARVIN JOSEPHSON**</td>
<td>MRS N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>27.77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2,608</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCI COMMUNICATIONS</td>
<td>MCI N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>12,912</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOVIECITY</td>
<td>MOV N</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPO VIDEOMARKETING**</td>
<td>NPV N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEEHAM. HARPER</td>
<td>NHM N</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. C. NIEMEIER</td>
<td>NLF N</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10.11</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10,998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OGILVY &amp; MATHER</td>
<td>OGL N</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKL CO.,***</td>
<td>PKL N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. WALTER THOMPSON</td>
<td>JNT N</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIVERSAL COMM.**</td>
<td>UNI N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WELLS, RICH, GREENE</td>
<td>WEG N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Electronics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Electronics</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Sept. 4</th>
<th>Closing Wed. Aug. 28</th>
<th>% Change in week</th>
<th>% Change in week</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>P/E</th>
<th>Approx. shares out (000)</th>
<th>Total market capitalization (000)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMPHARIA</td>
<td>APX N</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>- 1/2</td>
<td>13.79</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCA ELECTRONICS*</td>
<td>CCAE O</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2,881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONOCO INC.</td>
<td>CON A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER EQUIPMENT</td>
<td>CEC A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONRAD</td>
<td>CNR N</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL ELECTRIC</td>
<td>GE N</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>- 1/2</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS CORP.</td>
<td>HRN N</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>4.46</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL VIDEO</td>
<td>IVP N</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>9.09</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGNAVOX</td>
<td>MCV N</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY</td>
<td>MCH N</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTOROLA</td>
<td>MO N</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>5.57</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAK INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>OEN N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCA</td>
<td>RCA N</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>12.50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKETWELL INTL.</td>
<td>RKX N</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>7/8</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3/8</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SONY INDUSTRIES</td>
<td>SNC N</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2/8</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELETEX</td>
<td>TLN N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5/8</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>6,351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEMARK</td>
<td>TML N</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEPRO IND.*</td>
<td>TLPI N</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Equipment & Engineering

OTP's drop-in pitch
gets another boost from Church of Christ

FCC is asked for more details of computer runs on interference

Attorneys for the Office of Communications of the United Church of Christ and its allies—in support of the Office of Telecommunications Policy's VHF drop-in proposal—are pressing the FCC for the release of information that would be useful, the attorneys say, in a public dialogue on the issue.

The commission two weeks ago, in a partial response to a request pending since April, released some information. This included summaries of two sets of computer runs made by its Office of Chief Engineer that produced various allocations tables based on shorter mileage separations than those now in effect.

But the attorneys, Earle K. Moore of New York, and Geoffrey Cowan, director of the communications law program of the UCLA School of Law in Los Angeles, are not satisfied. They had requested all information related to the question of what channels could be added to the table of allocations without causing undue interference to existing stations. The computer runs, they say in their most recent letter to the commission, "are essentially no more than mathematical computations."

"The material released contains no engineering evaluation of the interference and other technical effects of the assumed changes in commission requirements," they add. "Thus it withholds facts which are essential to the public to evaluate the effects of the proposed drop-ins on the public interest," the letter read.

The drop-in discussion began in earnest last October, when OTP submitted a report indicating that 62 channels could be dropped into the top-100 markets without adversely affecting existing service. However, studies done by the commission staff and by the Association of Maximum Service Telecasters found the OTP report to be riddled with errors.

In May, using the commission's data base of VHF assignments and a computer program provided by the commission's staff, OTP engineers did another study, this one employing three different sets of criteria that produced allocations tables containing up to 69 new channels in 47 markets, 49 channels in 34 markets and 33 channels in 25 markets. Even more stations could be added, according to the study, if 14 existing assignments for which broadcast authorizations have not been issued were not fed into the computations.

In the meantime, last March, the Office of Communication and four individuals, including Mr. Cowan, petitioned the commission to adopt the OTP drop-in proposal as a means of fostering the commission's goals of program diversity and public access to divergent viewpoints.

Messrs. Moore and Cowan, in their letter, express the view that the computer runs carried out by the Office of Chief Engineer "demonstrate that modest reduction in separation requirements... would permit a significant number of new VHF channel assignments." The first set of runs, done last Dec. 27, calculated the spacing of the potential drop-ins specified in the original OTP study, and indicated that a 20% reduction in spacing requirements would permit 12 to 29 new channel assignments. The second, done last Feb. 13, assumed the same reductions in mileage separations employed in the second OTP study and indicated that 54 new assignments could be made in the top-100 markets, 236 in the U.S. market.

The attorneys are interested in economic as well as technical data and analyses. They "assume" commission files contain material such as staff studies on the number and location of new VHF noncommercial and commercial stations that might be authorized, on whether an even greater number of additional channels might be feasible if changes were required in the location of existing stations, on the effect of additional VHF assignments on the feasibility of a fourth network and on the development of independent program production and distribution organizations.

One man's boxing is another's hopscotch

Complex array of relays utilizing U.S., Russian satellites set up for Havana amateur championships

Two satellites, one Soviet and one American, were used to provide international live color TV coverage of the first world's amateur boxing championships in Havana (Aug. 28-30). Authorities said the two-satellite arrangement was without precedent.

ABC Sports had U.S. rights to the events, while Worldvision Enterprises had rights outside the U.S. and sold the coverage for live showings in the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe and parts of Latin America, among other regions, and on a delayed basis in France, Japan and Canada, among others.

The coverage transmission was a-
plex pattern of relays, retransmissions and separate routings for audio and visual.

The video portion of the coverage was fed from Havana via the Soviet Molnya satellite to ground stations in Moscow and Prague. In Moscow, the standard U.S. NTSC 525-line signal was converted to the SECAM 625-line standard for distribution via land lines to portions of the eastern European nations; in Prague, the signal was fed in its 525-line form to the satellite ground station at Raisting, West Germany and in addition was converted to 625 SECAM for land-line distribution to other eastern European countries.

At the Raisting ground station the 525-line signal was (1) converted to 625 for land-line transmission to Yugoslavia and (2) fed in its original 525-line form to the Intelsat 4F3 Atlantic satellite and thence to ground stations at Andover, Me., or Edam, Md. From there it went by land line to New York and was video-taped for later broadcast on ABC's Wide World of Sports. The down transmission from the satellite was also picked up in Venezuela for live broadcasting there.

Meanwhile, the audio portion, which apparently could not be handled with the video on the Soviet satellite, went by cable from Havana to Miami, by land line from Miami to New York, by trans-Atlantic cable and land line to Frankfurt and Raisting and thence up to the Intelsat satellite to join the U.S.-bound pictures and, also from Raisting, by land line to Prague and Moscow for matching with the video at those points.

ABC Sports officials said they had as-signed 150 photographers and engineering people to Cuba to work with five Cuban TV technicians to produce the coverage at Havana's Sports Coliseum. For ABC Sports, Ned Steckel was producer, Lou Volpicelli director, Keith Jackson sportsmaster and Boone Arledge, president of ABC Sports, executive producer.

**NHK speeds up prospect of satellite-to-home**

Japanese engineers have developed a TV receiving system that they say could bring about satellite-to-home transmission within five years.

The NHK Technical Research Laboratories, a government-funded research organization, plans to put the system in limited use some time in 1977. NHK, in conjunction with General Electric Corp., is now constructing an experimental 12 ghz broadcast satellite designed to send signals to the home terminals.

Technically, the satellite-to-receiver signal would be transmitted within the FM band. An AM-FM converter attached to a standard receiver would transform the information into a standard television signal. A four-and-one-half-foot receiving antenna would complete the home system.

Having already established that satellite-to-home transmissions are technically feasible, the engineers are now working to bring the cost of the home unit down to a range within the means of the consumer. It is estimated that an experimental receiving system would cost $5,000 as a single unit. Mass produced in quantities of 1,000, the total cost would decrease to $3,000. But in quantities of more than 10,000, it is reported, the total cost of the converter and antenna would be less than $1,000—and on the consumer market could be reduced to between $300 and $800.

The emerging experimental satellite is tentatively scheduled for launching in early 1977. Initially, cost factors are expected to cause the forthcoming satellite transmissions to be limited to local distribution, with direct-to-home service envisioned at a later date.

The NHK system has attracted worldwide interest, and was recently reported in detail in the journal of the International Telecommunications Union. Staffers at the communications policy are observing the project's developments closely.

**Technical Briefs**

**IEEE's workshop.** Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers annual broadcast symposium will be held Oct. 14-15 at Washington hotel, Washington. Symposium includes two television sessions and one for radio where 15 papers will be presented on topics ranging from digital TV recording to remote control operations and tape-noise reduction. Oct. 15 field trip to Corporation for Public Broadcasting will feature live demonstration of TV reception from experimental ATS-6 satellite. Featured speakers include Ray Spence, FCC chief engineer, and James Barrett of National Public Radio.

**Spotmaster.** Broadcast Electronics Inc., Silver Spring, Md., has introduced Spotmaster tunable preamplifier model BE TMS providing complete mono, stereo and dual-channel capabilities. Included is phase reversal switch on one channel allowing five modes of operation. Price: $120 and $148.50 (with transformer output option).

**Growing.** RCA said South Carolina Educational Television Commission has ordered more than $1 million worth of RCA transmitting equipment, including two complete TV transmitting systems and an FM radio system, to expand its statewide network coverage. New educational TV stations are planned at Beaufort and Sumter, S.C., to join five already operating by the network, and new educational FM station is set for Sumter in addition to one now at Columbia.

**CPB committee.** Corporation for Public Broadcasting has established Committee on New Technology to apply technological advances in communication services. Members include James Kilman, chairman of board, named Neal B. Freemen, vice president of King Features Syndicate, New York, and member of CPB board, as chairman of new committee; and Michael A. Gemmer, attorney for CPB, as secretary and director, and President, Columbus National Bank, Providence, R.I., and CPB board member, as committee member.

**Split.** FCC has denied applications of John A. Johnson and Jerome W. Breslow, officers of Comsat General Corp., for authority to continue as officers of Communications Satellite Corp. contrary to Jan. 9 order dividing two as separate corporate entities. Mr. Johnson is senior vice president of Comsat and president of Comsat General. Mr. Breslow is secretary of Comsat General and assistant secretary and general attorney for Comsat.

**New prices, new product.** Tapecaster TCM Inc., Rockville, Md., has announced across-board price increase of approximately 15% effective Sept. 1. Firm also announced that U.S. Patent Office has granted it patents covering audio cartridge. A 15% increase in price is expected, with the company hopes to have in full production in December.

**New from API.** Automated Processes Inc. announces low-cost modular equalizer model 553 suitable for applications in broadcasting, recording, film mixing, and sound reinforcement installations. High, mid, and low frequency controls are continuously variable with up to 15 dBm of boost or cut. Price is $105. 80 Marcus Drive, Melville, N.Y. 11746.

**For December delivery.** Otari Corp. announces compact tape recorder, MX-5050 Mini-Pro, featuring synchronous reproduce, front-panel edit control, ad-
justable cueing control, IC digital control and separate line and mike input controls for each channel. Price: $1,345; available December 1974. 981 Industrial Road, San Carlos, Calif, 94070.

Booster. Cinema Products Corp. has introduced pre-amplifier accessory to accommodate Sennheiser 804/805 condenser microphones for reflex and non-reflex cameras. Price: $175. 2037 Granville Avenue, Los Angeles 90023.

Versatile. Hewlett-Packard has introduced model 3512A function generator which generates number of different waveforms useful in amplifier, receiver, filter, and logic circuit testing applications. Generator can provide sweep, AM, FM or tone bursts. Price is $900 with delivery available in 30 days. Hewlett-Packard Co., 1501 Page Mill Road, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.

FM monitor. Sequerra Co. Inc. has introduced model 1 BR FM station monitor featuring IFH sensitivity, stereo quieting, harmonic distortion stereo mode, and panoramic adaptor with minimum display range of 90 db and provisions for 25 microsecond Dolby. Price: $2,650. Sequerra Co., 71-07 Woodside Avenue, Woodside, N.Y. 11377.

Mix and match. Schafer Electronics Corp. has available audiofile modular cartridge playback machine for both automated and manually operated radio and TV operations. Audiofile in 16, 32, and 48 cartridge models can be used with any automation system with proper interface. Manual, random-access remote control system for studio "live" operations is available, as is C/MOS memory unit for pre-programming sequence of up to nine 48-tray audiofiles. Expandable 16-tray unit is priced at $1,700. 75 Castilian Drive, Goleta, Calif. 93017.

Sound board. Fairchild Sound Equipment Corp., subsidiary of Robins Industries Corp., announces 16-input TV audio console, model 1632, with three submaster mixing channels and two program mixing output channels. Unit is usable in AM and FM monaural broadcasting. Design permits future add-on units to provide as many as 24 or 32 input channels, handling up to 128 sources. Base price is $9,995, from Robins/Fairchild, 75 Austin Boulevard, Commack, N.Y. 11725.

Fates & Fortunes

Harold R. Krelstein, president of Plough Broadcasting Co., Memphis, elected chairman of board. Il. Wayne Hudson, senior VP and general manager, Plough's WMPs(AM) Memphis, succeeds Mr. Krelstein as president.

Roy I. Cordell, general manager, KPNW(AM-FM) Eugene, Ore., elected executive VP of parent company, Pacific Northwest Broadcasting Corp.

Jack Clifford, president and general manager, KTRV-AM-AM Phoenix, named general manager, WXXI-AM-AM Atlanta. He succeeds John S. Tyler, who relinquished that post and presidency of Pacific & Southern Broadcasting with merger of P&S into Combined Communications Corp., licensee of KTRV, among others (Broadcasting, Sept. 2).

Harvey B. Levin, regional manager, San Francisco, for McGavran Guild representatives, elected VP-general manager, KNEW(AM) Oakland-San Francisco.

Lonnie M. Sterz, sales service director, KPIX(TV) San Francisco, named operations manager.


Robert A. Manning, general manager, WCHS(AM)-WJBS(FM) Charleston, W. Va., named to same post, KXR(AM) North Little Rock, Ark.

Si Willing, onetime owner of KMAM(AM)-FM Winnsboro, La., named general manager, new KPAL(AM) Pineville, La.

Rod Caszatt, advertising and promotion manager, WZPM-FM Grand Rapids, Mich., named administrator of on-air promotion, WMAG-TV Chicago.

Laurence Frank, supervisor of broadcast publicity, ABC-TV, New York, appointed manager of special projects, public relations, ABC-TV, Los Angeles.

Gene Wetzel, billing coordinator, CBS Television, New York, named broadcast services manager, CBS-owned KMOV-TV St. Louis.

Cathy Patrician, freelance graphic designer in Boston, joins WPATC(FM) Baltimore as promotion director.

Dan Koss, director of community involvement, noncommercial WJCT(TV) Jacksonville, Fla., named to newly created position of director of special projects.

Broadcast Advertising

Harold F. Stephenson, senior VP and chief financial officer, D'Arcy-MacManus & Masius, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., elected executive VP.

Marston Myers, executive vice president, Chalke and Dryer Inc., New York agency, appointed staff vice president, advertising and sales promotion, for RCA Corp.

Donald F. Thompson, director of marketing, Chesbrough Ponds Co., London, ap-

Sherlee Barish
(212) 355-2672
Broadcast Personnel Agency, Inc. 527 Madison Avenue, N.Y.C. 10022

News Theory of Relativity

The success of a Local Newscast is directly proportional to the ability of the viewer to relate to the Content, Personalities and Presentation of the News.

This news theory is based on broad psychological and sociological truths, not presentation gimmicks. It is developed from basic audience research, designed to find out the specific characteristics, habits and attitudes of the local news audience in the local market. For each market is different, and each station faces a unique competitive situation. The research attempts to find out what these differences are and to help management utilize them.

But research alone doesn't mean successful news. Research findings must be interpreted for implementation into operational use. This requires experience and knowledge in research and broadcasting.

We, at MAGIC®, are experienced broadcasters and researchers, who understand broadcasting and news. We know how audience flow affects ratings. We are experienced in helping stations meet competition. We try to work with Management, Programming, Promotion and News people to help improve ratings as well as news.

For details, write or phone:
Mel Goldberg
Melvin A. Goldberg Inc.
Communications
347 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017
(212) 685-8868

E = MC²

It's an axiom of television broadcasting that the station that's first in news is first in the market.

And to achieve news supremacy a station needs a good news product, which means, of course, good people.

Our business is finding those good news professionals for stations making their upward move.

We will put you in touch with the news directors, anchors, reporters and news producers with proven track records and a commitment to work.

Call us. We may have the man or woman you're looking for.
pointed chairman and chief executive officer of J. Walter Thompson, France, with headquarters in Paris.

Richard Hanley, copy group head, J. Walter Thompson, New York, elected VP.

Richard B. Criswell, managing director, Leo Burnett-Novas S.A.C. of Argentina, elected president, Leo Burnett-Novas S.A. de C.V. of Mexico, Latin America regional headquarters. He replaces Joe Novas, who becomes chairman, Burnett's operations in Spain and Portugal.

Grace E. Fortune, media buyer, Grey Advertising, Detroit, joins Morton, Kerns & Osborne, Chicago agency, as media director.

Ronald M. Miller, account executive, WGAY-AM-FM Washington, named general sales manager, WAVV(FM) Atlantic City, N.J.


Ann Kettering, account executive, Marsteller Inc., Chicago, joins Doran Stein Grey Inc., Atlanta, in client services.

Mark Whelan, account executive, WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio, named local sales manager.

David McGahey, general sales manager, WMMR(FM) Philadelphia, named general sales manager, KNEW(AM) San Francisco-Oakland. Both are Metromedia stations.

Richard J. Alegría, TV sales representative, KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., named local sales manager, KHQ-AM-FM-TV.

Programing

Pat Martin, music and production director, WXIL(AM) Indianapolis, named program director, WDXR(AM) Paducah, Ky.

Ray Stevens, announcer and sports assistant, WOW-TV Omaha, named sports director.

Gene Osborne, sportscaster, WWJ-TV Detroit and Detroit Tigers broadcaster, joins KMBA-TV Kansas City, Mo., as sports director.

Bernie Alan, operations manager, KROQ(AM) Los Angeles, named operations manager, More Music Enterprises Inc., Los Angeles-based radio program syndication service.

Pete Porter, publicity director, Baltimore Banners tennis team, and formerly with WMAR-TV Baltimore, joins WPOC(FM) Baltimore as program director.

Joseph Shaffer, on the staff of KTVU(TV) Oakland-San Francisco, joined KMPH-TV Visalia, Calif., as program director.

Dick Ebersol, director of program development and administrative assistant to president, ABC Sports, named to newly created position of director, weekend late night programming, NBC-TV, New York.


Clifford B. Alsbeg, VP-business affairs and general manager, Fred Calvert Productions, animation supplier, joins ABC Entertainment as manager, dramatic programs.

Phyllis Ackerman, Indianapolis housewife, named sportscaster-commentator for Indiana Pacers games on WTTV(TV) Indianapolis.

Terry Fisher, attorney, 20th Century-Fox Television, Los Angeles, named associate director, business affairs, MGM Television, same city.

Tim Ward, producer-director, Kentucky Educational Television, joins Connecticut Public Television in same capacity.

Jim Rigby, in newspaper display advertising, joins CPTV as promotion associate for programing.

Sande Andersen, administrative assistant, WMAL(AM) Washington, named program services manager.

Broadcast Journalsm

Herb Humphries, news director, KFWB(AM) Los Angeles, named director of news, KMOX-TV St. Louis.

Sam C. Stewart, radio and television newsman, most recently with film production firm, Tulsa, Okla., named news director, KTVH(TV) Wichita, Kan. Richard L. Tillery, public affairs director, non-commercial KEDT(TV) Corpus Christi, Tex., named assistant news director, KTVH.

Robert Feldman, manager of broadcasting, WNEW-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa., joins WSBF-TV Hartford, Conn., as executive news producer.

Kenneth L. McDowell, director of minority affairs, WLW(AM)-WLWT(TV) Cincinnati, named co-anchor, WLWT.

Stan Carmack, news anchorwoman, WMAV-TV Atlanta, named to same post, KMBC-TV Kansas City, Mo.


Clifford Evans, director of Washington news bureau, RKO General Broadcasting, elected VP.

E. Tyler Tucker, investigative reporter and assignment editor, WFTV(TV) Orlando, Fla., named public affairs director, WMFE-TV Orlando.

Mike Lozano, newscaster, KKYX(AM) San Antonio, Tex., joins KTRK-TV Houston as news reporter.

John E. Gamel, reporter and assignment editor, WSMW-TV Worcester, Mass., named news anchorman. He replaces Mike McCarthy, anchorman and news director, who will devote full time to responsibilities as news director.

Nicela Wakefield, on staff of WDAI(FM) Chicago, joins WTTW Milwaukee as general assignment reporter.

Freddie Davis, newsman, WJRT-TV Flint, Mich., named director of public affairs and documentaries. Jerry Tall joins WJRT-TV as co-anchorman.

Marilyn Hill, reporter, WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., named general assignment reporter, WTRF-TV Wheeling.

Lawrence Cohen, on staff, WBCB(AM) Levittown, Pa., named news director, WCRP-FM Springfield, Vt.


Tyler Cox, reporter with WVLK-AM-FM Lexington, Ky., joins WAV(AM) Louisville, Ky., in same position.

Rick C. Peters, newsman, KRKC(AM) King City, Calif., joins KDIG(FM) San Diego, as director of news and public affairs.

Cable

Howard Herman, counsel to Bank of America, New York, named assistant general counsel, Teleprompter Corp., New York.

John C. Borgelt, producer-director, Continental Cablevision of Ohio, Findlay, named program director.

Equipment & Engineering

Steve Crook, engineer, WBFF(TV) Baltimore, named chief engineer, WPOC(FM) Baltimore.

Joseph E. Blake, chief engineer, WCVB-TV Boston, joins WTAE-TV Pittsburgh, as assistant chief engineer.

Bob Tria, assistant manager, KGFM(AM)-KFBM(FM) Bellmawr, N.J., named marketing director of International Tape Electronics Corp., Bloomington, Ill., as sales engineer.

W. Dale Costello, director of development and venture product manager, Illinois Tool Works Inc., Chicago, joins Oak Industries Inc. as director, new product development.

Ted Shibazaki, on marketing staff, TDK Electronics Corp., Garden City, N.Y., elected to newly created position, VP marketing-advertising.

Robert O. Royster, engineer with KDEO(AM) San Diego, joins KDIG(FM) same city, as chief engineer.

Allied Fields

James D. Lyons, VP-product manager, Nielsen Television Index, A. C. Nielsen Co., Northbrook, Ill., named VP-manager, Nielsen's media research division. He succeeds Henry Rahmel, who continues as a director of company and consultant to that division.


David Randall Wilson, Midwest broadcaster and former chief of radio and TV at headquarters, Strategic Air Command, named public affairs officer for U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, New York, to work with radio and TV stations in New York, New Jersey, Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands.

Clair R. Tettener, assistant dean, University Library for Media Service, Wright State University, named acting director of telecommunications, Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, and interim director, University Regional Broadcasting Inc., for Miami, Wright State and Central State Universities.

Kyle Ermoian, account executive, KROI (AM) Burbank, Calif., joins Bill Wade School of Radio and Television, Hollywood, as director of sales. Phil Edwards, on staff, KXPI-AM-FM Honolulu, named administrative director, Wade School.

Richard Weinstein, senior associate media director and director of media research, Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, joins Arbitron, New York, as VP, agency-advertiser sales, and marketing VP.

Hazen J. Schumacher Jr., acting director of broadcasting, University of Michigan, in charge of its television center and non-commercial WUM (FM) Ann Arbor and WGR (FM) Grand Rapids, named director.

Tom Cossie, director, national promotion, RCA Records, New York, appointed division VP, promotion.

Michael F. Fisher, office manager, Kings- ton Cablevision, Fort Ewen, N.Y., named director of noncommercial WNTI-FM and chairman of radio-television, Centenary College for Women, Hackettstown, N.J.

Deaths
Wallace A. Ross, 52, executive director of National Advertising Association in New York, died Sept. 2 in Norwalk, Conn., hospital after brief illness. Mr. Ross was founder and for 12 years executive director of American Television Commercials Festival, which presents Clio awards each year. He also had been executive secretary of Film Producers Association of New York and publisher of Ross Reports on Television. Survivors include his wife, Jill, and two children.

Harold Hornbeck, 56, television and film engineer with U.S. Information Agency, died of cancer Aug. 27 at Sibley Memorial hospital, Washington. Survivors include wife, Annie, and three daughters.

As compiled by Broadcasting, Aug. 26 through Aug. 30 and based on filings, authorizations and other FCC actions.

Abbreviations: ALI—Administrative Law Judge alt.—alternate. ann.—announced. ant.—antenna. aur.—aural. aux.—auxiliary. C.—critical hours. CP —construction permit. D.—day. DA—directional antenna. ERP—effective radiated power. HAAT—height of antenna above average terrain. khz—kilohertz. kHz—kilohertz. MEGV—maximum effective radiated power. SW—shortwave. TV—television. TPO—transmitter power output. U.—unlimited hours. viz.—visual. w——watts. *—non-commercial.

New stations

TV actions

* Broadcast Bureau granted following CP modifications to extend completion time to date shown:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Letters</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>ERP</th>
<th>HAAT</th>
<th>Estimated construction cost</th>
<th>Revenue/Expense</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KGTV</td>
<td>Grand Island, Neb.</td>
<td>Cornhusker Television Corp.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNCW</td>
<td>Portales, N.M.</td>
<td>Regents of Eastern New Mexico University</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AM applications

* Marshall, Ark.—Osage Mountains Broadcasting Co. seeks 1600 kHz, 1 kw-D. P.O. address: Box 178, Marshall 72650. Estimated construction cost $33,600; first-year operating cost $42,000; revenue $50,000. Format: C&W/Grand. Principals: Rex and Fern Elliott, and Cov L. and Sue Horta (25% each). Mr. and Mrs. Elliott are respective owner of trucking company and owner of beauty shop. Mr. and Mrs. Horton are respectively general manager and office manager of flooring company. Ann. Aug. 29.

* Penuelas, Puerto Rico—Penuelas Broadcasting Corp. seeks 1570 kHz, 1 kw-D. P.O. address: T 56 Las Delicias, Ponce, Puerto Rico 00731. Estimated construction cost $24,625; first-year operating cost $19,450; revenue $21,500. Format: Diversif. Principals: Gilbert Santiago, engineering consultant; Vicente Piantoni, circulation director of newspaper and Lucas Vilelivo, president of corporate farm (33%/6% each). Ann. Aug. 29.

* Newport, Tenn.—Newport Broadcasting Co. seeks 1060 kHz, 1 kw-D. P.O. address: Box 391, Crossville, Tenn. 38555. Estimated construction cost $31,560; first-year operating cost $32,600; revenue $40,000. Format: Easy listening/MOR/C&W. Principals: Millard V. Oakley (51%) and Edward M. Johnson (49%) own WCSV(AM) Crossville, Tenn. Ann. Aug. 29.

FM actions

* Huntsville, Ala.—FCC denied petition by Tat Broadcasting Co. to deny application of Library Board of Huntsville Public Library for CP for new noncommercial FM on 89.3 mhz in Huntsville. Tat, licensee of WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., alleged that Library Board operation would cause objectionable interference to reception of its signal. Commission said when FM causes interference to reception of TV signal it is responsibility of FM license to take corrective measures to eliminate problem; and even if interference should occur, very few viewers would be affected. Aug. 28.

* Hanover, N.H.—Broadcast Bureau approved joint petition by Trustees of Dartmouth College and Robert P. Powell for dismissal agreement. Application of Robert P. Powell for new FM in Hanover (BPH-8777) was dismissed in return for payment of its expenses, not to exceed $2,012, and Trustees application for new FM on 99.3 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 300 ft. was granted. P.O. address: P.O. Box 31, Hanover 03755. Estimated construction cost $94,545; first-year operating cost $9,610. Format: Urb. Principal: John G. Kemeny, president and trustee (BPH-7889). Action Aug. 28.

* Marion, Ohio—Scantland Broadcasting Co. Broadcast Bureau granted 94.3 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 300 ft. P.O. address: Box 385, Marion 43002. Estimated construction cost $44,257; first-year operating cost $57,380; revenue $45,000. Principals: George F. Scantland 3rd (55%), George F. Jr. (25%) and Janice M. Scantland (20%). Scantlands have land development business in Marion (BPH-8966). Action Aug. 21.

* Mitchell, S.D.—BMA Broadcasting, Broadcast Bureau granted 102.3 mhz, 3 kw, HAAT 300 ft. P.O. address: 508 East 13th Avenue, Mitchell 57301. Estimated construction cost $30,315; first-year operating cost $35,820; revenue $144,000. Principals:
Remote Weather Radar Receiver

Cable TV producers benefit by dramatizing the current weather picture and delivering station-oriented, weather, and annotated by nearby national weather service station. Save thousands of dollars by using this ITT receiver and a simple telephone call each time you want your viewers to see predicted weather.

For pricing and technical information, call or write Dick Zurub, Product Manager, 219/743-7571.

Call letters

Applications

Call

Sought by

KIRK
New TV's

KOOL
Springfield Community
Television, Springfield, Mo.

KEEO-TV
Delta Fox Broadcasting Co.,
McAleen, Tex.

WPS
New AM

KGY
Pageland Broadcasting Corp.,
Pageland, S.C.

KAMTV
Existing TV

KBAU
KWN-WB- Bismarck-Mandan, N.D.

KEZU
Existing FM's

WLL
KELD-FM El Dorado, Ark.

WACH-FM
WROY-FM Carmi, Ill.

WSL
KGDF-NY Buffalo, N.Y.

WSKR
KENA-FM Mena, Ark.

WUFM
WDR-FM Lebanon, Pa.

WBPX
WGH-FM Kingston, N.Y.

Grants

Call

Assigned to

KAKM
Alaska Public Television,
Anchorage, Alaska

WPAB
Maryland Public Broadcasting
Commission, Annapolis, Md.

WJLQ
New FM's

KAZM
Tabbuck Broadcasting Co.,
Sedona, Ariz.

KSLU
Southeastern Louisiana
University, Hammond, La.

Wfac
Columbia Community
Educational Broadcasting,
Columbus, Ohio

WFWA
Spencer Broadcasting
Broadcasting, Sullivan, Ill.

WEAA
Morgan State College,
Baltimore, Md.

KEYE
Balina Broadcasting,
Salina, Kan.

KFAA-FM
KFRA Inc., Franklin, La.

WADC
Existing FM's

WIBZ
WCEF-Parkerburg, W.Va.

KXTU
WIBZ-FM Parkerburg, W.Va.

Bruce Lee (40%), Duane Moke (39%), et al. Mr. Lee is former program director at KORN(AM)
Mitchell; Mr. Moke is photographer in Mitchell (BPH-0003). Action Aug. 22.

FM start

KQLH San Bernardino, Calif.—Authorized pro-
gram operation on 95.1 mhz, ERP 15 kw, HAAT 320 ft. Action Aug. 16.

FM license

Broadcast Bureau granted following license cover-
ing new station:

WPFL Winter Park, Fla., Winter Park High

Ownership changes

Applications

KCYN(AM) Williams, Ariz. (1240 kw, 1 kw-D,
250 w-N)—Seeks assignment of license from Han-
cock Broadcast House to Bruce D. Owens for
$6,000. Sellers: Charles D. and J. K. Langerveld,
et al. and Mr. and Mrs. Langerveld have interest in
KAA(AM) Kingsman, Ariz. Buyer: Mr. Owens
(100%) is station manager at KCYN. Ann. Aug. 28.

KATA(AM) Arcata, Calif. (340 kw, 1 kw-D,
250 w-N)—Seeks assignment of license from Arcata-
Broadcasting Co. to Martin Broadcasting Corp. for
$300,000. Seller: Western Western Communications, publisher of four Oregon newspapers and owner of KGALL(AM)
Lebanon, Ore. Buyers: John F. Martin (50%) and
C. Lucille Martin (50%), his wife, Mr. Martin is executive vice president of Teleson Productions,

WWOG(FM) Boca Raton, Fla. (99.9 mhz, 100 kw)—Seeks transfer of control of WWOG Inc. from Homer Aker, Carole A. Aker, et al. (100%
before; none after) to Family Stations (none after)
with service to: $1,000,000 and $58,000 for property.

WWOM(FM) Clearwater, Fla. (99.7 mhz, 100 kw)—Seeks assignment of license from several
affiliates to Plough Broadcasting Co. for $1,220,000.
Sellers: John T. Rutledge, Joseph S. Field, et al. Mr. Rutledge owns WQRI(FM) Jeffersonville, Ind.,
Mr. Field owns WRLR-FM West Palm Beach, Fla. Plougher: Plough is subsidiary of
Plough Corp., Bluefield, N.J. It owns WCPM-FM
Burlington, WCAO-AM-FM Baltimore, WPLM-AM,
FM Atlanta, WJJD-AM-FM Chicago, WMTS-AM

WCOA(AM)-WJLQ(FM) Pensacola, Fla. (AM:
137.5 khz, 5 kw-DA-N; FM: 100.7 mhz, 235 kw
—Seeks assignment of license from WCOA Radio
Inc. to Triangle Broadcasting Corp. for $1,900,000.
Sellers: J. McCarty Miller (51%), Boris Mitchell
(21.5%), et al. Messer, Miller and Mitchell have interest
in several southern stations including WRL(AM)
Bradenton, Fla., and WBLA(AM) Augusta, Ga.,
WORC(AM) Portland, Ore., C. Gray (52%), and
sons Gordon Jr., Burton C., C. Boyden and Ber-
trand (48%) owns WSJS(AM)-WTQR(AM) Winsto-

WXI(AM) Lancaster, Ky. (AM: 1280 kw,
1 kw-D)—Seeks license from Lan-
caster Broadcasters to Lancaster Broadcasters Inc.
for $70,000. Seller: South C. Bevin (100%) owns
WANO(AM) Pineville, Ky. Buyers: Charles E.
Phillips, sales manager at WSYH(AM) Clinton,
Tenn.; James F. Sheet, Manager at WYSH(AM)-
(WAM)-WCFA(FM) Clinton; and George R.
Guerin, stockholder in several Tennessee stations
including WYSH(AM)-WCFA(FM) (33.6%) each.

WBLG(AM) Lexington, Ky. (1300 kw, 1 kw,
DA-N)—Seeks assignment of license from Roy B.
White Jr. to Village Broadcasting Co. for $225,000.
Sellers: Mr. White (100%) formerly owned 50% of
WBLG-TV- Lexington and is now retiring from
broadcasting. Buyers: James A. Heavner and Roland P.

WLEX(AM) Lexington, Ky. (98.1 mhz, 50 kw)—
Seeks assignment of license from WLEX-TV Inc.,
Inc. to Village Broadcasting Co. for $250,000. Seller:
Gay-Bell Stations, parent company, also owns WLEX-
TV and WCVG-AM-TV Montgomery; Ala. Gay-
Bell is owned by Douglas Gay Jr. (41.9%), et al.
Buyers: James A. Heavner and Roland P. Mc-

KJOE(AM) Shreveport, La. (AM: 1440 kw, 1
kw-D)—Seeks assignment of license from Dy-
namic Broadcasting Corp. to Coastal Broadcasting
Corp. for $185,000. Sellers: C. C. Morris, Neat
Space, R. Miller Hicks and J. Sam Winters own
(40%), Interstate Venture Capital Corp. (35%),
and O. L. Kimbrough (25%). Mr. Mitchell is general
manager at KTE(OAM) San Angelo, Tex. Mr. Kimbrough owns KXBM-AM Gladewater, Tex. Lamar E. Ogle Jr. is chairman of board of Inter-

WKY-FM Bristol, Tenn. (96.9 mhz, 10 kw)—
Seeks assignment of license from Highland Develop-
ment Corp. of Bristol to Bristol Broadcasting Co. for
$100,000. Sellers: William J. Tilley Jr., Mrs. James
K. Daniel owns WKYE(AM) Bristol. Buyers: W.

KMOR(AM) Murray, Utah (1230 khz, 1 kw-D,
250 w-N)—Seeks assignment of license from Oral J.
Wilkinson Seagroves Enterprises Inc. for $225,000.
Sellers: Mr. Wilkinson (100%) plans to retire. Buyers:

Actions

KTRB-AM-FM Modesto, Calif.—Commission af-
firmed its April 10 order granting assignment of
licenses to KTRB-AM-FM from KTRB Broadcasting
Co., to Big Valley Broadcasting. Petition filed by
JRC for license of KCTY-FM Salinas, Calif. seeking reconsideration of assignment, was denied. Commission said JRC failed to raise questions of fact indicating that KTRB-FM CP application was strike application and added that it could not find that purpose one for filing application was to delay grant of KCTY-FM application. Commission referred JRC's contention that base purchase price exceeded true value of stations, agreement to fix accommodation application and resulted in substan-
tially inflated price for KTRB-FM. Action Aug. 22.

WHLT-AM-FM Huntington, Ind., WBN-AM-
### Professional Cards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address/Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANSKY &amp; BAILEY</td>
<td>Atlantic Research Corporation 5390 Cherokee Ave. Alexandria, Va. 22314 (703) 354-2600 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAUL GODLEY CO. CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>Box 798, Upper Montclair, N.J. 07043 Phone: (201) 765-3300 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDWARD F. LORENTZ &amp; ASSOCIATES CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1334 G St., N.W., Suite 500 Washington, D.C. 20005 Phone: (202) 294-3272 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COHEN and DIPPELL, P.C. CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>537 Munsey Bldg. Washington, D.C. 20004 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. D. Ring &amp; Associates CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1771 N St., N.W., 246-2315 WASHINGTON, D.C. 20036 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAUTNEY &amp; JONES CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>2922 Telstar Ct. Falls Church, Va. 22042 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOHNES &amp; CULVER CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1156 15th St., N.W., Suite 606 Washington, D.C. 20005 Phone: (202) 294-3272 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILLMAN, MOFFET &amp; KOWALSKI</td>
<td>711 14th St., N.W. Republic 7-6646 Washington, D.C. 20005 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEEL, ANDRUS &amp; ADAIR CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>2029 K Street, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20006 (301) 877-8725 (301) 776-7470 (202) 232-4664 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMMERT &amp; EDISON CONSULTING ENGINEERS</td>
<td>1660 International Airport San Francisco, California 94128 Phone: (415) 342-5308 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULES COHEN &amp; ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>Suite 716, Associations Bldg. 1145 19th St., N.W., 246-2315 Washington, D.C. 20036 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARL E. SMITH CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>8200 Snowville Road Cleveland, Ohio 44141 Phone: 216-526-4336 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIR. JAMES CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS Applications and Field Engineering Computerized Frequency Surveys 345 Colorado Blvd. 80206 Phone: (202) 253-5582 DENVER, COLORADO Member AFCCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROSNER TELEVISION SYSTEMS CONSULTING &amp; ENGINEERING</td>
<td>250 West 57th Street New York, New York 10019 (212) 246-3967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN H. MULLANEY CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS</td>
<td>9616 Pinkeye Court Potomac, Maryland 20854 Phone: 301-299-3900 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERL SAXON CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER</td>
<td>622 Hopkins Street Lufkin, Texas 75901 632-2821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER</td>
<td>9208 Wyoming Pl. Hilland 4-7010 KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Harold Munn, Jr., &amp; Associates, Inc.</td>
<td>Broadcast Engineering Consultants Box 150 Coldwater, Michigan 49036 Phone: 517-278-7339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAWKINS ESPY Consulting Radio Engineers Applications/Field Engineering P.O. Box 3127—Olympic Station 90212 BEVERLY HILLS, CALIF. (213) 272-3344</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Service Directory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address/Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL RADIO MONITORING CO. PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS, AM-FM-TV</td>
<td>Monitors Repaired &amp; Certified 103 J. Market St. Lee's Summit, Mo. 64063 Phone (816) 824-3777</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS PRECISION FREQUENCY MEASURING SERVICE SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV</td>
<td>845 Concord Ave. Cambridge, Mass. 02138 Phone (617) 876-2810</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE</td>
<td>To Be Seen by 120,000* Readers—among them, the decision making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians—applicants for AM-FM tv and facsimile facilities. *1970 Readership Survey showing 3.2 readers per copy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar Leon Cuellar Consulting Engineer</td>
<td>1563 South Hudson (303) 756-8456 DENVER, Colorado 80222 Member AFCCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>contact</td>
<td>BROADCASTING MAGAZINE 1735 DeSales St. N.W. Washington, D.C. 20036 for availabilities Phone: (202) 638-1022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FM Bryan, Ohio and WLMK(AM) Three Rivers, Mich.—Applications granted by Broadcast Bureau on September 27, 1973 for voluntary relinquishment of negative control of Williams County Broadcast Service, Inc. (50% jointly) for additional cost of stock to general public, not consummated (BTC-7079-81). Ann. Aug. 29.

KOAG(AM) Ogallala, Neb.—Broadcast Bureau renewed application for voluntary acquisition of positive control of Ogallala Broadcasting Co. through Ray H. Lockart through purchase of stock from Marvin Romig, because application was filed on wrong form. Ann. Aug. 29.

WKZ(AM)-WJZ(AM)-FM) Oil City, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau approved assignment of WJZ(AM) to WKZ(AM), WKZ(AM) to WJZ(AM) and WKZ(AM)-FM to WJZ(AM)-FM. Ann. Aug. 29.

WTIE-TV State College, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau dismissed application for voluntary acquisition of CP of station WTI on the grounds of the petitioner not doing business with other communications (BACP-508). Ann. Aug. 29.

WLOW-AM-FM Allen, S.C. (AM: 1300 kHz, FM: 103.5 kHz) to Monroe, S.C.—Broadcast Bureau granted assignment of license from Carturell Radio to Berkshire Broadcasting Co. for $1,000. Seller: W. Randall Davidson (34%) president, retiring from Berkshire Broadcasting, and all Buyers: A. Mills Fitter (50%), David De Fren (18%), and Mr. Davidson retaining 10%. Messrs. Fitter and De Fren and Mr. Davidson have management positions at WRLH-AM-FM Rome, Ga. (B1-8416). Action Aug. 21.

KDBC-TV El Paso, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau grants to station KDBC-TV (Ch. 4) the right to sell time for four commercials, one per quarter, in the daytime and night (BALT-165). Ann. Aug. 28.

KCAT-AM-FM Gainesville, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau approved application for authority to move station WCR from Pekin, Ill., to New Jersey and to add power 2 kw, an antenna height of 1100 ft., and to operate by remote control. Ann. Aug. 28.

WTCV-MD Yarmouth, Mass.—Seeks CP to change station to WYFJ, seeking to change to 920 kHz and to operate by remote control. Ann. Aug. 28.

WTCH Shawano, Wis.—Seeks CP to add MEVO's to nighttime radiation pattern. Ann. Aug. 28.

AM actions

KJIX Fort Collins, Colo.—Broadcast Bureau returns application for CP to add nighttime operation with 1 kw and add DA-2, because of incomplete application. Ann. Aug. 29.


WALL-AM-FM Middletown, N.Y.—Broadcast Bureau granted mod. of license covering change in corporate name from WJFR to Castle Communications Corp. (BML-2526). Action Aug. 23.

KACO Bellville, Tex.—Broadcast Bureau returned, as unnecessary, mod. for extension of time to construct. Ann. Aug. 29.

FM start

Following station was authorized program operating authority for 95.5 mhz. Ann. Aug. 29.

In contest

Case assignments

Chief Administrative Law Judge Arthur A. Gladstones made the following assignments on Aug. 29.


KTXL(TV) Sacramento, Calif., TV proceeding: Camellia City Telecasters, seeking facilities changes (Doc. 20125)—Designated himself to serve as presiding judge, and scheduled for hearing on Aug. 11, Action Aug. 21.

WYTH-AM-FM LEHIGH HILLS, FL.—FM proceeding; H. S. Hagen Jr. and His World, competing for 1400 khz (Doc. 3131-2)—Designated ALJ Reuben Lopez as presiding judge, scheduled for hearing on Nov. 18, Action Aug. 21.

Fitzgerald and Oella, Ga., FM proceeding; Ben Hill Broadcasting Corp. at Fitzgerald, GA. to request CP at Oella, competing for 95.3 mhz (Doc. 3110-4)—Designated ALJ Chester F. Nau- mowicz Jr. to serve as presiding judge; scheduled hearing for Nov. 18, Action Aug. 22.

Procedural rulings

Arab, Ala., FM proceeding: Brindlee Broadcasting Corp. and Marshall County Broadcasting Co. (WRAB(AM)) Arab, competing for 92.7 mhz (Docs. 19915-2) Commission by Marshall County Broadcasting Co. for review of rehearing on memorandum order and order related to May 1, in that action, other things, review board denied Marshall's request to add cross-owning issue against Brindlee Broadcasting Corp. Action Aug. 28.

Santa Paula and Fillmore, both California, FM proceeding; William K. Wallace, at Santa Paula, and Class A Broadcasters and Clark Communications, Inc. at Fillmore, competing for 96.7 mhz (Docs. 19635-30)—Review board on request of William K. Wallace, and Anne K. Wallace, to request that Class A Broadcasters and Clark Communications, Inc. be enjoined from proceeding; whether Class A had sufficient funds to construct and operate new station, and whether Clark Communications, Inc. could fail to keep its application accurate by failing to report significant changes in its financial qualifications. Board denied Wallace's request for costs estimates (Doc. 19640). Action Aug. 27.

South Lake Tahoe, Calif., FM proceeding: KOWL Inc. New World Broadcasting Co. and Entertainment Enterprises, competing for 101.1 mhz at South Lake Tahoe (Docs. 19678-80)—ALJ gave new schedule for hearing for Sept. 16 pending further order. Action Aug. 22.

Jacksontown, Fla., FM proceeding: Diamond T. Coal and Realty Co., Bold City Broadcasting Co., Mark L. Woolinger and Mel-In, competing for 106.7 mhz at Jacksonville (Doc. 19635-2) Review board denied motion by Bold City Broadcasting Co. to dismiss the application for lack of assets against Mel-In. Review board concluded that Mel-In had a sufficient amount of funds and adequate first-year operating costs. Board found request for dismissal (Doc. 19635-2) invalid, but noted that applicants are not required to specify rates of leaders interviewed. Action Aug. 26.

Dundu, Ga. AM proceeding; Community Broadcasting Co. (WKU(UN)AM) Monroe, 1380 kHz, Monadnock Broadcasting Corp.; James N. Williamson and Raymond Dehler, competing for 1490 khz (Docs. 29/V07-2)—Review board added trans., site available, and to request by Burlington Free Press. Action Aug. 22. Board was in response to petition by Community Broadcasting Corp. of Dundu, Ga. to determine whether William and Dehler had upped their application as required by rules was denied. Action Aug. 27.


Amsterdam, N.Y., FM proceeding: Community Broadcasting, Inc., at Isabel 87.3 mhz and WKOL Inc., competing for 97.7 mhz (Docs. 20105-3)—ALJ gave new schedule for hearing for Nov. 12. Action Aug. 23.

New York, TV proceeding: RKO General (WOR-AM) competing for 720 kHz in New York City, competing for ch. 9 (Docs. 19993-2)—ALJ Chester F. Nau- mowicz Jr. in proceeding: Brindlee Broadcasting Corp. at Isabel 880 kHz, competing for 97.7 mhz (Docs. 19993-2)—ALJ gave new schedule for hearing for Nov. 7 to Dec. 18, and in New York from Nov. 19 to Jan. 7, 1975. Action Aug. 21.

WOM(AM)-WLYT(AM)—Cleveland Heights, Ohio, renewal proceedings: Friendly Broadcasting Co. (Doc. 19412)—ALJ John H. Conlin reopened record and continued further proceedings without date, Action Aug. 22.

Pueblo, Colo., AM proceeding: Cavallo Broadcasting Corp., competing for 1030 kHz at San Juan; Figueroa and Associates, at Rio Grande; Bonticue Broadcasting Corp., competing for 1300 kHz at Rio Grande Radio Corp., at Isabel (Docs. 19897-8)-(DOC 19897-8)—Review board, in response to request by Cavallo Broadcasting Corp., added community ascertainment, local qualifications, and failure to give public proper notice of proposed frequency change issues against Viques Radio Corp. Action Aug. 27.

Dismissed

Santa Paula and Fillmore, both California, FM proceeding; Jerry Lawrence and William F. and Anne K. Wallace, at Santa Paula, and Class A Broadcasters and Clark Communications, Inc. at Fillmore, competing for 96.7 mhz (Docs. 19635-30)—Review board dismissed his application; scheduled hearing for Dec. 10. Actions Aug. 23.

Joint agreement

Bayamon, Puerto Rico, FM proceeding: RAAD Broadcasting Corp. at San Juan and Francisco J. Nevares, competing for 100.7 mhz at Bayamon
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Complaints

**KXAM(XM) Los Angeles—Commission denied request of Lillian Barkin, review of April 22 Broadcast Bureau ruling that denied her fairness doctrine complaint against KTMX. Commission agreed with Broadcast Bureau's ruling that Mrs. Herbstein and Cooper failed to prove their contention that they would have reason to participate in a reasonable doctrine complaint unless given opportunity to present their views. Action Aug. 28.

**WMTW-TV Portland, Me.—Commission denied request of Peter C. Herbst and Michael and Janet Cooper seeking review of March 16, 1973 Broadcast Bureau ruling that denied their complaint that WMTW-TV failed to fulfill its fairness doctrine obligations. Mr. Herbst and Coopers claimed that WMTW-TV, in its broadcasts of weather information to snowmobilers but failed to broadcast contrasting viewpoints in response to the hazards of snowmobiling. Commission said it would not extend fairness doctrine to “general product advertising.” Action Aug. 28.

**WCBSAM New York—Commission denied petition by John Cervese for reconsideration of Jan. 7 Broadcast Bureau ruling denying his declaratory ruling on his fairness doctrine complaint against WABC. Cervese stated that after he became an incumbent mayor of Newark, N.J., the FCC announced intentions to seek to render him, “before either had been legally qualified candidates.” WABC submitted arguments that 271(c) is necessary to protect issues of public interest. Cervese was said to be denied opportunity to present his views. Action Aug. 28.

**WRGT-TV Schenectady, N.Y.—FCC denied request of Group Mead, based on objection by Michael and Dew for review of March 16, 1973 Broadcast Bureau ruling that denied their contention that the station failed to contrast its weather broadcasts with the weather broadcasts of WRGB. Hudson-Mohawk Group contended that General Elephants, Broadcasting Co., licensee of WRGBTV, in broadcasting advertisements for snowmobiles, failed to present contrasting views on social and environmental problems created by the use of snowmobiles, such as noise, air pollution and other hazards to public safety. Commission stated that no evidence had been offered in “obvious and meaningful way to discuss” of those issues. Action Aug. 28.

**KSL(YAM) San Luis Obispo, Calif.—FCC denied KSLY's request for reconsideration of Nov. 14, 1973 commission action assessing $1,000 forfeiture against station for failing to notify individual of personal attack and failing to afford reasonable opportunity to respond to public editorial. In seeking reconsideration, KSLY stated that reaffirming forfeiture would release station from providing an effective, offensive presentation. Action Aug. 28.

**KBHS-AM Los Angeles—Broadcast Bureau, by letter, notified KBHS Broadcasting Co., licensee, that it incurred forfeiture of $500 for making report of violation of 276A in KBHS-AM's application for license. The Commission said its error was in failing to make a notice of apparent liability for $1,000. Commission said it would reconsider if KBHS's error was a result of an innocent mistake and loss of 1971 report and would reduce fine by $200. Action Aug. 28.

**WTCD-FM Towanda, Pa.—Broadcast Bureau, by letter, notified Twin Tier Broadcasting, licensee, that it incurred forfeiture of $1,500 for failing to notify individual of proper class of license on duty at trans., failure of operator to sign and code all letters intercepted. Operator was cited during November and December 1973. Action Aug. 21.

**KYNU(AM) Logan, Utah—Broadcast Bureau, by letter, notified Cache Valley Broadcasting Co., licensee, that it incurred forfeiture of $500 for failing to notify individual of proper class of license on duty at trans., failure of operator to sign and code all letters intercepted in maintenance logs. Action Aug. 21.

**WTRL(AM) Bradenton, Fla.—FCC denied WTRL's request for reconsideration of conditions placed on Jan. 3 commission grant of license renewal for WTRL, Commission found WTRL's grant of license renewal denied in light of "complaints of obvious list of local minority and women's organizations with which it would communicate for purposes of representing their viewpoints and submit with its 1974 and 1975 annual employment reports, detailed statement of its affirmative action. Action Aug. 28.

**KOK(A)M Shreveport, La.—FCC granted application for renewal of license of KOKA-M. Petition to deny application on the ground that KOKA-M is a "substitute" for KNOE. Broadcasting alleged that KOKA-M application "was filed in violation of a Commission order." Commission said it was followed by not requiring filing of that information for "ease of license renewal." Action Aug. 28.

**KOLS(KDMA-FM) Puyallup, Okla.—FCC granted applications of Lakes Area Broadcasting Co. for renewal of licenses of KOLS and KKMA-FM. Petition to deny applications, filed by Vinita Broadcasting Co., former licensee of KVIN(A)M Vinita, Okla., was denied. Vinita alleged that Lakes Area failed to maintain all public file documents; violating operating log requirements; misidentifying KKMA-FM with Vinita, and misrepresented its policy of complying with FCC. Commission said "all forklift was adequate method of dealing with these violations." Action Aug. 28.

**KCOM(AM) Kansas City, Mo.—Broadcast Bureau, by letter, notified KCOM Broadcasting Co., licensee of KKOM-FM, that it violated 271(c) by failing to maintain all public file documents, records of license renewal. Action Aug. 28.

**KXW(AM) Roseville, Calif.—FCC granted applications of Livermore Falls Broadcasting Co. for renewal of licenses of KOLS and KKMA-FM. Enforcement action for violation of 1642-3 of the Act. Action Aug. 28.


**KOLAM-FM Phoenix, Ariz.—FCC granted applications of KOLM-MO and KOL-AM, licensee of KOLM-FM, for renewal of licenses of KOLM-FM, KOLM-MO, and KOL-AM. Action Aug. 28.


**KBB(AM) Bessemer, Ala.—FCC granted applications of KB Broadcasting Co., licensee of KBB-FM, for renewal of licenses of KBB-AM and KBB-FM. Enforcement action. Action Aug. 28.


**KKGK(AM) Longview, Wash.—FCC granted applications of Kimberly and Myra G. Kerley, licensee of KRGK-AM, for renewal of licenses of KRGK-AM and KRGK-FM. Enforcement action. Action Aug. 28.


**KXY(AM) and KMV(AM) San Angelo, Tex.—FCC granted applications of KXY Broadcasting Co., licensee of KXY-FM, KXYK-AM, and KXYK-FM, to renew licenses of KXYK-AM and KXYK-FM. Enforcement action. Action Aug. 28.

**KXW(AM) Roseville, Calif.—FCC granted applications of Livermore Falls Broadcasting Co. for renewal of licenses of KOLS and KKMA-FM. Enforcement action for violation of 1642-3 of the Act. Action Aug. 28.
Help Wanted Management

GM with sales management experience needed for station #1 in sales and sales. Salary commensurate with experience. Send resume to: Bob Jones, KSO Radio, Box 502, Wilkes Barre, PA 18701.

Group-owned AM/FM in top market needs experienced sales manager. Prior management experience necessary as well as heavy emphasis on retail sales. $35 to $40K, realistic first-year income figure. Send resume to Box J-65, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted Sales

Major market Florida radio station. Contemporary format with top numbers, $15K guaranteed with opportunity to earn $25K first year. Rush resume to: Bill Smith, Manager, Box J-70, BROADCASTING.

Combination announcer salesperson wanted for small market in Midwest. We will train in sales. Great opportunity for an announcer ready to advance in sales. Send resume and recent picture to: Box J-70, BROADCASTING.

Southern California top-rated medium market AM-FM looking for a top-notch salesperson. A great opportunity in a fast growing market, guarantees, commission, profit sharing, company insurance, etc. Do not apply unless you have a proven track record and at least three years experience, equal opportunity employer. Send complete resume to Larry Thomas, Sales Manager, KDEU Box K-1220, Oceanside, CA 92054.

Creative, aggressive, young account executive wanted for excellent sales/marketing training position with growing station group. Number one salesmen returning ready to share top account list. Send resume, references to Ken Sue, General Manager, WDOR, South Haven, MI. Excellent growth potential for the right person.

WQXI-AM/FM for the first time in 7 years is looking for an Account Executive for Sales. Must be self-starter, account opener, direct account specialist. Commissioned sales. For appointment, please call Mr. Bill Phippen, General Sales Manager, 404-261-2970, WQXI Radio, 2970 Peachtree Road, N.W., Atlanta, GA 30305. EOE.

Top station in Central Illinois market has expanded its professional staff with exciting opportunity. Radio sales background preferred, successful sales background necessary. Excellent salary plus commission with room for advancement. Excellent benefits. Send complete resume to sales manager, Radio Station WLSY, P.O. Box 22350, Decatur, IL 62526.

Growing Illinois, Tennessee chain needs experienced account executives, Good salary, fringe benefits will earn you equal opportunity. Due experience desirable but not necessary. Send resume to Community Service Broadcasting, Inc. Box 1209, Mt. Vernon, IL 62864.

Metro AM Station needs top flight individual for sales and management responsibility. A piece of the action is available if you have cash to invest or you can earn it with performance. Send complete resume to: METRO AM, 2615 Taylorsville Rd., Louisville, KY 40205.

Help Wanted Announcers

Top 50 market—Immediate opening. Top 40 format. Must sound mature and bright. Box H-165, BROADCASTING.

Small market Maryland station. Immediate opening for first ticket announcer. Send resume. No replies accepted without resume. Box H-197, BROADCASTING.

Central Pennsylvania Contemporary is looking for a strong voice talent. We would like someone with a proven record. Time and temp job need not apply. Come join our team in this very competitive market. Must be professional in every way. Send resume and recent picture immediately. Package Box J-22, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Experienced country announcer to work for Midwest AM/FM. Chance to move up in growing organization. Box J-44, BROADCASTING.

Northeast, Top 5 market Beautiful Music station needs mature-voiced pro with 3rd. Send resume to Box J-57, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted Technical

Chief engineer wanted currently 2 AM suburban spots—open: expanding. Excellent opportunity, good money, fine benefits. Send resume to: Mr. Robert, Radio Station WARE, Ware, MA. 413-965-6500.

Florida coastal station seeks first class engineer capable of maintaining AM-FM, can assist with construction 100 kw, new FM tower and RF site. Prefer person experienced in automation. Delightful living by the sea, opportunity for advancement. Good resume and references to Box J-70, BROADCASTING.

Alabama's largest radio-TV facility is looking for qualified engineers including a chief who has administrative qualities. Chief must have radio and TV background. Gives resume, references, and photo to: Mr. Bruce Moore, Vice President, Box 2200, Anchorage, AK 99510 or phone 907-272-2650.

Help Wanted News

Top 18 market station needs News Director who can do it all. Must be able to effectively administer large news staff and budget. If you live news, you may make $30-35K first year. Box H-116, BROADCASTING.

Immediate opening for News person to report, write, edit, air strong local news for Coastal area's small market AM-FM. Prefer recent college graduate with experience. Good salary, fringe benefits including company funded retirement plan; near major university; surrounded by lakes and mountains; new studio; equal opportunity employer. Send photo, resume to: Box J-30, BROADCASTING.

Field reporter for top rated eastern news department. Solid feature ability and creative film direction a must. Send resume, pic, and script samples. Equal opportunity. Box H-16, WBCO or WNBC.

News-Sports Director. Prefer college grad. 5 KW Denver-area station. Box J-67, BROADCASTING.

News Person Wanted: Preference talented female, but all will get equal consideration. Someone who knows how to do a news show. Manage AM/FM, start at $500 per month and work your way up in this three small market chain in the southwest. Send tape and resume to: Mike Troy, KGRO radio, Box 1779, Pampa, TX 79065.

Newsperson with good delivery and writing ability. Tapes and resumes to Bill Davis, WDEW, Westminster, MA.

WOBM, Toms River, N.J. has a full time news opening. Accent on local. Prefer newsperson presently working in N.J. Call Paul Most, 201-269-0927. E.O.E.

Wanted—Driving-time newsperson. Number one contemporary rock music station. Number one news, news needs individual with authority, writing abilities and sound judgment. Salary based on experience and ability. Great opportunity with growing Southern Broadcasting Company. Excellent working conditions. Contact: Pete Taylor, WSDN radio, City Federal Building, Birmingham, AL 35203.

Only Black programmed radio station in Connecticut enrolling news team. Experience a necessity. Salary and resume to: Hank Williams, P.O. Box 1480, Windsor, CT 06095.

Help Wanted Programing Production, Others

Program director. Small/market medium, 50,000 watt contemporary FM. Production qualities must apply. Excellent opportunity and growth potential. Send resume to Box J-90, BROADCASTING.

Christian radio and TV production center preparing to activate station seeks qualified production and engineering personnel immediately. Send resume and salary requirements to Box J-43, BROADCASTING.
Help Wanted Programming, Production, Others Continued

Number 1 operation in major northeast market seeks aggressive, imaginative news producer/writer. Great opportunity for strong journalist quickly outgrowing medium market. Rush writing and production samples. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Box J-92, BROADCASTING.

News photographers who can’t hussle, innovate, sniff out the essence of the story or capture excitement and emotion on film need not apply to this large market station. Others may send clips. An Equal Opportunity Employer. Box J-64, BROADCASTING.

Radio? Married casting.

Commercial production genius—must have mature voice capable of creating, scripting, voicing, and producing commercials. Some tape production. Contact to Donald A. Jones, 312-742-1234.

Immediate opening for CW program director that can take charge and increase present strong market position. Need individual with good on air presentation, strong records of and can maintain involvement, ratings and sales success. In current position five years. Station is #1 in its market with good numbers in nearby major. Thorouhg knowledge of FCC rules and regulations. Can handle complete renewal process. Prefer full time but will consider all. Box J-93, BROADCASTING.


Manager with extraordinarily successful background. Last station in competitive market was #1 in all phases, finances, programming, personnel, sales. Call 309-237-9919 or write Box J-81, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted Technical

Television technician: Major market, minimum three years experience. Valid 1st Class Radio and/or television license required. Recent experience with American Telecast preferred. Send complete resume with salary requirements to Box J-94, BROADCASTING.

Two positions open in large midwestern commercial videography production company for qualified technical personnel who have strong interest and experience in videography and video operation, with some management ability preferred. Send complete resume—include your type of experience to Box J-92, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Engineer for special job offer, $15,000 plus for one year guaranteed work plus bonus and fringe benefits. Must have strong background in videotape. Engaged in major market in upper mid-west. Must be prepared to oversee maintenance of television, studio and transmitter. Some travel involved, open to all qualified applicants. Excellent opportunity for C.E. experience. Box J-71, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted

Large Midwest color medical television facility needs experienced television technician knowledgeable in operating all types broadcast television equipment. Maintenance ability preferred. An equal opportunity employer. Excellent fringe and retirement benefits. Salary: $6,944.00. Box J-72, BROADCASTING.

Television engineers wanted: operations engineer will consider recent tech school graduates with first class license. Also need maintenance engineer. Will consider bar man of first class license with TV operational experience. Contact Al Scher, chief engineer, WJKY TV, P.O. Box J-4050, phone 606-255-4404. An equal opportunity employer.

Studio Engineer. First phone required. Experienced in videophone, camera control and switching. WPEC, Fairfield Drive, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, 305-848-7211.

Studio maintenance engineer. First phone required. Experienced in two major markets. Newfield Drive, West Palm Beach, FL 33407, 305-848-7211.

Television engineers needed. Openings for licensed and unlicensed engineers having television broadcast experience. All color operations, including studio/field, contact: University of Missouri Personnel Services, 309 W. 14th Street, Columbia, MO 65201, Phone: 314-822-4221. Equal opportunity employer.

Studio Technician-Experience preferred. 1st. Class License required. Box 2775, Harrisburg, PA 17105.

Help Wanted Programming, Production, Others

TV promo writer-producer. Major California network station. Write and produce promo, print ads, pretitles. We need a super copywriter who knows everything about film, TV production. Send complete resume and salary requirements. Box J-14, BROADCASTING.

Wanted: Transmitter supervisor for Public Television Station WNPB-TV, 343 Park Ave., New York, NY. Proven supervisory skill; B.S. in electronics; FCC class B license, TV experience preferred. Contact: P. T. TeleMation, 70 East 42nd Street, New York, NY. 10017.

Film buyer/producer director. FPS (Television Program Services) expansion requires an experienced, bright, aggressive TV film buyer. Bob Weisberg, FPS (Television Program Services), 59 East 42nd Street, New York, NY.

Director of programming needed for Northeast Non-Commercial Community Television station. Looking for someone with on-air and production experience. Salary negotiable. Send resume to P.O. Box 958, Lewiston, ME 04240 or call 207-783-9101.
Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others Continued


Situations Wanted Management

I'm looking for a job as an Assistant Program Manager/Executive Producer or Production/Operations Manager. I have over 10 years experience, all in the top 10 markets. I'm currently employed. I have a degree and am good at what I do. Box J-J4, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted Announcers

Experimental market media TV sports director with excellent interview technique. Looking for major market opportunity. Box J-69, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted News

News/Wx/MC, TV/Radio, well qualified, 28 years broadcasting, top references, currently with TV & OBO major. Prefer Southern California, will relocate. Reprints confidential. Box J-19, BROADCASTING.

For Sale Equipment

Four-Tower Directional Antenna to be dismantled following a station transmitter move to a new site that is now in operation. Includes four 350 foot, base-insulated, Truscon Steel triangular, self-supporting towers, with complete lighting system including Austin transformers, flashes, etc. many phasing system components reeled at 40 RF emitters including E. F. Johnson RF contractors and antenna switches, tube type coils, coaxial transmission lines, meters, etc. will be on going project. will be in class merchandise in good condition--no junk. Contact W. P. Williamson, Jr., WKBN Broadcasting Corp., Youngstown, OH 44501. Phone: 216-792-1144.

Marti-Used, Remote pickups/studio transmitter links. Immediately available. No equipment. Terminals available, BESCO, 8858 Simmonses, Dallas, TX 75247. 414-360-3300.

Hellas-Styleflex, Large stock--bargain prices--tested and certified. Will custom build stock lists. Sierra Western Electric, Box 23872, Oakland, CA 94628.

One stop for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F. T. C. Brewer Company, Box 805T, Pensacola, FL 32505.

Like-new TLM 400 Telestrator (animated-TV-graphics over units, $9,000. Only 2 years old, and never used except to test another system. Mr. Zanetti, Scott Engineering Sciences, Pompano Beach, FL 33064.

Situations Wanted Programing, Production, Others Continued

Program director. Thoroughly experienced and knowledge able top manager with proven record of programing for top ratings, profits and license renewal. Outstanding references and reputation. Box J-54, BROADCASTING.

Experienced at all levels of TV production with commercial and some educational background. Seeks position in TV production or news. Salary open. Box B-J68, BROADCASTING.

WTOP-AM-TV in Washington, D.C. has available competent Assistant Directors, Writers and Reporters who have completed our year-long minority training program. Resumes may be obtained by writing Training Director, WTOP-TV, 4100 Brandywine St., N.W., Washington, DC 20016.

CABLE

Help Wanted Sales

Aggressive young salesperson wanted to sell TV air time in top suburban market—self starters only! Box J-75, BROADCASTING.

WANTED TO BUY EQUIPMENT

Need a good 1 kw, AM transmitter near 1380 kHz. Write or call Tom Farber, WBEL, Beloit, WI 53511. 608-365-6641.

We need used 250, 51, 1kw AM and FM transmitters. Immediate. Box J-27, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE EQUIPMENT


Instruction Continued


REI teaches electronics for the FCC First Class Radio Telephone license. P.O. Box 50500. Money back guarantee. Command Production, Box 26348, San Francisco, CA 94126. (Since 1967.)


Need a 1st phone and practical training? The DMAS intensive theory course will provide you with both. Add to your income potential with your 1st phone and the capability to maintain station equipment. Don't settle for G&G or second best courses. Our next class starts on September 23rd. For information call the Big-7 Radio Hotline of Communication. 7080 Hollywood Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90028, 213-462-3281.


Enter America's most unique and practical broadcast engineering school. Today there are two commercial radio stations! Three months actual experience that counts when you apply for your first job. First Class Radio Telephone License, Broadcasting endorsement training. Placement assistance. Small classes! Bonded! Certified! Graduate Board of Education. Approved for Veterans. Classes year around; June 1st, Sept 1st, Jan, 3rd, April 1st. Enroll now! Write Dave Button, Mgr., School of Broadcast Training, 317 West Quincy, Artesia, NE 68210. 505-766-7571.

RADIO

Help Wanted Announcers

I AM ALMOST HUMAN

From midnight to 5:30 I am zany, humorous and a bit of a screwball. From 5:30 to 11 P.M. I am adult, worldly, gutsy and funny. From 11 to 3:00 I'm warm, casual, friendly... even lovable! But start my shift with a chuckle and... next hour to my next in afternoon drive. Perhaps your personality could fill my emptiness. I am bright MOR mostly music but I do like to talk with occasional celebrities and interesting people who pass thru my market of 300,000. My pay is very good, but even though I am an equal-opportunity employee, Rock Jocks apply. Send me a tape. John Dombek, CA. WOJA, Radio, 1801 Sixth Avenue, Moline, Illinois 61265.

Help Wanted News

Major chain's number one outlet needs drive-time newsparer. Includes street reporting. Good working conditions—good benefits. Salary commensurate with ability and experience. Send resume and tape to: P.O. Box 963, Toledo, Ohio 43666. Only trained, experienced broadcast journalists need apply. An equal opportunity employer.

Situations Wanted Announcers

Morning jock in medium/maro mkt, ARB #1 in women, desires move up. Top 40 or MOR; Top 50 mts only; $15,000 minimum; open to any shift. Not just time and temporary.

Box J-61, BROADCASTING

You belong in Broadcasting

The newsmakers of broadcasting and all that.
Situations Wanted Programing, Production, Others

**TELEVISION**

**HELP WANTED SALES**

International Video Corporation is expanding its broadcast products sales force. There is an immediate opening for an aggressive, experienced sales engineer to serve New England and New York areas, selling IVC's new state-of-the-art broadcast products. This is an outstanding opportunity to grow with a proven industry leader.

We offer excellent salary, the industry's most dynamic incentive plan, a company car, and company-paid fringe benefits.

Write to Mr. R. N. Henson, Eastern Region Manager, outlining your experience and salary history. We are an equal opportunity employer M/F.

**SALES ENGINEER**

IVC

5 Corporate Drive
White Plains, NY 10604

Would you enjoy solving management problems for corporate officers of broadcasting companies? Unique opportunity for account executive with one to three years sales experience or recent R/TV grad for management consultant trainee position. We want candidates with roots in the Midwest who are interested in a career opportunity with substantial income potential. Northwest suburban Chicago offices, only 25 minutes from downtown area. Limited travel. Send resume to Mike Walker, Ron Curtis & Company, O'Hara Plaza, 5725 East River Road, Chicago, Illinois 60631.

**Help Wanted Announcers**

Weatherperson-Personality: Major group-owned Midwest station is auditioning for up-tempo personality for weather and host on local productions. We need a dynamic, experienced communicator. This network station is aggressive and is committed to outstanding local programs of all kinds. AFTRA. Send Resume and recent photo. Applicants from all races desired.

**Help Wanted Programing, Production, Others**

**TV ARTIST**

San Francisco

Design, produce and occasionally illustrate print ads for network television station. Participate in planning for on-air promotion. Send resume and salary requirements to J-63, BROADCASTING.

An equal opportunity employer

**Miscellaneous**

**NORMAN WAIN**

Business Consultant To The Radio Industry

"The answer to your problem is in your sales department."

55 Erievue Plaza
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
(216) 781-3600

**ATTENTION**

 Automation stations looking for a good country music service.

Call Stereo Country Productions
713-585-2543

**AWARD WINNING PRODUCER . . .**

Now looking for new, creative opportunities. Experienced in film, tape and live production of programs of all types.

Box J-66, BROADCASTING

**WANTED TO BUY STATIONS**

**Major Chain Seeking Small Fla. or Southern Calif. Station.**

Box J-34, BROADCASTING

**FOR SALE STATIONS**

**SOUTHEAST:** 1½ X Gross on terms. Fulltime AM station in medium market. Competitive ratings. $800,000 including transmitter site and real estate. Good terms to qualified buyer.

Box J-46, BROADCASTING

**EAST COAST:** Single Station market

20,000 population

Fulltime AM/Class A FM priced at less than 2½ X gross. Growth area. Asking $600,000 cash including studio/transmitter site.

Box J-47, BROADCASTING

**Midwest metro-market**

Class A FM

with real estate. Billing $140,000

Price: $260,000 cash

Reply Box J-60, Broadcasting

**Ralph E. Meador**

Media Broker

Midwest Properties

P.O. Box 36

Lexington, Missouri 64067

Phone 816-259-2544

**Buy Our Banana.**

40-ft. wood banana. Sleeps two, carpeted, air-cond.

For the Promotion Director who has everything.

Contact: Linda Arnold, W.H.E.N. Radio, Syracuse, NY (315) 474-8511

**Employment Services**

**LOOKING FOR A CAREER IN BROADCASTING?**

Then Subscribe to:

**Job Leads**

Number "One" in Weekly, Nationwide

Employment Listings for Radio, TV, PD's, News, Sales and Engineers

$5.00 per month (4 issues); $12.00 3 months (12 issues); $30.00 12 months (52 issues)

Remit Cash With Order. Please.

**Business brokerage service**

Atlanta—Boston—Chicago—Detroit

Dallas—San Francisco

Please Write: S Dunwoody Park

Atlanta, Georgia 30341
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RADIO STATION FOR SALE

Ridder Publications, Inc. hereby announces the proposed sale of WDSM-AM, a radio station located in Superior-Duluth, the properties of which are owned by Northwest Publications, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ridder.

Ridder has received from one of its affiliates a firm offer to buy WDSM-AM for $350,000 cash; however, before accepting said offer, Ridder intends to consider other offers which may be forthcoming from the general public.

Any person who wishes to submit for consideration an offer at a price and on terms more favorable to Ridder than the above-mentioned offer may do so by submitting such offer in writing to:

R. C. Crisler & Co., Inc.
36 East Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

on or before September 17, 1974

Further information may be obtained by contacting R. C. Crisler & Co., Inc. at the above address or by calling (513) 381-7775.

Books for Broadcasters

— BROADCAST JOURNALISM, An Introduction to News Writing by Mark W. Hall. Covers all phases of radio-television news writing style, techniques —for student and practicing professional. 160 pages, 6¾" x 9¼". $6.95.

— BROADCAST MANAGEMENT, Radio and Television by Ward L. Queen and Leo Marrin. A comprehensive exploration of all aspects of U.S. broadcast stations. 272 pages, 6¾" x 9¼", charts, index. $8.95.

— COLOR FILM FOR COLOR TELEVISION by Rodger J. Ross. Currently available color film and processes which enable television producers to meet different requirements. 200 pages, 5½" x 9½", 75 diagrams, 7 photos. $15.00.

— COLOR TELEVISION: The Business of Colorcasting edited by Howard W. Coleman, A. C. Nielsen Co. Seventeen excerpts in the field give a thorough appraisal of this important medium emphasizing the business angle. 288 pages, 6¾" x 9¼", 2 color pages, illus., diagrams, charts. $12.50.

— DOCUMENTARY FILM by Paul Roth, S. Road and R. Griffith. This reprint of the third (revised) edition again makes available the classic book on the world documentary film movement. 476 pages, 5½" x 8¼", with 64 pages of photos. $37.00.


— FACTUAL TELEVISION by Norman Swallow. The role of television in public affairs, the arts, education, examined by a distinguished British producer. 216 pages, 5½" x 8¼", index. $7.00.

— THE FOCAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FILM AND TELEVISION: Techniques edited by Raymond Spotilwoods. Major reference work of 10,000 entries—will eventually comprise three or four volumes. 1,124 pages, 6¼" x 9¼", 1,000 diagrams, index. $37.00.

— THE WORK OF THE MOTION PICTURE CAMERAMAN by Freddie Young and Paul Petrol. Details the working environment, the day-to-day routine and equipment used by the film cameraman. Also covers—attire—the part played by the director of photography. 245 pages, 20 pages of diagrams, 32 pages of halftones, photos. $15.00.

BROADCASTING Book Division
1735 DeSales St., NW
Washington, D.C. 20036

Please send me book(s) numbered ______. Payment for the full amount is enclosed. Name ________________________
Address ________________________
City __ State __ Zip __

BROADCASTING'S CLASSIFIED RATES

Payable in advance. Check or money order only.

Rates, classified listings ads:

- Help Wanted, 50¢ per word—$10.00 weekly minimum. (Billing charge to stations and firms: $1.00.)
- Situations Wanted, 50¢ per word—$5.00 weekly minimum.
- All other classifications, 60¢ per word—$10.00 weekly minimum.
- Add $2.00 for Box Number per issue.

Rates, classified display ads:

- Situations Wanted (Personal ads) $25.00 per inch.
- All other $45.00 per inch.
- More than 4 lines billed at run-of-book rate.
- Stations for Sale, Wanted to Buy Stations, Employment Agencies and Business Opportunity advertising requires display space.

Agency Commission only on display space.

Word Count: Include name and address. Name of city (Des Moines) or state (New York) counts as two words. Zip Code or phone number including area code counts as one word. (Publisher reserves the right to omit Zip Code and/or abbreviate words if space does not permit.) Count each abbreviation, initial, single figure or group of figures or letters as one word. Symbols such as 35mm, COG, PD, GM, etc. count as one word. Hyphenated words count as two words.

Name ________________________
City ________________________
State ________________________
Zip ________________________

Insert _________ (number of inches).

Indicate desired category:

Copy:
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The comfortable fit of Bill Sheehan's new job

Bill Sheehan is the first network news correspondent to work up through the ranks to president of the news division, a record that became official last Thursday (Sept. 5) when he succeeded Elmer W. Lower in the ABC News presidency.

Characteristically, he doesn't make much fuss over this first. "I guess it's true," he said when asked. He was much more enthusiastic when he added: "But I'm pretty sure I'm the first one whose wife is a mayor—she's the mayor of Demarest, N.J., and she's running for reelection in November. Every little mention counts." He admitted, straight-faced, that his job would keep him from campaigning for her return to the unpaid post but added, "I'm for her, though."

To hear them tell it, the people who work for Bill Sheehan are for him, too. And they won't need to wait to find out what having "one of us" in the top job will mean to them. He has been increasingly in charge of running the department under Mr. Lower, and the assumption has been that, whenever a new president was called for, he would get the call. So there was little surprise and little reason to expect any marked changes when the announcement came that Mr. Lower, after 11 years in the job, was moving up—to corporate affairs vice president of ABC Inc.—and Mr. Sheehan was moving in.

Colleagues present and past give Bill Sheehan high marks as a newsman, as an executive and as a human being. A theme that is repeatedly applied to all three incarnations is that, as one associate put it, "he's a nice guy but he can be tough when he has to," or, as another said of his relationship with employees, "we could do all the things we do right, but if we don't do right—well, he's fired people before, too."

"He's a gutsy guy," says Elmer Lower, who's given him more and more authority over the years and who recommended him for the top post when he sought a change of pace for himself. "He doesn't hesitate to make decisions. He keeps his cool. He's a good broadcaster. He writes well and he writes fast. And he has the complete confidence of management."

Bill Sheehan, now 49, started earning this reputation 32 years ago in Springfield, Mass. Born in Boston, he grew up in Springfield and went to work for WMAS(AM) there in 1942, while he was still in high school. "The war was going on and they were scurrying around for warm bodies to do things on the air," he recalls.

News was only one of his warm-bodied assignments but it was enough to get him hooked, because when he returned from two and a half years' wartime service as a bombardier and navigator with the Air Force he had decided "I wanted to stay in the business." So he looked for and found a job as an NBC newsman and announcer at WDRC(AM) Hartford, Conn., which he held onto later while attending the University of Hartford.

Next stop was WJR(AM) Detroit, where he was a news editor and then for four years news director and also did early-morning newscasts that are still favorably remembered in that market.

Colleagues say his work has always been distinguished by a professional quality consciously and conscientiously developed from the beginning days of his career. "Bill Sheehan was striving to be a professional radio journalist at a time when there were few of these," a former colleague at WDRC has recalled. Even when rip-and-read was standard local newscast procedure, he went to the "extraordinary" lengths of "rewriting where he saw the need, editing for style and cohesiveness and injecting something of himself into the sometimes sterile reportage."

ABC News hired him away from WJR in 1961 to be a TV and radio correspondent, based in New York, and a year later sent him to London as bureau chief there. In four years in that post he traveled extensively, covering two British elections, Soviet Premier Nikita Krushchev's swing through the Scandinavian countries, the Nassau meeting between President Kennedy and British Prime Minister Harold MacMillan, the death of Pope John and the election of Pope Paul, Pope Paul's tour of the Holy Land, the 1965 India-Pakistan war, the death of Sir Winston Churchill and several assignments in Africa, where he also wrote and produced three TV documentaries.

Travel is still his lot. As vice president in charge of TV news from 1966 to 1973 and senior vice president and chief operating officer after that, he made at least one trip a year to Vietnam "when that story was the most important thing we were reporting," and has made six round-the-world trips to coordinate coverage from ABC News's foreign bureaus, which with the recent addition of Nairob now number 10. He was one of the newsmen who accompanied President Nixon to China in 1972, coordinating ABC's coverage from Peking, and last week he returned from a quick inspection of new and larger bureau quarters in both Paris and London.

As president of ABC News, Mr. Sheehan is in charge of a department that encompassed 653 employees at last count.

With Watergate out of the way, he sees opportunities for "a much greater diversity of stories," especially stories occurring outside of Washington, that necessarily got short shrift or none at all when Watergate developments dominated time and attention.

Like most broadcast news executives, he would like to have another half-hour of news time at night, but he would prefer it later in the evening, say around 11 p.m., rather than as an extension of the early-evening Smith-Reasoner report. "I feel we could do something that would be different, and would add a dimension to our normal news coverage," he says. "We could do it in a more relaxed atmosphere, have more time to prepare background on what's happened and have a completely different feel to the newscast." But as a realist he adds with some emphasis that "I don't see this as a thing that's going to happen very fast, however."

He has no plan to shake things up as president, or for that matter to make any fundamental changes. "Obviously the company wanted someone who was in tune with Elmer," he says.

"If shaking up the organization were in order, I wouldn't have been the one they asked to do it. But we do want to make changes in the sense of keeping number one. Everything we're doing is aimed toward that. We're going to continue on the track that we've been on—just try to do things more and better."

Editorials

Doctors in the house
News consulting is a craft in much demand these days even though, ironically, newsmen often disagree bitterly as to whether it is good or bad or in between. The importance of the subject is suggested by the decision of the Radio Television News Directors Association to devote a panel to it at the RTNDA's annual meeting this week at Montreal.

Elsewhere in these pages we examine the phenomenon at considerable length: who the consultants are, what they do and the principal arguments advanced for and against their work. It is a fascinating subject. We have no desire to get into the pros and cons here, but it does not seem out of line to suggest that when a station hires a consultant in news, no less than in any other field, it must be careful to retain the final say-so on the acceptability of the consultant's ultimate recommendations. Within those limits, it makes sense that a station will seek help, if it needs help, wherever it thinks the best help may be found.

There's nothing wrong with news consultation unless it turns into news management.

Light that failed
Awkward precedents may have been set in the federal Consumer Product Safety Commission's case against a Brooklyn, N.Y., manufacturer of a defective "trouble light" that was said to have electrocuted a user. The news media, including all three television network news departments, were manipulated by the government.

As everyone in the country must know by now, the safety commission asked a federal court in Washington to order A.K. Electronics, the manufacturer of some 180,000 lights now in distribution, and a number of large retail chains that stocked the item to buy national advertising warning of the danger. The judge worked out a compromise, arranging a news conference which the Washington bureaus of the networks, as well as other media, agreed to cover (Broadcasting, Sept. 2). Last week the judge denied the request for mandatory advertising on the grounds that the "magnificent response" of the news media had provided all the warning that was needed.

"Magnificent" may not turn out to be quite the right adjective. Granted that a safety problem existed and that national publicity was needed, there lingers a disquieting memory of all three networks rising unanimously to the judgment that this was worthy of display on their evening news programs. True, it was a slow news day. True, judgments of news values often coincide. Somehow, however, we wish that at least one editor had questioned whether the trouble light story, which has been going on for weeks, had already been adequately covered.

Not for the fun of it
As any "Datebook" department of this magazine attests, there are too many organizations holding too many meetings in broadcasting and related businesses. A selective pairing could probably cut the time and travel by half without the loss of any more substantial event than a golf game or a cocktail party.

We make no departure from that statement when we note that the forthcoming fall conferences of the National Association of Broadcasters promise to be substantial events worth attending. The agenda was described here last week: how-to sessions on engineering, commercial production, sales and television programing in addition to management sessions on legal problems and government relations.

The one concession to frivolity seems to be in the choice of luncheon speaker at all six conferences — Herb True, an evangelistic psychologist who wears funny suits and tells jokes. But perhaps a lighter interlude is suitable in an otherwise serious day and a half.

Like many meetings of lesser consequences, these are listed weekly in our "Datebook."

Prudent policy
In his effort to cut government spending, President Ford could make a token beginning by pruning a White House appendage he inherited — the Office of Telecommunications Policy. OTP is earmarked this year for a budget of $8.45 million.

President Nixon created OTP soon after assuming office in 1968 presumably to oversee vital communications allocations without reliance upon the bipartisan FCC's spectrum control. The new OTP sprouted from the Office of Telecommunications Management, a purely technical advisory unit that had existed for years for management of government frequency allocations — to the military and other agencies. The FCC's jurisdiction over all other communications was unquestioned prior to OTP.

Whereas OTM kept out of controversy, OTP, headed from its outset by Clay T. Whitehead, constantly has bounced around the Washington regulatory and legislative landscape with no well-defined mission in life. The record shows a number of attempts at developing projects but with no fulfillments, several flops, and a genius for controversy with other agencies of government, Congress and licensees.

In the quest for more economies and tidier government, appropriate committees of Congress are bound to dig into duplication of functions at OTP, the Commerce Department's Bureau of Standards laboratories at Boulder, Colo., and the FCC's field and monitoring operations. Indeed, a government committee under auspices of the Office of Management and Budget, at the White House, is already engaged in a study.OMB doesn't have far to go to find out all about OTP because both occupy space at the Executive Office Building across from the White House.

"And this model picks up all the satellite programs!"
ADVERTISERS, MEDIA DIRECTORS AND TIME BUYERS OF AMERICA—WE THANK YOU!

KFMB-TV 8 is the first TV channel in San Diego to hit the Quarter Century mark. The only reason we're celebrating our 25th Birthday is because for 25 years, you've given us a great deal of business. Thank you—from all of us at KFMB-TV 8—for your support. All we can do to reciprocate is to continue to be number 1 in reaching and influencing your customers in our market.

KFMB-TV8 © SAN DIEGO

Represented nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
FROM A POOR THIRD TO NEWS DOMINANCE* IN LESS THAN ONE YEAR...

IMPOSSIBLE!

Not at all... we just did it for a major market client this year

DOMINANCE!
DOMINANCE IN AUDIENCE SHARE
DOMINANCE IN WOMEN 18-49
DOMINANCE IN MEN 18-49
DOMINANCE IN WOMEN 18-34
DOMINANCE IN MEN 18-34

And it was done without prostituting good journalism, or upsetting the news staff’s digestion, blood pressure or pride.

Impossible . . . hardly. It just took a lot of hard work and cooperation with the station’s news staff. And this is only one of our success stories.

Whether you’re a news “have not” or market leader looking over your shoulder, you need lots more than the will to win. You need all the help you can get.

That’s where we come in —

*ARB and Nielsen

TelCom Associates Inc.
215 E. 51st St., New York, N.Y. 10022   (212) 751-0123